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• In the 2020 IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook,
Taiwan ranked number 11, just behind America.
• Taiwan is the only Asian country to have legalized gay marriage.
It shows how open-minded Taiwanese people are.
• With the exception of Japan,
Taiwan is the country with the most freedom in Asia.
• Taiwan has a bustling economy,
ranking number 17 out of all countries in the world.
• Taiwan ranks as the number one country suitable for expats.
• According to CNN’s report, Taiwan is listed among Iceland,
South Korea, and Germany as the four countries
who have had the most effective response to novel coronavirus.

Taiwan is the Island of Stories—
Small Story, Big Economy
Although the land area of Taiwan is quite small, its
population ranks at number 57 out of the 200 countries
in the world. As of 2019’s statistics, Taiwan has 5,000
publishers that produce 36,000 new titles each year, with
2,000 book stores serving the book-loving masses. So
although Taiwan is a small island, it incorporates many
different types of cultures. When these different cultures
interact, the content of stories is generated, and imbues
the publishing industry with life and passion. It also has
created a robust economy.
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Taiwan
Publishing Industry
－ Publishing Houses (2019): 4,952
－ New Titles (2019): 36,810
－ Translated New Titles (2019): 9,632 (Over 1/4 of all new titles)
－ Bookstores(2019): 2,106
－ Annual production value (2018): USD654 million
－ Average Price of Books (2018):

USD13 (Ex: Harry Potter Vol1)
－ Average money spent in books

per year per person (2018):
USD107 (About 10 books
per year)
－ Eslite: the world’s

first 24 hours
bookstore.

Best-selling genres (2019)
Children’s Books and YA
Lifestyle

13.3
%

33.5

Top 5 genres published (2019)

Literature / Fiction

%

Business and Finance

%

Others
19.8
%

20.68

24.36
%

Self-help

Social Studies

16.23
%

%

%

16.8
16.9

Literature

15.5

Arts

%

15.3
7.87
%

Applied Sciences

%

Children’s books

Sources: National Central Library, Ministry of Culture, Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, World Economic Forum (2019)
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Academia Sinica
中央研究院

As the most preeminent academic institution of the Republic of China (Taiwan),
https://www.sinica.edu.tw/en
Academia Sinica’s (AS) mission is to enhance research capacities in the
Contact:Yalin Chen
humanities and sciences, promote scholarly exchange and nurture outstanding
as0200752@gate.sinica.edu.tw
research talents. Over the years, AS has emerged as a world-renowned
+886-2-2652-1885#202
institution for research across various disciplines in Mathematics and Physical
Sciences, Life Sciences, and Humanities and Social Sciences. In collaboration
with both local and international book publishers, AS’s scholars in the humanities and social sciences publish their studies
in the areas of archaeology, history, literature, linguistics, philology, philosophy, anthropology, economics, sociology,
political science, and law.
Non-fiction/History, Map

Walking into Tainan's past and present
臺南歷史地圖散步 英文版
The Academia Sinica Center for Digital Cultures published Walking into
Tainan's Past and Present in January this year, the first travel guidebook
for Tainan equipped with a mobile app. For the benefit of our readership,
we are now publishing the Walking into Tainan's Past and Present,
English edition to let international audiences more deeply understand
Tainan's history.

Author: Chang li-fen,Chen hsiu-li,etc.
Publisher: Academia Sinica Center for
Digital Cultures
ISBN: 9789865432034
212 pages ︱ 19 × 26 cm

Non-fiction/Political

Containment in Asia: The Consolidation of Japan-U.S. Alliance (1960-1972)
圍堵在亞洲：日美同盟關係的深化
From the perspective of "containment" policy in Asia as well as the
deepening of the Japan-US alliance, this volume analyzes 1960s Japan's
national development strategy and the course of its rapid economic
growth.

Author: Tzu-chin Huang
Publisher: Center for Asia-Pacific
Area StudiesResearch Center for
Humanities and Social Sciences,
Academia Sinica
ISBN: 9789865432379
368 pages ︱ 23 × 15.5 cm

Non-fiction/Political

Cosmopolitanism and Internationalism of Leftist Art and Literature:
Transcultural Case Studies
左翼文藝的世界主義與國際主義：跨文化實例研究
This book is divided into three sections, providing eight transcultural
Author: Edited by Hsiang-Yin Sasha
cases of leftist art and literature under cosmopolitanism and
Chen
internationalism from the late nineteenth century to the 1930s. These
Publisher: Institute of Chinese
representative paradigms also show the subtle but fatal differences
Literature and Philosophy Academia
between cosmopolitanism and internationalism.
Sinica
The first section investigates the transcultural writing intentions of
ISBN: 9789865432508
Euro-French leftist literature, with specific reference to the novel
354 pages ︱ 15 × 21 cm
Jean-Christophe and short stories of the male writers, Roman Rolland
and Paul Morand, respectively, before and after the First World War.
This section contains two chapters to elucidate the old and new cosmopolitan ideas and their metamorphosis
under capitalism and imperialism. The second part, however, targets the theme of internationalist “new women”
and Kollontai’s works in the Soviet Union, Japan, and China, demonstrating the development and translation of
women’s writing under Marxism and Leninism and the gender differences in contrast to those cosmopolitan male
writers in the first section. The last section offers two paradigms of globalization and localization in China and
Taiwan to indicate a possible relationship of collaboration between politics and leftist literature.
The study of these eight transcultural cases suggests a highly complicated structure of multilayers of leftist art
and literature, which is interlaced, interacted, intergraded, and even interfered with cosmopolitanism, capitalism,
internationalism, Marxism, and feminism in different countries and cultures.

Non-fiction/Chinese Literature

Criticisms of Zhu Xi's Interpretations of the Classic of Poetry in Edo
Japan: The School of Ancient Learning
日本江戶時代古學派對朱熹《詩》觀之批評
This book selects the eleven scholars from the school of ancient
Author: Wen-chao Chang
learning in Edo Japan, whose study on Zhu Xi's thinking are more
Publisher: Institute of Chinese
characteristic as the subjects, focusing on how they criticized
Literature and Philosophy Academia
not only Zhu's editing and elimination of the Classic of Poetry,
Sinica
preservation and abandon of "a short preface", proposal of the
ISBN: 9789865432058
lascivious poetry, the two "Nan" poems of King Wen of Zhou, the
454 pages ︱ 15× 21 cm
nature and the characteristics of the poetry, but the methods, the
contents, the functions, and the aims of the education of the Classic
of Poetry. Such questions regarding the differences and similarities of the discourses on the Classic of Poetry
among the scholars, its influence at that time or upon the coming generations, and its relationship with China are
also examined.

Non-fiction/Culture

Diverse faces of contemporary wu (shamanic) cultures
當代巫文化的多元面貌
Diverse Faces of Contemporary Wu (Shamanic) Cultures contains
Author: Tai-Li Hu, Pi-Chen Liu
fifteen papers written by scholars from the Sinophone world. All
Publisher: Institute of Ethnology,
authors have completed comprehensive fieldwork in their selected
Academia Sinica
sites and provide new post-1990 data to reveal the diverse faces of
ISBN: 9789860599510
Wu (shamanic) cultures in Taiwan, China, and Southeast Asia. Each
662 pages ︱ 17 × 23 cm
study emphasizes the interactions of the nation and local society
in a specific space-time context, the distinctive characteristics
of Wu (shamanic) cultures, and the native terms and language necessary to understand these phenomena.
As contrasted with the Western concept of the ‘Shaman’, the popular Sinophone concept of Wu is adopted to
stimulate reflexive thoughts and theories, and to promote dynamic ethnographies of these diverse cultures.

Non-fiction/History

The Grand Imperial Celebrations
天朝大慶：皇清盛典
This special collection showcases the finest of the fine in the Grand
Secretariat Archives on four topics: “The Grand Festivals,” “The Grand
Banquets,” “The Imperial Weddings,” and “The Imperial Examinations.”

Author: Hsi-yuan Chen
Publisher: Institute of History and
Philology, Academia Sinica
ISBN: 9789865432294
144 pages ︱ 21.0 x 29.7 cm

Non-fiction/Language

Text Analysis of Favorlang
法佛朗語文本分析
Favorlang is an extinct Formosan language formerly spoken in
Author: Paul Jen-kuei Li
the central-western plain of Taiwan. The Favorlang texts written by
Publisher: Institute of Linguistics,
seventeenth century Dutch missionaries are the only source material
Academia Sinica
for an understanding of the grammatical structure of the language.
ISBN: 9789860580082
The introduction to the corpus provides a general background of the
334 pages ︱ 19 × 26 cm
Favorlang language, describes the nature of the written documents,
shows the problems of the Dutch orthography, discusses the linguistic
position of Favorlang, and gives a sketch of Favorlang grammar, including its phonology, morphology, and
syntax. There are fourteen short catechismic texts and Christian prayers and five longer sermons in Favorlang,
with interlinear glosses and free translations in English.

Non-fiction/Cultural Review

Cultural Translation: Horse Racing, Greyhound Racing, and Jai Alai in
Modern Shanghai
異國事物的轉譯：近代上海的跑馬、跑狗與回力球賽
This book explores how culture was “translated” and its principle.
Focusing on three imported Western sports/gambling in the colonial
setting of Shanghai in the latter half of the 19th and the first half of the
20th centuries, it reveals not only deviation and displacement but also
re-interpretation in the process of translation. Instead of being a simple
phenomenon of localization, this book demonstrates they are results of a
complex seesaw battle between two powerful cultures, namely the British
Empire and Modern China.

Author: Ning Jennifer Chang
Publisher: Institute of Modern History,
Academia Sinica
ISBN: 9789865432164
486 pages ︱ 15.5 × 21.5 cm

Non-fiction/Economic

The Development of Science and Technology Policy in Taiwan: The
Reminiscences of K.T. Li
李國鼎先生訪問紀錄—臺灣科技政策發展
Mr. K.T. Li had assisted the drafting of the Science and Technology
Author: Interviewer: Liu Su-fen;
Development Plan and helped to set up the Science and Technology
Recorders: Chen Yi-ju, Yuan Jing-wei
Advisory Group in 1978. He put strong emphases on promoting
and Lin Chi-ching
specific industries, including energy, materials, information,
Publisher: Institute of Modern History,
automation, optoelectronics, biology, hepatitis prevention, and food.
Academia Sinica
The Institute for Information Industry and the Hsinchu Science Park are
ISBN: 9789865432324
two distinctive examples. Mr. Li is also the leader of Taiwan's industrial
536 pages ︱ 15.5 × 21.5 cm
transformation: moving from the agriculture to the industry; and from
the labor-intensive industries to the technology-intensive industries, by
means of cultivating the talents and promoting high-tech. In addition, instead of building state-owned enterprises,
he concentrated on building private enterprises using venture capitals, in which TSMC is a successful case.

Non-fiction/History

Recollecting Sufferings of the Elders: White Terror in the Memories of the
Bereaved Families
話當年父兄蒙難：受難者家屬記憶中的白色恐怖
This oral history focuses on the memory of “White Terror.” Most
interviewees retold for the first time the cases they involved, such as
the cases of re-rebellion at Green Island and at the military prison, and
the cases of Ju-hsin Liu, Chao-chi Chang, Tien-tsai Huang, and Yicheng Li.
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Author: Hsueh-chi Hsu and Li-chu Yang
(eds.)
Publisher: Institute of Taiwan History,
Academia Sinica;
National Human Rights Museum
ISBN: 9789865432409
445 pages ︱ 17.5 × 23.5 cm

Art & Collection Group

典藏出版藝術家庭股份有限公司
Art & Collection Group owns seven magazines, specified in fine art category,
including Chinese contemporary art, art market, antiques, and research
pictures book for kids and adults.

https://artouch.com/kids/
Contact: Amy Chen
amychen@artouch.com
+886-2-2560-2220

Children's Books/Education, Discovering, Naughty

Beep, Take Them Away. Beep Beep Beep, Take Away!
嗶嗶嗶…帶走！
Animals that lived in forest were bored. There was an advertising poster
written amusement park was opened this day. Therefore, cheerfully
animals couldn’t wait and set off to the park. But it was not the same as
their imaginations.
After “For special you”, Hsu features in animals again. He encouraged
children to discovering and inspired adult to sympathizing with
appreciation.

Author: Yu-Jung Hsu
Illustrator: Yu-Jung Hsu
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
ISBN: 9789579057578
40 pages ︱ 21 x 28 cm

Children's Books/Qingming, Museums, Collection, Chinese art history

How Up the River During Qingming Got to Museum?
清明上河圖是怎麼到博物館？
12th century, the capital of Northern Song Dynasty, Bianjing, was “The
first city of world.” What kind of scenery included in“Up the River During
Qingming” ? This panting collected by Royal palace five times and lost
among the people four times. And it appeared many fake pieces. What
was going on?
Let’s take a journey of museum by tortuous stories and interesting
painting, exploring a piece of painting among history and non-fiction.

Author: Shi-Ren LIN
Illustrator: Li-Chen Huang
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
ISBN: 9789579057530
40 pages ︱ 27 x 23 cm

Children's Books/Education, Parents growing

I Want to Tell You
我想告訴你
Parents’ love is a tender poem, a touching letter. Do you hear it?
Author, Wang, produced sympathetic responses with all the readers by
exquisite words, sentimental illustration, and sincere calls.

Author: Shu-Hui Wang
Illustrator: Shu-Hui Wang
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
ISBN: 9789579057622
40 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm

Non-fiction/Ieoh Ming Pei, Architect, Buildings

Ieoh Ming Pei
探索貝聿銘
The book Ieoh Ming Pei is a publication composed of six momentous
articles written in the aspects of modernism, personality traits,
architectural spaces, concrete construction, modern glass construction
and the related publications of the world-famous architect Ieoh Ming Pei
by the four architects and scholars: Huang Chien-Ming, Huang ChengLing, Lai Delin and Lee Ray-Yu. It explores the architect, his achievements
and his works, all of which constructed his extraordinary life.

Author: Chien-Ming Huang, ChengLing Huang, Delin Lai and Ray-Yu Lee,
et al.
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
ISBN: 9789579057653
240 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Non-fiction/Mountain taros, Paiwan

Mountain Taros: Indigenous Classroom 2
山芋頭：部落教室2
No matter whether our people are, the education of indigenous tribe
Author: Sakuliu Pavavaljung
and the cultural heritage can never be omitted.——Sakuliu
Illustrator: Sakuliu Pavavaljung
This is a book of life philosophy regarding the ancient wisdom from
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
Paiwan people, and also the best gift from the winner of National
ISBN: 9789579057639
Award for Arts, Sakuliu, to the tribes, children and people on this
116 pages ︱ 23.5 x 26.5 cm
land.
Taro farms and the culture on the slopes link tightly and further
connect with daily lives. In the history for thousands of years, our indigenous ancestors had accumulated rich
spiritual and material civilization, developing the unique “taro” food culture of Paiwan people.
With the rapid development of advanced technology and the unbalance of earth temperature owing to global
climate change, how can we link up the traditional knowledge and livelihood industry with mainstream economic
market and modern knowledge system, and further transform for searching new opportunity to reactivate the
ancient taro breed? The traditional wisdom reserved in the tribe has to be adapted to the new world with all such
possibilities. This refers to a concept of extension and regeneration, desperate for being implemented.
The artist, Sakuliu, sorted the breeds of taros in the tribe and recorded the traditional dishes as well as the spirits
of co-working, commensals and sharing, and the phenomenon of harmonious coexistence with nature, which
were all vividly presented in the book with unadorned and genuine words and beautiful and exquisite paintings.
He sincerely expects that all the people living on the same land are able to reconnect the possibilities of different
concepts and developments, on the slope.

Non-fiction/Han Pao-The, Museology, Museums

Muse and Han Pao-Teh's Museology
邁向繆思：漢寶德談博物館
What is a museum supposed to be? What can or may museums do
Author: Pao-Teh Han
or how to run a museum? How close the distance should be between
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
it and ordinary people? And how to shorten the distance? Mr. Han
ISBN: 9789579057462
Pao-Teh, with multiple roles, served as the Director of National
328 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
Museum of Natural Science and Museum of World Religions,
acquainted himself with cultural polices and museum management.
He was outspoken in what he had seen and heard from the history of Oriental and Western museums and
thriving evolution to modern Taiwan. In this book, his personal observations and suggestions were all included,
no matter it was about the abundant resources and legal restrictions of public museums, the cultural roots and
characteristics of local museums, and the specialized collections of private museums, all of which had its own
specializations and deficiencies.
“Museum is the product of civilization and the palace of the Muse. The first half part of the term, Museum, is
Muse while the second half part is um, directly translated as the palace of the Muse.”——Han Pao-Teh

Non-fiction/Han Pao-The, Indigenousness and arts

Preservation of Life: Han Pao-Teh's Indigenousness and Arts
保存生活：漢寶德談鄉土與藝術
Author: Pao-Teh Han
From daily life to creation, Han Pao-Teh rambled the Indigenousness
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
and arts in fifteen chapters.
ISBN: 9789579057516
These and those taking place in life, in the past or at present, are all
220 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
the unique exotic plants outside the palace in Han Pao-Teh’s eyes,
all of which transformed into local heritage and motivity.
This book falls into four volumes, including “Native Artists”,
“Indigenous Arts”, “Indigenous Architecture” and “Old Streets”.
Each volume contains the definitions of terms and elaborate discourses of the events occurring at that moment,
such as the indigenousness and the folks, natives and outsiders, crafts and antiques etc. All of them refers
to each other but their similarities in analogy influences seems to be different, which extends another or more
possibilities from Han Pao-Teh’s profound but simple illustrations and comparisons.

Non-fiction/The dome of light, Kaohsiung MRT, Installation art

The Dome of Light. An Entrance to Dreams: The Creation
Story and Guides of the Work in Formosa Boulevard Station in
Kaohsiung MRT (Chinese-English)
光之穹頂•夢想的入口：高雄捷運美麗島站創作故事與作品導覽 (中英雙語)
Author: Narcissus Quagliata
Narcissus Quagliata VS the Dome of Light
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
The creation process of the most beautiful public art work in the
ISBN: 9789869690058
world.
259 pages ︱ 20 x 21 cm
The birth story of “the Dome of Light” in Formosa Boulevard Station
of Kaohsiung MRT, appraised as the most beautiful public art work,
has finally been recorded and written. The whole process from work
commission, production to creation is completely revealed in it.
The content of this book records the creation story of this specific public art work, which may be the largest
in scale and the most complicated production process in Taiwanese history as well as receiving the greatest
attentions all around the world. And yet how did the public art work with such appraisals produce?
In this book, the artist recounted the course of various thoughts after being commissioned in the first-person
perspective. How did he face this unprecedented and enormous project? How did he persist and complete each
stage to peacefully go through those difficult trials within and outside the work, especially when encountering the
difficulties during creation, production and even those from the collaborative team? All of the stories were deftly
told in this book with a plain and touching tone.

Non-fiction/Xiu Zelan, Female architect, Buildings

The Obsession of Modernity: Architect Xiu Zelan and Her Times
現代性的魅惑：修澤蘭與她的時代
Author: Pao-ning Yin
This book was based on documents, Drawings and interviews
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
by Pao-ning Yin, building scholar had written over ten years.
ISBN: 9789579057523
She explained form of manifestations, style and meanings by Xiu
328 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
Zelan ’s life, and look for figures and works of female architects in
professional building field, which dominated by male architects.
Examine our sights of seeing and refactoring historic, period
meanings of her works, and propose reflections to modernistic expound discussion of Taiwan contemporary
buildings.
Xiu leaved precious gifts for Taiwan, made us searching dreams of modern. Look back building history which
were after World War II, and think about who are we during building culture’s chances.
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Asian Culture
允晨文化

To promote the scholarly community and to participate in the cultivation of
http://www.asianculture.com.tw/
cultural heritage, Shin Kong Institution founded Asian Culture Publishing in
Contact: Chih-feng Liao
1982. Publishing good books has always been the principle that Asian Culture
ycwh1982@gmail.com
Publishing upholds. Because of such dedication, Asian Culture has won
+886-2-2507-2606
numerous acknowledgements from the National Golden Tripod Award and
Publication Award of Excellence. In view of the scarcity of publications on the
subjects of humanity, outreach, and global perspectives in recent years, we focus especially on publishing heavyweight
materials on such subjects to expand Taiwanese readers’ dimensions, and in turn, help in searching for Taiwan’s future.
Fiction/Literature, Classics

Famous Paintings: Travel Back to the City Public Auditorium in
1929.
名畫紀行: 回到1929的公會堂
How should we evaluate and judge a series of paintings from a
Author: Chiao-Pi Lin
different political time and space in the previous century?
Publisher: Asian Culture
How did they end up in Zhongshan Hall?
ISBN: 9789869755528
And why has the world forgotten about them?
316 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
The painters were Taiwanese or Japanese?
We don’t have enough clues, except
Taiwan Daily News, August 2, 1929 (the 4th year of Showa)…
These long-forgotten paintings only reappeared at the end of 2002 and sent to the Taipei Fine Arts Museum
when Taipei Zhongshan Hall’s storage room was being reorganized. In 2005, art librarian (and famous translator)
Lin Jiao-bi embarked on a magical trip to Japan, where she visited many times and traveled all over the country,
revealing the background of those paintings and the painters’ stories that were once sealed in history. With the
kindest and the most vivid style, Lin tells readers a warm and memorable story of the past that happened across
countries.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award
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Azure Publishing House
蔚藍文化出版股份有限公司

Publishing is a journey of discovery; it is with this spirit that Azure Publishing
House, founded in 2013, is committed to expanding a new horizon for Taiwan’s
reading market. Currently, what we are most interested in is public history and
philosophical works in “nonfictional writing”, including both originally written
in Chinese and translated from foreign works. The contents of a good book
always echo the current social issues. We are willing to join the community in
this way and work with everyone toward a better tomorrow.

https://www.facebook.com
/AZUREPUBLISH
Contact: Chih-Sheng Liao
coke.ljs@gmail.com
+886-2-2243-1897

Non-fiction/Camino de Santiago

800 Kilometers on the Santiago de Compostela, Where Kelly
Found Herself
西班牙朝聖800K：Kelly這樣撿回自己
People on their way to Santiago de Compostela come from all
Author: Meng Yen Lin
around the world. Just like the shell-shaped direction sign, everyone
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
aims at an identical goal. The starbursted-shape texture of the
ISBN: 9789865504069
shells resembles the different routes of Santiago de Compostela,
304 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
where they eventually gather in the sacred destination, Santiago de
Compostela.
Stay out of the tedious chores from Taiwan and walk out of the comfort zone. Without stress at work, disturbance
from idlers, and no WiFi signal, (as long as you did not buy a temporary SIM card.) the first thing after waking
up and filing your stomach is to walk. In the beginning, noises remain in your mind. Past issues, current issues,
and future issues are infused into unstopping waves. However, as time goes by, your mind becomes clear; your
desire turns low, and distracting thoughts become less. Joyness spurs continually from your heart. You will be
grateful for the strength and ability to walk, for the food to fill the stomach, and for the water to quench your thirst.
True happiness is as simple as it is.

Non-fiction/Vicissitudes of life

Formosa's Warm Power: 36 Genuine-Living Spirits in Taiwan
寶島暖實力：在臺灣真切活著的36顆心
Author: Te Yu Chen
Everyone’s life courses are presented from an exquisite and affective
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
perspective. Their stories are nothing different from ours and these
ISBN: 9789865504168
stories are the root that cultivates the energetic vitality of Taiwan. The
456 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
author is a senior reporter, mastering at digging nobodies and their
live comedies. His precise vision, glowing observation, and refined
words revive the characters. With a few sentences, these characters
became vividly alive as if they smiled, contemplated, frown, and had tears welled up in their eyes right in front of
you. Their joy, depression, anger, and their reluctant resignation are all apprehended upon the first reading.
The 36 main characters and their spirits are not only the scenery but also the core spiritual value of this island.
They are powerful drives deep down in the geocenter, lifting the height of this island relentlessly in a quiet way
and shape the appearance of this island.

Non-fiction/Japanese anime, Museum

From Northern Qi to the Ghibli: Pay a Visit to the Museum and
Witness the History of Japanese Anime!
從北齋到吉卜力：走進博物館看見日本動漫歷史！
Author: Cheng-Liang Li
The Asahi Shimbun paid their tribute to Tezuka Osamu with the
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
following sentence, “The reason why foreigners do not watch manga
ISBN: 9789869773119
is that Tezuka Osamu was not born in their country.” There is no
312 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
doubt that Japanese animate is not only entertainment and industry,
it has already become a part of Japnese culture.
Tezuka Osamu is the representative of mass culture during the
post-war Showa era while Miyazaki Hayao is the one who pushes Japanese Manga on the international stage.
Discussions concerning Japanese anime usually focus on prosperous development after World War II. The
book, on the contrary, starts with the late Edo period, exploring the turning point of Japanese manga and how
Japanese manga lay its foundation and further became the Animae culture sweep all around the world.

Non-fiction/Tainan city, Taiwan history

Let's Go to Tainan for Relaxation
來去府城透透氣：一九三○∼一九六○年代文青醫生吳新榮的日常娛樂三部曲
Author: Wen-Sung Chen
The first is to go shopping. The second is to go to a movie. The third
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
is grabbing a snack. The fourth is visiting friends. The fifth is the
ISBN: 9789869656948
message. Missing any of it is like you haven’t been to Tainan City or
288 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
something was lost in Tainan.”
This is how hipster doctor, Wu Xin Rong, described Tainan. The
book begins with a diary, investigating the daily history of a (group
of) local intellectual(s) during the Japanese Colonial Rule Period. “Daily chores” was considered irrelevant to
important matters by people at that time, however, these “daily chores” provide us a deeper understanding
towards the various facets of daily interactions between Taiwanese and Japanese and the state of mind of
Taiwanese. These “Daily chores” also promotes us to contemplate on the existing value of ancient Tainan City for
countrymen from the spacial perspective. Serving as a strategically important city of cultural tourism, the diary of
Wu Xin-Rong gives an inside look of ancient Tainan City, which was truly fashionable 70 years ago.

Non-fiction/Country life

Letters from the Kararan River
嘎啷啷 書簡
Author: Ke Ho
Long-haired Ho Ke likes reading and writing. His enthusiasm is
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
incomprehensible and intriguing and his bones and flesh are brewed
ISBN: 9789865504083
in alcohol. Living in a small village nearby the Central Mountain
314 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
Range, where people and cars always pass by in a hurry, Garunrun
has no permanent property. He regards this small village as a place
for shelter, a place that has long been forgotten by the era. He would
rather stay at this village than to confront his abruptness. In addition, he participates in all kinds of village events
and keeps in touch with the outside world through writing letters and articles. These letters are not simply letters,
they are always longer than the Kararan River nearby the village. These letters describe exactly himself, the
times he has been through, the love, and the addictive alcohol he cannot get rid of.
The proceeding time is not detainable. Write it down and send these letters to the once reckless younger self.
Such an old-fashion way fits well with this aging old man, who no longer can bear with loneliness.

Non-fiction/Kyoto

Love and Infatuation for Kyoto
愛欲京都
Author: Chiao Mei Yao
Yao, Chiao-Mei traveled with her mother to Arashiyama in Kyoto
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
when she was 25. They lingered on the TogetuKyo Bridge, watching
ISBN: 9789865504052
at the endless spring scenery. The tranquility and the solidarity view
284 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
at that moment had touched Yao, Qiao-Mei, and buried the seed for
her advanced studies in Kyoto. Revisiting the old place, “Mother has
left the world for many years and my hair started to turn grey.”, said Yao, Qiao-Mei.
Time flies through the millennium and Kyoto remains peaceful. “Love and infatuation for Kyoto” sets the ancient
capital as the stage. The author, at her late age, urges the inevitably disappearing time and people to stay.
Geishas glide across the new bridge with umbrellas on their hands. The seemingly light-footed steps are rather
heavy. This abstinence can solely be accomplished by strict training. Around thirty articles and illustrations
provide us a glimpse of the turbulent love and infatuation under the tranquility of Kyoto and Yao, Qian-Mei’s love
and infatuation for Kyoto.

Non-fiction/Marine education

Marine Lessons for the 16-Year-Old
十六歲的海洋課
Author: Hung Chi Liao
The opportunity of the sea island is in the ocean; Taiwan’s
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
opportunity is turning around and facing the ocean. Once they get
ISBN: 9789869656993
in touch with the ocean, they became curious and Curiosity further
256 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
leads to concern. We start wondering why people on this sea
island are reluctant to get acquainted with the sea and not willing to
learn more about the sea? A simple movement offers you amazing
scenery. Why not? There come people who begin to illustrate and promote: the change of having the boundless
sky and sea take only some adventures and prices. This is “Marine Education.”
This book starts with the aspiration for marine education, serving as a reader’s book for teenagers’ references
in Taiwan. We sincerely hope that the next young generation of Taiwan can truly be proud of themselves as the
children of the ocean.

Non-fiction/Mountain

Mountains for the Ordinary
凡人的山嶺
Author: Wei Jyh Wang
Mountains are the highest scenery in Taiwan. Walking on the
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
nonoverlapping ridge with the same view can widen your horizon
ISBN: 9789869773102
and the fully unfolds the three-dimensional Formosa Taiwan in front
260 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
of your eyes. The highest scenery in Taiwan arouses the utmost
astonishment to our senses with affections and resembles an
exclamation mark with flesh and bones. The mountains are simply
mountains. To human beings, the greatest significance of mountains lies in inspiration rather than offering or
coaching, which is also the theme described in the book, the record of an ordinary strolling in the mountains with
what he saw, heard, thought, and felt.

Non-fiction/Cuisine, Taiwan history

The Cuisine of Taiwan
料理臺灣：從現代性到在地化，澎湃百年的一桌好菜
Author: Hsiu-Chin Hsiao
Gourmet is intertwined with space. The Taiwanese cuisine restaurant
Illustrator: Yi-Hsien Lin
is not only filled with scents but also constructs a unique atmosphere
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
of diets. Diet in Taiwan can be generally categorized into Hakka
ISBN: 9789869656986
cuisine, Fujian cuisine, and other immigrant styles of cuisine. The
224 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
local restaurants embody delicate differences between various
groups of communities, especially for the metropolitan areas where
immigrants from different places were gathered.
Diet history is intertwined with local customs and history, which manifests the broadness and inclusiveness
of Taiwan. As time goes by, Taiwanese cuisine is fused with Guangdong and Fujian cuisine, Beijing cuisine,
Zhejiang cuisine, Shanghai cuisine, and unique dishes from military housing. Taiwanese cuisine is also affected
by the local custom, climate, and ingredients, and it has evolved into idiosyncratic dishes and diets. “The cuisine
of Taiwan” is another a cultural encyclopedia that analyzes the Taiwanese cuisine with rolling aromas in the air. “so
Taiwan! ”

Non-fiction/Journey

The Journey of Exiguous Dust
微塵記
Author: Chi Ho
From the divine to the human world, from humanity to history, the
Publisher: Azure Publishing House
author left Taiwan for Indo-Pacific, Asia, and Europe. Her touring
ISBN: 9789869656979
journals are like footsteps in the mortal coil, measuring people
284 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
and the mysterious world. This book collects tens of travel journals
across decades. The places she went to are mainly countries in
western and southern Asia. Muslim and Hindi culture are particularly described in a delicate way.
These articles have expanded a rare field among tourism writing in Taiwan. The most fascinating part of this book
is the thoughtfulness and kindness encountered during the journey. Different cultures and languages, stepping
outside of the comfort zone during the travel sometimes lead to inevitable economic embarrassments. However,
people’s warm-hearted and empathy behaviors somehow shorten the gap and make the dissimilarity invisible,
where we find the value of traveling.
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Children’s Publications Co., Ltd
青林國際出版股份有限公司

CPL was established in 1994 and specializes on professional and high quality
children’s picture books. As one of the leading children’s book publishers
in Taiwan, CPL is committed to the development and promotion of children
books based on the philosophy of "Happy Growth with Children and Become a
Family’s Learning Partner".

https://www.012book.com.tw/
Contact: Teresa Yang
cpl@012book.com.tw
+886-2-8797-2777 ext. 614

Children's Books/Geography, Cultures

Hunting Books for 80 Days in Europe
歐洲獵書80天
It's about a children books' hunting adventure in Europe by two fans.
80 days' travel in 13 European countries, visiting exceeding 60 cities
and children's library are just for children books hunting.
From the perspectives of representative illustrators, ancient picture
books and children's libraries to introduce elaborately for Eastern
and Western European children's books.
Is it the end after 80 days? No, it's a start for another journey......

Author: Yi Zhen Su, Yi Ling Xie
Illustrator: Yiting Lee
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789862744291
263 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Children's Books/Growing up, Facts of life, Early learning

I can
我會
Accept children to learn from their mistakes instead of always
requesting them not to make mistakes. "Being wrong slowly, being
right slowly and learn slowly. This concept can have children
understand correctly for the faith of being wrong, it can also improve
children's ability to deal with mistakes in the future and get rid of the
fear of mistakes and failure.

Author: Wang Fan Nien
Illustrator: Xu Kuangkuang
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789862745113
40 pages ︱ 21 x 21 cm

Children's Books/History, Geography

Jinguashi: The Golden Years of the Golden Mountain
金瓜石—金仔山的黃金歲月
Jinguashi is a significant town for gold mining in Taiwan. This book
introduces the history of gold mining and the customs of Jinguashi
for hundreds of years from the Qing Dynasty until the Guomindang
government came to Taiwan.

Author: Shi Zhengting, Xiao Jinzhang
Illustrator: Shi Zhengting
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
40 pages ︱ 21.3 x 28.6 cm

Children's Books/History, Biography

Justice and Courage: Tang Dezhang
正義與勇氣──湯德章
Tang Dezhang was born in Tainan but he was both Japanese and
Taiwanese. Why was this once respected policeman and lawyer being
framed and forced to confess? In order to protect the people and the
justice of Taiwan, why did he even sacrifice his life? Let's get to know
the human rights fighter who died in the February 28th Incident-Tang
Dezhang.

Author: Su Zhenming
Illustrator: Chen Minyi
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
48 pages ︱ 28.7 x 21.8 cm

Children's Books/Education, Language learning

Learn Songs with Teacher KTV
英文兒歌玩起來：創意律動大探索 (內含DVD×1+親子手冊×1)
Teacher KTV, a super popular teacher with over 20 English teaching
experiences, selects specially eight classic nursery rhymes for Taiwan
children, designing ukulele chords + body rhythm exercises. Create a
happy childhood with children to learn English by acting.

Author: Katie Partlow
Illustrator: Blaza Chen
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 4714150671732
60 pages ︱ 21.7 x 21.5 cm

Children's Books/Family life

Papa, Wait for Me!
爸爸，等等我！
A little boy who always chases after his father by riding a bike and plays
building blocks with him, now he grows up as an adult working hard but
still often thinks of his favorite family. Recalling all those memories with
his father, he expects to have much more time to accompany him. He
cherishes this precious and indispensable of parents' love which he
would never miss nor give up.

Author: Wang Fan Nien
Illustrator: Fang Ru Xu
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789862744536
48 pages ︱ 21 x 29.5 cm

Children's Books/Indigenous culture, Animal

Wow! Eagles in the Park!
哇! 公園有鷹
Look! An eagle is in the sky!
The eagle in the park requires very good abilities for living in the urban
park, especially excellent flying skills for crossing the crowded streets. In
spring, an eagle couples have a new family member. Eagle parents take
care of their baby eagles for the growth and learning how to fly high in
the urban park.
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Author: Hua Ren He
Illustrator: Hua Ren He
Publisher: Children’s Publications Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789862744345
48 pages ︱ 20.5 x 27.3 cm

China Times Publishing Company
時報文化出版企業股份有限公司

China Times Publishing Company, established in 1975, is one of the leading
publishing houses in Taiwan, and it became the first and only publishing
house with an IPO in Taiwan in 1999. China Times Publishing is dedicated to
introducing distinguished authors and writings to readers and to preserving
knowledge and culture for the future generations.

www.readingtimes.com.tw
Contact: Joanne Yang
joanneyang@readingtimes.com.tw
+ 886-2-2306-6600 ext. 8428

Comics/ Cyberbullying, Spill It community, Lonely elderly, Emotions

Big City, Little Things 4
大城小事4
Le-kao and his father run a fried chicken stand in a night market.
But due to his father's laid-back personality, they don’t make much
money. They live poorly and eat toasts with sauce every day. One
day, after a dispute between Le-kao and a customer, the fried
chicken stand was given a bad name in the Spill It community
online. Netizens raised the banner of justice and denounced the stand
severely. Could a one-sided account decide whether a person is guilty
or not? How could Le-kao and his father get away from cyberbullying?

Author: HOM
Illustrator: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
ISBN: 9789863188452
176 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

*Comics/ Diverse family formation, Same-sex marriage, Marriage equality, Gender equality education

Big City, Little Things 5
大城小事5
The side dish of McDonald's combo meal is always french fries,
and those who want ice cream will have to order an extra cone. Toya, who wants to have children; Huan-yuan, who needs a marriage
to disguise his sexual orientation from his parents; and Cheng-hao,
who wants nothing more than to be by Huan-yuan's side. The three
of them choose this marriage combo meal. But it is a marriage without
love and a love without marriage. When everyone craves for ice cream,
what additional cost will that be?
*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year
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Author: HOM
Illustrator: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
ISBN: 9789863189190
176 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Chin-Chin publications Ltd
親親文化事業有限公司

Chin-Chin Publications Ltd. was established in 1981 for providing children
with the best quality books. Our publications have repeatedly been praised as
outstanding work, and also sold copyright to many countries including USA,
South Korea, Belgium. We hope to introduce our books to the children around
the world.

http://www.kissnature.com.tw/h/
index?key=788636607696
Contact: Ming-Chun Ouyang
willie7968@gmail.com
+886-925-439-988

Children's Books/Others

Grandpa Bubalus Moves to a New Home
水牛爺爺搬新家
Grandpa Bubalus and Wu have a good relationship. They have been
working together in the field for almost thirty years. Even Bubalus is
too old to work now; Wu will still visit Grandpa Buffalo every day in the
farm and talk to him. But this time, Grandpa Bubalus doesn’t see Wu
for several days. What is going on? And there is a rumor going around,
saying Grandpa Bubalus might be sold? Could it be true?

Author: Zhi-Wei, Liao
Illustrator: Zhen-Song, Zhang
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400552
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

Grateful Crabs
蟹謝你
Little crab and her friends are ready to bring their babies to the sea to
hatch, but there are many iron monsters on the road. Will they arrive
safely?

Author: Ling-Hua Gao
Illustrator: Ba-Le, Liu
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400422
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

Great DoDo
嘟嘟，你好棒
DoDo, the owl was wounded by the person who placed the trap, and
could no longer fly. On this day, DoDo accidentally taught a little owl to
fly and regained optimism and confidence.

Author: Yuan-Rong Wang
Illustrator: He-Kay, Chen
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400446
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

Let the Shows Begin
大家來看戲
There are different kinds of shows and plays, puppet show, opera,
musical, shadow play, mime, and others. Which one you like the best?
This book features realistic and vivid pictures. Young reader will find
many fun-loving plays in this amazing book and through the pages
watch and recognize different show and play.

Author: Yuan-Rong Wang
Illustrator: Shu-Hua, Huang
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400651
28 pages ︱ 21.5 x 26.5 cm

Children's Books/Others

Let's Go to the Mountain
我們去爬山
Do you ever go into the mountain? What kind of feeling bring you when
you are in the mountain trail? Does the air smell different? What kind of
sound do you hear? This cheerful simple book is going to leads young
readers to get a close look at the mountain, and appreciate the stunning
creatures in the mountain.

Author: Chia-Fen Her
Illustrator: Chun-Chun, Lin
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400842
28 pages ︱ 21.5 x 26.5 cm

Children's Books/Others

Loving Bears
阿貝的小熊
Abbe met Xiaoli and his friends in the hospital. He wanted to cheer them
up, so he decided to sew bears for every one of them by himself. But he
knew nothing about sewing. Abbe tried to do his best by reading books
and watching instruction video. Day by day, he insisted on sewing. And
one by one, he made so many bears, bringing warmth and happiness to
his friends. Abbe decides to carry on making bears, and more and more
neighbors join him for the good deed.

Author: Yuan-Rong Wang
Illustrator: Jia-Hong, Wu
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400415
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

Sharing Table in Forest
森林餐桌
Anan lost his way in the forest and encountered heavy rain. The little
animals in the forest could not find food, everyone is cold and hungry.
Anan decided to do something......

Author: Chia-Fen Her
Illustrator: Akira
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400453
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

The Big Problem of Happy Village
快樂村的大難題
There is a big tree in the town square of Happy Village, and the villagers
will sing, play chess, and do all sort of things under the tree. One day, a
notice was posted in the square, announces that the big tree was going
to be cut down because the road need to be widening. Everyone is
reluctant, but what can they do? How do the villagers of Happy Village
solve this big problem together?

Author: You-Ru, Lin
Illustrator: Kun-Feng Zhuo
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400460
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

The Kind Hearts of Farmer
農人的心意
Xiao Ai and her parent returned to their grandparents’ home to help their
grandpa grow rice. Xiao Ai and dad saw the farmers spraying pesticides
which caused the leopard cat and other animals were poisoned, so they
decided to use non-toxic farming, hoping to give all animals a clean and
safe environment to live.

Author: Yuan-Rong Wang
Illustrator: Wei-Lin Chen
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400408
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

Children's Books/Others

Together Forever
當我們同在一起
Mushroom is a dog. It was diagnosed with cancer. Its owner decided to
take good care of Mushroom. He began to take Mushroom traveling the
island and experiencimg life.
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Author: Yuan-Rong Wang
Illustrator: Li-Jun Chi
Publisher: Chin-Chin Publications Ltd.
ISBN: 9789865400439
24 pages ︱ 25 x 25 cm

CommonWealth Education Media and
Publishing Co., Ltd.
親子天下股份有限公司
CommonWealth Education Media & Publishing Co., Ltd., Taiwan's most
https://www.parenting.com.tw/
influential education & parenting media. Also a member of CommonWealth
Contact: Sheryl Ho
Magazine Group, Taiwan’s leading media for over 30 years. Our children’s book
sherylho@cw.com.tw
publishing was launched in 2005. Furthermore, the CommonWealth Parenting
+886-2-2509-2800
magazine was launched in 2008, as the credible information resource for
parents of children aged up to 15, and also the only educational magazine
in Taiwan that combines current issues on education, parenting and family lifestyle. We offer reading experience of the
highest quality through various categories for children and teenagers, successfully built up a strong following of parents,
educators, scholars and education policy makers.
Children's Books/Health, Sanitation

Hand Washing Competition
動物村洗手大賽
Hand Washing Competition in Animal Village began! All animals tried
their best to show various ways to wash their hands. Did they wash their
hands clean? Who will be the winner?

Author: Chih-Ying Huang
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575036263
32 pages ︱ 16 x 19 cm

Children's Books/Empathy, Manner

I'm Sorry
小豬乖乖6 : 乖乖說對不起
Guai Guai went to the supermarket and helped Mom push the cart. Guai
Guai was so happy to chat that didn't notice Flora was hitting by the cart.
But Guai Guai insist no to say sorry to Flora, why and how should Mom
do?

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575036560
24 pages: 19.5 x 20 cm
Rights Sold ︱ Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Biology, Nature observation

Kingfisher
翠鳥
Mr. Chiu's curiosity, observation, amazement, and touch of the
kingfisher all turned into beautiful illustrations. Following the remarkable
illustrations, readers practiced their own ecological observation angle,
and saw the hidden details in the behavior of kingfisher.

Author: Chen Tsung Chiu
Illustrator: Chen Tsung Chiu
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575036799
40 pages ︱ 22.6 x 29.6 cm

Children's Books/Hero, Advanture, Courage, Friendship

Little Heroes in the City
城市小英雄
A puppy without a name is always laughed at by his companions for
having a big nose and strange fur color. The puppy was accidently left at
the alley of the city, wonderling around, bullied by bad dogs, until he met
8 kind cats. The cats gave him warmth and a name “Happy”. One day
Happy and his new friends accidentally got involved in a crime event,
they decided to catch the bad guys.

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575035945
44 pages ︱ 26 x 31.7 cm

Children's Books/Puzzle, Game, Advanture, Mystery

Officer Panda: The Missing Egg
貓熊警察：恐龍蛋失竊事件
Mayday! Mayday!
The baby egg of the Triceratops mother was stolen!
Officer Panda and his assistant Chacha rushed to the dinosaur market
to investigate who stole the egg. Can they break through the traps and
arrest the sneaky thief?
The people in the background also have their stories, what hilarious
events will happen to each of them?

Author: Nobuko
Illustrator: Nobuko
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575034726
48 pages ︱ 25 x 36.5 cm

Non-fiction/Education, Positive parenting

Positive Psychology for Parents
正向聚焦：有效肯定的三十種變化，點燃孩子的內在動力
A book for parents who don’t know how to praise your frustrated children.
Use warm and firm language to stimulate children's positive growth
power.

Author: Chih-Heng Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575036492
360 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Education, Montessori, Satir, Adler

Secure Parenting: Lessons From Montessori, Satir and Adler
羅寶鴻的安定教養學
By integrating Montessori education with the work of Adler and Satir, this
easy-to-understand handbook provides more than just a solid theoretical
foundation － it provides practical methods and guidance to help readers
resolve parenting challenges.

Author: Henry Lo
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575035396
368 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Comics/Biology, Adventure

The Duckbill Files 8: The Animal Olympic Games
達克比辦案8：驚魂奧運會 物競天擇與適應
Hot-blooded detective Duckbill has brand new cases again! The
organizer of Animal Olympics received a threatening letter threatening
to make the games “fair”. Those animals who often win gold should be
very alert this time….

Author: Ami Hu
Illustrator: Yung-Chen Peng, Chih Yuan
Ke
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575035716
144 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Children's Books/Cognition, Birth, Number

The Most Treasure Present
最棒的禮物
What is the best present in your mind? There is a big event happening
in Angel Town, everyone come to celebrate with a variety of presents.
There are long, round and fragrant presents, but the best present will
be….

Author: Lai ma
Illustrator: Lai ma
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575034382
52 pages ︱ 25 x 26 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Health, Sanitation

Welcome to the Mask Village
歡迎光臨口罩動物村
The boy and Mom came to Animal Village and found all the animals
were wearing masks. The boy was very curious and asked why they
wear masks. He got several odd but interesting answers but sounds
reasonable!
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Author: Chih-Ying Huang
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
ISBN: 9789575036119
32 pages ︱ 16 x 19 cm

Cosmos Culture Ltd.
寂天文化事業股份有限公司
Cosmos Culture Ltd., established in March 1998, is composed of intellectuals
https://www.cosmoselt.com/#!/
from different professions. The staff is devoted to cultural education and
Contact: Alvita Ko
hopes to make a significant contribution to the inheritance and development of
webmarket@icosmos.com.tw
world culture by providing knowledge and high quality reference books to our
+886-2-2365-9739
readers.
Contributing to the world’s culture is an endless road. Today’s world is a global
village. Skill with two or more languages is crucial if an individual wants to play a role in the rapid growth of worldwide
human communication and cultural exchanges.
Our quest at Cosmos is to publish English and Japanese books for language study in a great diversity of subjects and
with excellence in content and to create the most modern layouts to meet the needs of readers. We want readers to feel
that studying a language is no longer a heavy burden, but an enjoyable experience.
Quality is what Cosmos strives after. To publish high quality books, we make great effort in editing. Cosmos has
qualified editors and professional proofreaders to control the quality both in content and layout. We use a variety of
layouts for different subjects to make the books easy to read. Through the hard work and creativity of our editors and
proofreaders, the work of many writers and artists become treasures for our readers.
Our aim is to make you realize that language is not a barrier or a cold tool, but a form of beautiful art, natural music, and
a dancing dialog between human beings.
Non-fiction/Grammar, English, English grammar

Comprehensive Grammar and Practice Book (Second Edition)
英文文法全書活用練習【二版】（20K彩色）
Designed to support and assist learners in mastering the structure of the
English language, Comprehensive Grammar and Practice Book (Second
Edition) is a comprehensive grammar guide that contains all the rules of
English grammar explained in simple, easily understood terms.
This book gives learners key exceptions, common grammar mistakes,
plenty of real-life examples, and numerous grammar exercises with various
question types designed to help them retain what they have learned.

Author: Liming Jing/ Dennis James Le
Boeuf
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863188452
672 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Non-fiction/Listening, Speaking, English

English Now: Starter (8K+1MP3)
Author: Owain Mckimm
English Now! is a comprehensive program that helps English
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
learners effectively enhance their listening comprehension and
ISBN: 9789863189190
speaking skills.
84 pages ︱ 21 x 27.7 cm
English Now! Starter is designed to assist beginners in building their
listening and speaking skills. The book features real-life scenarios,
colorful illustrations, and abundant pair work activities. With the help
of this book, students will be introduced to high-frequency expressions used in discussing everyday topics and
acquire new language skills in fun and efficient ways.

Non-fiction/Vocabulary, Reading skills, English

English Power-On 3: Building Vocabulary & Reading Skills
(2nd Ed.) (16K+1MP3)
Author: Laura Phelps
The book is for intermediate English learners and is useful for
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
vocabulary and reading instruction at the college level.
ISBN: 9789863187233
The English POWER-On: Building Vocabulary and Reading Skills
200 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm
series is comprised of three books catering to English learners of
different proficiency levels. Each book contains 18 units and 36
lessons that provide attractive reading material on different themes
and various topics, including Travel, Animals, People, Art & Literature, Sports, Business, Entertainment, Science
& Technology, Computers & the Internet, and Nature. This series offers you valuable practice with real English
and a wealth of reading strategies and activities designed to help you build your vocabulary and comprehension
skills.

Non-fiction/Presentation, Writing, English

English Presentation and Writing 創作與發表（8K+1MP3）
Author: Joanne Su/Farhad A. K.
English Presentation and Writing aims at enhancing communication
Cassim/Owain Mackimm/Laura
skills for an intercultural global world. The book integrates
Phelps/Ian
the following features to create a fun and meaningful learning
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
experience:
ISBN: 9789863189176
1. The book covers the main skill areas of reading, grammar, writing,
384 pages ︱ 21 x 28 cm
and presentation.
2. It combines ideas from seven books about presenting in English,
general and advanced English writing, talking about Taiwan in
English, English reading, English news, business English, and English for culturally creative industries.
3. It enhances students' ability to talk about their culture, thereby preparing them for the culturally creative
industries, and it also develops their global view along with their ethical orientation.
4. Grammar includes a complete introduction to the rules, and tables and diagrammatic representations clearly
present ideas, preparing students to engage with the exercises.
5. Writing training proceeds in step-by-step fashion, beginning with sentence construction before moving on to
paragraph and essay development, and it also includes guidance on logical development and critical thinking.
6. The English presentation section includes slides from effective presentations, teaches essential criteria,
emphasizes advance preparation, and provides explicit guidance.
7. The reading topics included are related to daily life, making application easy.

Non-fiction/Grammar, English, English grammar

Grammar Growth Curve 1
彩圖初級英文文法Let's See!【三版】（16K軟精裝+解答別冊）
Seeing 2000+ real photos and colorful illustrations help learners gain a
broader understanding of key concepts in grammar.
Learning clear explanations and immediate practices help learners
prepare for various English grammar exams.
Believing perfect grammar and writing skills encourage learners to
express individual opinions and ideas confidently.

Author: Alex Rath Ph.D.
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863187936
336 pages ︱ 21.5 x 28.5 cm

Non-fiction/Words, Stories, Vocabulary, English

Learn My First 1000 Words Through Stories
看完故事就學會國小1000英單（16K+1MP3+Workbook）
Learn My First 1,000 Words Through Stories is a vocabulary-teaching
storybook which aims to provide children with a fun English-learning
experience. The content comprises 22 creative short stories that take
place in an imaginary world, written in basic and useful sentence patterns
that can be applied in children’s everyday lives.

Author: Yahung Fang, Rouan Chen
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
ISBN: 9789866963759
232 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm

Non-fiction/Reading, Reading Skills, English

Success with Reading 4 (4th Ed.) (16K+1MP3)
Author: Connie Sliger, Owain
Success With Reading is a four-volume series of exercise books
Mckimm, Richard Luhrs, Zachary
designed to develop reading competence and improve reading
Fillingham
skills. Each book contains 90-100 articles on various topics and
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
multiple comprehension questions to test readers’ ability to recall and
ISBN: 9789863188391
understand what they read in the articles.
280 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm
Each book is divided into four units, which concentrate on different
reading strategies, including Reading Skills, Word Study, Study
Strategies, and Final Reviews. As readers use this book, they equip
themselves with not only reading capability but also knowledge about a wide variety of subjects that include arts
& literature, animals, history, science, and sports.

Non-fiction/Vocabulary, Words, Magic mind maps, English

Using Magic Mind Maps to Learn 2000 Basic Vocabulary Words
心智圖神奇記憶國中英單2000：聯想記憶不死背（25K+MP3）
Author: Maddie Smith/ Olanda Lin/
This book is based on the latest and most effective approaches to
Zoe Teng
vocabulary acquisition. With the help of mind maps—diagrams used
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
to organize information visually—this book makes learning new words
ISBN: 9789863187769
both easy and fun. By reading each mind map created around a
296 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
single concept and its related vocabulary words, learners can almost
effortlessly absorb new words.
This book contains 30 chapters and has a total of 133 extended topics,
including Animals, Nature, the Internet, and more! In each topic, there are also plenty of example sentences
written for targeted vocabulary words for the purpose of enhancing readers' understanding of these words.

Non-fiction/Grammar, Magic mind maps, English grammar

Using Magic Mind Maps to Learn Basic English Grammar
心智圖神奇記憶初級英文文法（16K）
Author: Alex Rath Ph.D. / Yang WeiTired of reading complex explanations of English grammar and failing
Xin（心智圖製作）
to understand? Using Magic Mind Maps to Learn Basic English
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
Grammar is a marvelous solution to this problem. Through the use
ISBN: 9789863189268
of mind maps—diagrams that show information visually—this book
312 pages ︱ 26 x 19 cm
provides readers with a simple, logical method for learning grammar
rules, allowing them to grasp each grammar point fully and quickly.
The book consists of 106 units organized into 14 parts. It covers all
aspects of basic English grammar, including parts of speech, tenses, different sentence types, and more. In
addition, each unit provides plenty of example sentences that feature the targeted grammar point, ensuring that
readers gain a complete understanding of how it is used in the real world.

Non-fiction/Grammar, English, English grammar

World Talk: Dancing with English-A Book of Comprehensive
Grammar (Second Edition)
英文文法全書【二版】 （32K彩色軟精裝）
This comprehensive handbook contains the important grammar rules
and usage you need to know in order to gain high scores on English
tests and communicate effectively with the world.
As you read this huge handbook, you will improve your pronunciation,
vocabulary, spelling, grammar, reading comprehension, and writing
skills. You will also gain many interesting opportunities to apply the
grammar rules to a wide variety of sentence structures.
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Author: Liming Jing/ Dennis James
Le Boeuf
Publisher: Cosmos Culture Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863188131
976 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.8 cm

Hsubooks Enterprise Limited
徐氏書坊
Hsubooks specializes in publishing academic and professional books on
history, culture, language, and other humanities subjects of the Middle East. It
is our sincere hope that our publications will help readers gain knowledge and
insight into the different peoples of the world. We hope that harmony between
peoples can be achieved through understandfing. We appreciate people who,
having the same keen interests, would like to join our ranks in publication by
contributing their manuscripts and personal experience.

http://www.hsubooks.com.tw
Contact: Cheng-Hsiang Hsu
Hsubooks@mail.com
+886-918-752-012

Non-fiction/Arabic, Dictionary

The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Root Words),
Fascicule 1
阿拉伯語辭海大全（字根篇），分冊1
The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (RDAL) Project
Author: Cheng-Hsiang Hsu
This is the most comprehensive Arabic dictionary ever produced
Publisher: Hsubooks Enterprise
to date. Dr. Hsu Cheng-Hsiang (a Taiwanese scholar) compiles the
Limited
dictionary in a new and revolutionary way, and edits it with clarity
360 pages ︱ 200 x 285 cm
and simplicity. He divides the dictionary into eight parts, that are as
follows. (1) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Root
Words), (2) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Non-Root Words), (3) The Reference Dictionary
of the Arabic Language (Phrases and Sentences), (4) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (People
Names), (5) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Place Names), (6) The Reference Dictionary
of the Arabic Language (Usages), (7) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Grammatical Terms),
and (8) The Reference Dictionary of the Arabic Language (Index). In the root words part, examples, remarks
and cross-references are given to words, for perceiving their usage and formation. Every verb is assigned an
Arabic verb pattern code (AVPC), which refers to its conjugational table given in the work (entitled «A Complete
Handbook of the Arabic Verb Conjugation»). The "index" part is designed to enable everyone to use this
dictionary easily. Even a five-year-old child is able to use it, providing that he knows the alphabets.
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INK Literary Monthly Publishing Ltd.
印刻文學生活雜誌出版股份有限公司
The last decades of twentieth century witnessed the mainstream reading
http://www.inksudu.com.tw/
in Taiwan focusing mainly on non-literary publications. As the society
Contact: Yi Li Chiang
progressed economically and culturally and became increasingly diversified
ink.book@msa.hinet.net
and segmented, literary publication did not receive the attention it deserved
+886-2-2228-1626
as a universal legacy. Aspired to bring about the renaissance of Literature,
and to affirm Literature as the core value of publishing in Taiwan, INK Literary
Publishing Co., Ltd（INK）was established.
Its director and editor-in-chief, Chu An-min（初安民）, is a poet and a well-respected figure in Taiwan’s literary arena
himself. Before INK was founded, he has been the editor-in-Chief of Unitas Publishing, one of the pioneer publishing
companies of Taiwan, for more than a decade. Under his direct, Unitas became the publisher of so many important
Chinese writers—including Noble Laureate Gao Xingjian（高行健）, among the others—as well as new generation in
Taiwan. It is well acknowledged that Mr. Chu stands among the best.
Since its debut in May 2001, INK has issued works written by first-grade Chinese writers coming from both sides of the
Taiwan Straits, including Chu Tien- sin（朱天心）, Chu Tien-wen（朱天文）, Chien Chen（簡媜）, Chang Ta Chun（張大春）,
Yang Chao（楊照）, Jiang Xun（蔣勳）, Jade Y. Chen（陳玉慧）, and Lin Huai-min（林懷民）,Lou Yi-chin（駱以軍）,
from Taiwan, and Wang An-yi（王安憶）, Jia Ping-wa（賈平凹）and Yan Lian Ke（閻連科）from mainland China, just to
name a few.
Our resolution was granted with publicity, and also recognition: over the past years, several titles were crowned with
special honor, such like: National Museum of Taiwan Literature Award, The Dream of the Red Chamber Award, Golden
Tripod Award, Taipei International Book Exhibition Prize, China Times Book Review Award, Yazhou Zhoukan Yearly Top
Ten. Backed with those credits, INK will keep putting all efforts to publish excellent works in the future, to make founding
bricks in constructing Chinese literary history. Meanwhile, INK will expand into more aspects, such as biography,
western classics, pop culture and all varieties. Up to 2020, INK has already published more than 1000 titles, with
books in almost all kind of categories. That is to say, we have expanded from a Literary Publisher to a Comprehensive
Publisher. Since 2007, we also launch into the business of translating foreign literature into Chinese edition, with the title
The Reluctant Fundamentalist as premiere. The author Mohsin Hamid was featured as the cover story of our magazine
when the book was issued. Afterwards, foreign titles were published in steady pace, it is in our highly expectations
that as a publisher we shall do our best to bring the finest works to readers, no matter where it comes from. About the
international sector, INK has introduced other great contemporary novelists as well, such as: Hwang Such Young from
Korea, John Bernville from England, Mortem Rams land from Denmark, and Stoke Tsushima from Japan. All these titles
not only received special regards from readers, but also stirred up dialogues between critics.
It is our best expectation that INK Monthly would be the chosen platform for conscientious writers, make all voices
heard, and finally make the premier brand of Chinese literary periodical, but also get access to even more readers.
Fiction/Literature, Classics, Historical novel

The Romance Before Sunrise: A Sketch of Taiwan Literature
During the Period of Japanese Rule
天亮之前的戀愛：日治台灣小說風景
The Romance before Sunrise: A sketch of Taiwan Literature during
Author: Hsiang Yin Lai
the Period of Japanese Rule is based on Ang Lau’s novel Love
Publisher: INK Literary Monthly
Stories Before Sunrise. This book pays a tribute to its predecessor
Publishing Ltd.
on the foreign land, and can also be compared to the modern novels
ISBN: 9789863872757
in Taiwan. From exploring writing styles in the 1920s to showcasing
264 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21cm
the works in the 1940s, Taiwanese novelists had expressed their
passion fully. No matter how difficult the circumstances were, writers still embraced their passion in the darkness.
Sadly, no one appreciated their hard work so it just evaporated like the dew after dawn.
The author carefully picked fourteen Taiwanese novelists in the Japanese colonial period, revealing once more
their dream of writing, the civilization and the oppressive reality in the beginning of the last century.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Fiction/Fiction in general, Novel

Clouds Around the Mountain
雲山
Facing the mountain range, there was a family of four. As time
passed, only the mother and her daughter were left to accompany
each other. Although their life seemed to be peaceful, the threat of
aging and illness was still lurking around the corner. Beneath the
unlimited sky, they felt somewhat lost and somehow disturbed. Every
day seemed to be a day that would last forever. Thus, they decided
to separate one day a week to find their own way out.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award
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Author: Shu-yo Chen
Publisher: INK Literary Monthly
Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863873167
400 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Joy Education Ltd.
佳音事業股份有限公司
Joy English has built a solid reputation for being an innovative publisher of
http://www.joyedugroup.com
quality teaching and learning materials for English. We produce a progressive
Contact: Annie Chen
range of materials for exam preparations, reference guides, and teacher
annie_chen@joy.com.tw
training. Our publishing division is backed by 38 years of English teaching
+886-2-2701-6769
experience and by specialists.
Our materials are well designed, easy to use, and logical methodologies which
enable students to become effective learners. In addition, we strive to promote critical and creative thinking; encourage
the development of individuals who will make a positive contribution to society; and bring to light many of the issues.
Children's Books/Royal guard, Crayon, Carp flag, Tuho, Name tag, Jack-ò-lantern, Chameleon, Dreidel, Hot-air
Balloon, Boomerang, Flag banner, Collage, DIY

Awesome DIY for Kids 1
This book features traditional arts and crafts from around the world. It
guides children to make their own with clear instructions and step-bystep photographs. It's fun and fosters creativity!

Author: Candy Tang
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9789574484720
28 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Children's Books/Chinese, Mandarin, Thank you, You’re welcome, Elephant, Mouse

Chinese for Little Learners Level 1: Thank You!
謝謝 不客氣
Learn basic Mandarin words and characters with Eddy the Elephant and
Mikey the Mouse. Each book in this series focuses on everyday words
and employs simple storylines and colorful illustrations. This is a fun and
easy way to get children started on learning Mandarin.

Author: Lydia Chen
Illustrator: Wing Hsu
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
56 pages ︱ 15 x 17 cm

Children's Books/Chinese, Mandarin, Scary, Elephant, Mouse

Chinese for Little Learners Level 1: That's Scary
好可怕
Learn basic Mandarin words and characters with Eddy the Elephant and
Mikey the Mouse. Each book in this series focuses on everyday words
and employs simple storylines and colorful illustrations. This is a fun and
easy way to get children started on learning Mandarin.

Author: Lydia Chen
Illustrator: Wing Hsu
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
50 pages ︱ 15 x 17 cm

Children's Books/Akita, Black bear, Panda, Saint Bernard, ildebeest, Puli, Arctic fox

Iconic Animals of the World 4
Iconic Animals of the World introduces children to animals from different
regions of the globe. It covers fun facts about animals, their habitat,
characteristics, and behavior.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Weily Chiang
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9789574484645
31 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Children's Books/Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Rock monkey

Joy to the World No. 240: Kaohsiung, Taiwan
JOY TO THE WORLD is a monthly English-learning magazine that
celebrates the world. Each issue introduces young readers to a country
and its fascinating history, culture, people, and everyday life and does
this in fun, interesting ways.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Wing Hsu
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9771025076004
40 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Children's Books/Matsu, Taiwan, Sika deer, Mazu

Joy to the World No. 245: Matsu, Taiwan
JOY TO THE WORLD is a monthly English-learning magazine that
celebrates the world. Each issue introduces young readers to a country
and its fascinating history, culture, people, and everyday life and does
this in fun, interesting ways.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Pei-Chuen Chen
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9771025076004
40 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Children's Books/Don Quixote, Harbin, China, dumpling, Chinese New Year, Korea, Mongolia, Norway

Tales Around the World 15
Tales Around the World is a collection of retold folktales and fairy tales
from around the world. Each story exemplifies the beliefs and customs of
the culture from which it originated.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Bart Chang
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
30 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Children's Books/Shepherd boy, Wolf, Lie, Aesop’s fable

The Boy Who Cried Wolf
A collection of cherished fables and fairy tales, featuring stories by
the world's greatest storytellers that have enthralled young readers for
generations.

Author: Lina Chu
Illustrator: HanYen Li
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9789574484805
47 pages ︱ 21.5 x 22.6 cm

Children's Books/Glass shoe, Cinderella, Prince

The Girl and the Glass Shoe
A collection of cherished fables and fairy tales, featuring stories by
the world's greatest storytellers that have enthralled young readers for
generations.

Author: Lina Chu
Illustrator: Cindy Wume
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
ISBN: 9789574484577
31 pages ︱ 21.5 x 22.6 cm

Children's Books/Taiwan, Taipei, Taipei 101, Chiang Kai-shek, Xiaolongbao, Taitung, Penghu, Green sea turtle

The World's Amazing Places: Taiwan 1
This book introduces young readers to countries and places of the world
and teaches them about different landscapes, climates, cultures, and
more. With colorful photographs and comic strips, this is a wonderful
book for kids who are curious about the world.
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Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Lulu Yang
Publisher: Joy Education Ltd.
30 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing
Group
康軒文教事業股份有限公司
Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing Group upholds the rigorous
expectations of educational textbooks, began publishing books in
2006, and have successfully expanded its publications into a variety
of top-quality extracurricular reading materials, winning prizes along
the way. Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing Group categorizes
publications based on age and topic, continuously incorporating new
authors and new themes in the hopes of expanding children’s reading
experiences to cultivate healthy reading habits!

https://www.knsh.com.tw
Contact: Liming Liu
liming.liu@knsh.com.tw
+886-2-8665-1368

Children's Books/Sleep、Counting

Count the Sheep-The 238th Sheep Got into the Quilt Hole!
來數羊－第238隻羊鑽進棉被洞了！
The story of this picture book starts with "Counting Sheep" to cultivate
Author: Chih-Ying Huang
children's emotions before going to bed; the text uses the clue that
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
the 238th sheep enters the "quilt hole", and gradually leads the child
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
to start from reality into a scene full of imagination and adventure!
Publishing Corp.
The storyline takes the lamb jumping into various scenes as a series,
ISBN: 9789579502870
wherever you go, you can see the interesting and different sleeping
32 pages ︱ 21 x 29.7 cm
positions of various animals, such as zebras sleeping while standing,
koalas sleeping while holding trees, and flamingos on one foot. Stand
up to sleep, snakes sleep with their eyes open, etc. The number of various animals in the story is also cleverly
counted from 1 to 12, so that children can read and play a fun counting game!

Children's Books/Reading

Lightning Fish Nick-A Fish Who Loves to Read
閃電魚尼克－－一條愛讀書的魚
Lightning Fish Nick doesn't want to be a fish, he thinks about what fish
he wants to be every day. He wants to become a watermelon fish, an
onion fish, a hen fish..., but his friend Bubblefish thinks that Nick looks
the best now. Nick thinks about it, but can't figure it out, he decides to
travel. During the trip, he saw land and snow that he had never seen
before. He realized that there are still many unknown things in the world,
so in the end he decided to read a lot of books and become a very
knowledgeable reading fish. And set up an undersea library with good
friends on the seabed to listen to stories and read books every day.

Author: Su-Chen Fang
Illustrator: Su-Chen Fang, Shu-Ting
Chiang
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Corp.
ISBN: 9789579502887
32 pages ︱ 21 x 29.7 cm

Children's Books/Dental care, Health, Body

Little Monsters Are Digging
小怪獸挖地洞
This is a funny story about decayed teeth. It helps young readers to
know more information about dental care. The boy does not like to brush
his teeth. A group of little black monsters are digging holes in his teeth.
What will happen?

Author: Wei-Hsin Hsiao
Illustrator: Hui-Ying Xue
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Corp.
ISBN: 9789579502603
32 pages ︱ 21 x 29.7 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Family, Love, Disability

My Daddy Cannot See
我的爸爸看不見
This is a book that introduces the life of a blind dad from the child’s
perspective. Although the dad cannot see, he can feel the world with his
heart. This book helps readers to build up love and sympathy to people
in need.

Author: Guang-Fu Li
Illustrator: Ti-Erh Tsan
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Corp.
ISBN: 9789579502610
32 pages ︱ 21 x 29.7 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Career

Turtle MAN-MAN Finds a Job
烏龜慢慢找工作
MAN-MAN did a few jobs, but they all messed up because he was too
slow.
Finally, he exerts his own expertise to find a job that he wants.

Author: Wei-Hsin Hsiao
Illustrator: Tze Wei Yang
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Corp.
ISBN: 9789865546106
32 pages ︱ 29.7 x 21 cm

Children's Books/Human body

Gaga’s Flashlight
嘎嘎的光照書
Gaga is from planet Baton. She brings her flashlight to our Earth and
tries to study human body. Gaga discovers that people have different
hair types, body shapes and fingerprints. She also learns that there is a
red fluid can come out from human’s body.
Let us understand more about human’s body from Gaga’s flashlight.

Illustrator: Rabbit44
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
ISBN: 9789579502757
52 pages ︱ 21 × 28 cm

Children's Books/Love, Animal

Giraffe’s Best Friend
我最好的大象朋友
Why would a giraffe’s best friend an elephant? What happens to his
mother?
A baby giraffe, Kiko, lost his mother one week after his birth. Zookeeper
takes Kiko to stay with another elephant, who also lost his mother. Two
different spies are able to spend time and grow up together in the zoo.
Let us learn about elephant orphanage and importance of friendship.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Hsin Yi Fu
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
ISBN: 9789579502955
48 pages ︱ 21 × 27.4 cm

Children's Books/Love, Animal

My Mysterious Nanny
我的神祕保母
Mother panda is living in the wild with her baby, TaoTao. Because
TaoTao is a new-born panda, his mother must hide him in a safe place
before seeking food. She also teaches TaoTao on how to live in the wild
and hide from their enemies.
There are always some mysterious pandas bring food to TaoTao
and his mother. These mysterious pandas also take TaoTao’s body
measurements from time to time. Why would they take TaoTao away?
Let us learn about WWF’s plan on protecting pandas and understand the
relationship between panda, human and ecosystem.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Yi Lin Chen
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
ISBN: 9789579502962
48 pages ︱ 21 × 27.4 cm

Children's Books/Love, Animal

Tailored Swimsuit
為你做一件泳衣
Why does a penguin need a swimsuit and makes it?
Ralph lives at a zoo in United Kingdom. He loves to swim and have
a good time in water. Suddenly, Ralph loses all his feathers one day.
Afraid of getting sunburn, Ralph cannot swim freely anymore. Because
of his new “look”, he faces many challenges in his life. But Ralph’s
zookeeper makes a special swimsuit from his old wetsuit. Because his
new “skin”, Ralph can swim freely in the water again and becomes a star
in the zoo.
Let us learn about penguin and respect our ocean.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Yu Hsien Hsiung
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
ISBN: 9789579502825
48 pages ︱ 21 × 27.4 cm

Children's Books/Love, Animal

We Save a Humpback Whale
我們救了一頭大翅鯨
Why is there a humpback whale on the beach? How can we bring it
back to the ocean?
A baby humpback whale is found laying on a beach in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Volunteers come together to keep it alive from being dehydrated.
Later, they successfully bring this baby whale back to ocean by using
many heavy machineries.
This mission includes approximately 300 volunteers, although they did
not know each other but they all share a common goal.
Let us learn about humpback whales and explore our ocean.
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Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Wei Da Lin
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
ISBN: 9789579502986
48 pages ︱ 21 × 27.4 cm

KEKO Creative Corporation
奇果文創工業股份有限公司

KEKO Creative Corporation is working on book publishing and brokerage.
We are mostly focus on art, comics, poetry and literature.
We’ve cooperated with Spanish artist Xabier, Poland artist Pawel Kuczynski,
China comic artist Zao Dao and Taiwan comic artist NOBI before, and will soon
work with Japan and Korea writers and artists recently.
Our publications “Time Swirl” ( 時渦 ) won the 2020 TAIWAN GOLD COMIC
AWARD.

www.keko-creative.com /
www.kekobooks.com.tw
Contact: Fuji Yang
KEKO.press@gmail.com

Comic/Story

Time Swirl
時渦
" 市郎（Shi Lang）", the protagonist, in order to rescue his lover who
was held hostage by First Emperor of Qin, he embarks on a journey
to find the secret of immortality. In his journey, he encountered many
people who pursue immortality for their own passions, desire and
fate...
*2020 Golden Comic Award
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Author: Chun Chang Huang
Illustrator: Chun Chang Huang
Publisher: KEKO Creative
Corporation
ISBN: 9789869246347
220 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Kuan Culture Studio
大寬文化工作室
Committed to creating various forms of content.

http://kuan-culture.com
Contact: Kuanyu Chen
kuan.culture@gmail.com
+886-963-122-329

Comics/Taiwan, History, Caricature

Illustrated Taiwan Keywords: A Hand-Drawn History of 1940-2020
手繪台灣關鍵字：畫說1940-2020
This is the first album of caricatures that records Taiwan’s not-sodistant past from 1940 to 2020, completely bilingual with Chinese and
English placed side by side. It compiles a total of 184 caricatures
of Taiwan’s history and 302 important keywords of Taiwan, divided
by event and arranged in chronological order. Like standing on a
historical timeline, it guides us to experience memories of the past
and show us important people and events from Taiwan since 1940.
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Author: Hsien-Hsin Chiou
Illustrator: Hsien-Hsin Chiou
Publisher: Kuan Culture Studio
ISBN: 9789869851527
240 pages ︱ 21 x 16 cm

Les Gouttes Press, a division of Cité
Publishing Ltd.
城邦文化事業股份有限公司 － 水滴文化
Founded in 2012, LES GOUTTES PRESS is a division of CITÉ, the leading
Chinese-language publishing group in the world, dedicated to the publishing of
quality books for children.
The publications of LES GOUTTES PRESS cover a large variety of categories
from picture books, activity books and knowledge books. Aside from original
works of Taiwanese writers and illustrators, LES GOUTTES PRESS hopes to bring
prospect for local readers as well by introducing foreign-language publications
which carry messages and values of diversity.

https://www.facebook.com/
gouttes.tw/
Contact: Yu-Ju Lin
yuju_lin@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7008 #2565

Children's Books/Magic, Interactive

A Magic Pond
池塘真的會變魔術嗎？
Can a pond work magic? Deep in the woods, there is a pond.
Interestingly, animals appear, one after another, inside the pond, all of
different kinds. Why this pond? Why don’t we… Read the book, look
into the mirror, and find your own answers!

Author: Wu-Chang Shei
Illustrator: Chihsien Chen
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869706742
36 pages ︱ 23 × 23.4 cm

Children's Books/Content, Greedy, Fox

Fox Had 11 Extractions
狐狸拔了11顆牙
Author: Shu-Fen Cheng
Combining with a greedy fox, ancient magic, and making a wish, the
Illustrator: Shu-Fen Cheng
story construct a humorous storyline. The childlike expressions of the
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
characters deeply catch children’s eye. It is a charming story. Under
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
the author's ingenious arrangement, she gives an unconventional and
ISBN: 9789579529624
profound ending, which is warm and thought-provoking.
32 pages ︱ 21.6 × 27 cm
There was a greedy fox living in the forest, often shouting: "So hungry!
So hungry!" Every day, he had to eat 11 frogs, 22 mice, 33 eggs, 44
insects, and 55 fruits then he was full. In order to find more food, he
devoured his meals all the time.
By chance, the fox found that the chickens, ducks and geese in Lala Village nearby were delicious. He could
effortlessly get a full meal! He stole them every two or three days. The villagers noticed it and thought of many
ways to catch the fox, but they did not succeed. It turned out that the fox often came to eavesdrop, so he could
avoid all kinds of traps.
One day, the village head lost her tooth, so she came up with a good idea. She therefore colluded with the
villagers and gathered everyone for a meeting in public. Of course, the fox also sneaked up. Could the villagers
successfully catch the fox this time?

Children's Books/Losing, Death, Beetle

Little Blacky
小黑
Author: Jo-Shin Lee
Little girl always spent her summer with her father in mountains far
Illustrator: Jo-Shin Lee
from their usual city life. This summer something different happened.
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
An injured stag beetle stopped on the girl’s hand. She made it a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
home, took good care of it, being a good company and observed it’s
ISBN: 9789579529495
life everyday...
32 pages ︱ 21.6 × 27 cm
This picture book was written and illustrated by Jo-Shin Lee, an
illustrator from Taiwan. Before studying her master degree in
Children’s Book Illustration in Cambridge School of Art (CSA), she
studied Agricultural Chemistry for her bachelor in National Taiwan University.
The story takes place in the summer season. The little girl meets the stag beetle and weaves a warm memory
in her heart for a long time. The author's fresh and innocent text and illustrations, with bright colors like gentle
sunlight, scattered in every corner of the page.
A lovely story about meeting friends and saying good-bye which give children an opportunity to express their
feelings about losing something or someone dearly. With simple and sincere text, accompany children to
experience the temperature of picture books.

Children's Books/Dream, Mouse

Little Mouse's Dream
小老鼠的夢想
Fable-like story with simple text and magnificent illustrations creates
Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
a space for imagination and thinking. The open ending let the readers
Illustrator: Hsu-Kung Liu
to have their own interpretation. Large format with one large spread
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
offers readers a special reading experience as well.
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
Little mouse is a little chef. He was rushed off his feet in his kitchen
ISBN: 9789579529471
from morning to night. Little Mouse had a little dream. He hoped he
36 pages ︱ 25 × 25 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
could travel around the world one day.
Big Mouse was Little Mouse's good friend. He lived in a big library far
away. There were maps from all over the world and a big globe. Each
day, Big Mouse was busy running around and reading piles of books.
Big Mouse wrote to Little Mouse, speaking of places he had been to and marvelous things he had learnt. Little
Mouse was so jealous. He hoped one day he could travel around the world as well…

Children's Books/Street dogs

The Legend of the Roof Dog
屋頂狗傳說
By a little stray puppy appeared on a bus, this title combines the
suspense story with surreal illustrations in bold colors and details, not
only showing the nostalgic style of Taiwan, but trying to convey the
difficult position of street dogs humorously.

Author: Kuo Yu
Illustrator: Liang Gen
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579529211
40 pages ︱ 21.5 × 29.7 cm

Children's Books/War, Love

The Star in the War
戰火下的星星
With delicate and classical illustrations, this sad story try to talk about
the forever issue of human being: war. Through an orphan’s point of
view, we see the violence of war, but luckily, we see hope and love as
well.

Author: Cian-Fang Huang
Illustrator: Yu-Min Chen
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579529297
32 pages ︱ 21.6 × 27 cm

Children's Books/Self-exploration

Willie the Wheel
腳踏車輪子
Willie the Wheel lives in the park. Although there are animals keep
him company, he is an artwork, and can't go anywhere. One night,
something evokes the desire of his inner heart. When the opportunity
comes, he decides to jump and start a journey of pursuing self...
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Author: Chihsien Chen
Illustrator: Chihsien Chen
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579529150
40 pages ︱ 21 x 28 cm

Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
聯經出版事業股份有限公司
Founded in 1974, Linking Publishing is a general publisher. Over the past four
decades, Linking’s backlist includes thousands of titles, ranged from humanities,
social sciences, natural sciences and reference books to literature, business &
management, self-help & spiritual, travel and children’s books as well. Linking
manages two bookstores located in Taipei and Taichung and an internet bookstore.

https://www.linkingbooks.com.tw/
Contact: Shang-Yuan Lee
linkingrights@udngroup.com
+886-2-8692-5588 ext. 5308

Non-fiction/English learning

English for Success in Everyday Life: 52 Weeks to Improve Your
Business English Skills
創譯兄弟商英職人養成術：52週英文質感優雅升級
Combining my knowledge and experience I created 52 different
Author: Te-Hao Chien, Hao Hsu &
units based on daily interactions focusing on work and entertainment
Dean Brownless
settings. Learn how to flawlessly deal with different people and gain
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
a better understanding of common idioms, slang and behavioural
ISBN: 9789570854176
cues. By reading and studying the units you will be well able to
320 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
communicate with English speakers on a global scale. In this busy
age of information sharing, we can sometimes forget and lose a
lot of what is valuable. There is no greater feeling than providing valuable information to people that they can
use in their daily lives. Whether you’re a college student, graduate, or business professional, this book is for
you! Regardless of how you use it, I truly believe this book will help you take your English communication and
understanding to the next level.

Non-fiction/Cultural history

The Cultural History of “Taiwanese Cuisine”: National
Embodiment Through Food Consumption
「台灣菜」的文化史：食物消費中的國家體現
Chen analyses how nation and nationality are practiced and
embodied through daily life consumption. On one hand, he tells the
development of Taiwanese cuisine over the past 100 years from the
perspective of history. On the other hand, he combines the studies
of history, anthropology and literature to analyses how nation, as a
collective conscience, influence people’s taste and memory.

Author: Yu-Chen Chen
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570855340
416 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Fiction/Literature

Hidden
藏身
The protagonists are three young persons. They all subconsciously
try to escape the reality and struggle to make a living in the city. But
they find out they all lead a hidden life. Can they find comfort with
each other?

Author: Ming-Yu Ling
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570854893
272 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Children's Books/Knowledge

Olympic Games
奧運
With Chen’s warm style, she uses this picture book to show you all
the things you need to know about Olympic Games.

Author: Yu-Ling Chen
Illustrator: Yu-Ling Chen
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570854442
48 pages ︱ 28 x 25 cm

Non-fiction/Cultural history

So This is the Truth of National Palace Museum
知道了！故宮：國寶，原來如此
Among the objects collected in National Palace Museum, Jadeite
Cabbage and Meat-shaped Stone may be the most famous. But do
you know they are not treated as treasures by the authorities? Let
Chiu guide you through one of the most renowned museums in the
world. You’ll realize which objects are truly worth of appreciation.

Author: Chien-Yi Chiu
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570851915
352 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Memoir

The Diary of Wuhan Lockdown
武漢封城日記
Author: Jing Guo
January 23rd, Thursday, 2020. All transportations were shut down
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
in Wuhan, a key domestic transportation hub in China, to prevent
ISBN: 9789570854985
the coronavirus from further spreading. Later, nearby cities in Hubei
360 pages ︱ 14 x 21 cm
followed up with the restriction. Locking down cities as a measure to
Rights Sold: Japanese, Korean, Thai
prevent epidemic shocks the world. Guo Jing, a feminist and a social
& Vietnamese
worker, started her diary journal since the lockdown. Though alone
in quarantine, Jing still tries to do something. She cares for those
who still have to work even when the city is shut down. She tries to make her voice heard. She notes down the
changes in the neighborhood. Her first entry on Weibo made 1.9 million reads, 5 thousands shares, 7 hundred
comments and 10 thousand likes.

Non-fiction/Creative process

The Magical 32 Pages of Picture Books: Interviews with WorldRenowned Illustrators
神奇的32頁：探訪世界繪本名家創作祕辛
Have you noticed most of the picture books containing 32 pages? Lai
will tell you the reason. She interviewed 18 famous illustrators around
the world to show their creative processes. Among them, there are
Sempé, Oliver Jeffers, Anna Walker, Beatrice Alemagna, Fausto
Gilberti, Katsumi Komagata….

Author: Chia-Ling Lai
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570854657
264 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm

Non-fiction/International relations

The Unrealized Chinese Dream of American: Enterprises,
Techniques and Networks
美國人未竟的中國夢：企業、技術與關係網
A study of Sino-American relationship, covering the history from
later period of Ching dynasty to 1946, focusing on the enterprises,
techniques and networks.

Author: Ling-Chun Wu
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570855227
504 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Democratization. Economic development

The Unsuccessful Transformation of Taiwan: Democratization
and Economic Development
台灣的不成功轉型：民主化與經濟發展
The economic development of in the early period of post-war
Taiwan was an achievement. So was the democratization of the
recent 30 years. However, nowadays, Taiwan’s economy clearly
is in trouble: there’s no growth in investment; citizens suffer from
income stagnation; there’s no real progress of industry updating.
It’s obvious that democratization doesn’t bring successful economic
development. What goes wrong?

Author: Wan-Wen Chu
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570854602
192 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Children's Books/Fun

Watermelon Summer
夏天吃西瓜
Flowery finds out the weather is getting hotter and the day is getting
longer. The creek feels so cool, so she wants to go out and play.
Spree holds a big green ball, and it turns out to be a watermelon.
They put it in the creek, waiting for the time to enjoy it. But it floats
away. All the animals follow it to the sea. Can they enjoy it at last?
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Author: Li-Chun Tsui
Illustrator: Li-Chun Tsui
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789570855265
40 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm

Little Newton Science Education
Company Ltd.
小牛頓科學教育有限公司
Little Newton is one of the leading children and science publishing company
http://www.enewton.com.tw
in Taiwan. Began with publication of “Newton Magazine”in 1983, “Little Newton
Contact: Yung-Hsin Kao
Magazine” in 1984, and “Little Newton for Kids and Toddlers” in 1990. Till now,
kaoaaaa@enewton.com.tw
we have created over 1,000 best seller publications.
+886-2-2911-6068
In 2003, we released our titles in China Mainaland via copyright licensing. They
have been loved by many children, parents and teachers . Little Newton is taken
as an important brand for children publication in China.
Now, we will extend from paper books and eBooks to on-line courses,and from Chinese-speaking world to worldwide.
Children's Books/Science for kids

Little Newton Kids Books Encyclopedia Series
小牛頓幼兒館百科系列
This series of books is designed for preschool children. It starts from
Author: Newton Publishing
the content of daily life, with lively illustrations to attract children to
Publisher: Beijing United Publishing
read. It aimed to help children to be "good at observing with eyes,
Co., Ltd.
willing to operate with hands, proficient in thinking with the brain, and
ISBN: 9787559628787
good at feeling great at heart.
64 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
The series includes a combination of front and back books. The front
book: 60 encyclopedia stories, beautifully hand-drawn illustrations
and scientific illustrations. The back book: 1000 smart games with game cards. Reading partner: 40 hours of
wonderful radio drama which will accompany the children to learn independently. 10 parent-child manuals,
attached with a thoughtful reading guide, let parents easily help their children to play and learn.
There are 60 Volumes in this series.

Children's Books/Science for kids

Little Newton Kids Books STEAM Series
小牛頓幼兒館STEAM系列
This set of books refers to the STEAM education concept, hoping
Author: Newton Publishing
to provide children with all-round and multi-faceted
Publisher: Beijing United Publishing
learning content, and enhancing their comprehensive
Co., Ltd.
competitiveness. It attempt to help children develop their
ISBN: 9787559628855
ability of observation, exploration, practice, and open36 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
minded creativity, and guide them to comprehensively use
interdisciplinary knowledge, develop creativity, and solve
problems in life.
In these books, we select major science themes, and integrate 5 disciplines of STEAM education
concept to provide easy-to-understand content for children. they include 1,800 exquisite hand-painted
real-life photos, creative layout and special binding, intuitive explanation of 900 knowledge points, 60
video manual lessons, with live demonstrations and animation explanations.
There are 60 Volumes in the series.

Children's Books/Science for kids

Cool Science Around -A brief History of Things in life
身邊酷科學:生活萬物極簡史
In daily life, many objects have their special functions. They help us
Author: Little Newton Science
solve various problems in life and make our lives more convenient
Education Company
and comfortable. we might not have thought that they have become
Publisher: Little Newton Science
what they are now after many inventors have worked on it and
Education Company
improved it constantly. Moreover. in order to help people live more
ISBN: 9789865539191
comfortably, their appearance is still evolving.
84 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
This set of books lead children to explore the origins of various small
objects in daily life, and the evolution of these inventions. It also
introduces the related scientific principles and knowledge involved.
By Interesting and vivid narratives, with characteristic illustrations and pictures, it make it easy for children to
learn scientific knowledge from the little things around them.
There are 3 volumes in this series.

Children's Books/Science for kids

Little Newton Fun Logical Training Books
小牛頓趣味邏輯思維訓練
Through repeated games playing, and practice, children can
enhance their basic ability, including ability of observation, cognitive,
mathematical, logical thinking, that can lay a solid foundation for
children's future learning journey.
Children can play funny games and get a sense of accomplishment
in the interesting questions and answers. That make children enjoy
learning.
There are 6 volumes in the series.

Author: Little Newton Science
Education Company
Publisher: Little Newton Science
Education Company
ISBN: 9789579250436
84 pages ︱ 21 x 29.7 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Science for kids

Suvival Expert
生存高手
Author: Little Newton Science
Various animals and plants in nature have their
Education Company
own amazing survival skills. All kinds of special
Publisher: Little Newton Science
behaviors, as well as peculiar body structure,
Education Company
are the keys for their survival.
ISBN: 9789579250139
In the series, the full set of books contains more than 200 species
54 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
of animals and plants, with clear and vivid photos and vignettes,
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
clearly showing the amazing survival skills of animals, and a series of
wonderful animal survival videos. Through these books, the natural
masters of survival will tell you in person how many challenges need
to be overcome to live in nature, and how hard it is.
There are 10 volumes in this series, 6 volumes for animal survival expert, and 4 volumes for plant.

Children's Books/Science for Kids

The Science in the Stories
故事中的科學
Author: Little Newton Science
In the story of the frog prince, people might think
Education Company
why the little golden ball of the princess sink into
Publisher: Little Newton Science
the water instead of floating on the water like a
Education Company
little yellow duck? In the story of the little match girl, we might think
ISBN: 9789579250559
why the match lit by the little girl bring her warmth? In addition to
64 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
enriching imagination, is there other inspirations can fairy tales bring
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
to children?
This series consists of six volumes, including fairy tales, myths and
legends, and fables. In many interesting stories, in addition to the
story itself, it contains much more scientific knowledge in the fields of animals, plants, physics, chemistry and
astronomy. We start with a lively and interesting story to stimulate children’s motivation for reading with many
childlike illustrations, humorous character dialogues, and easy-to-understand text descriptions. Through these
methods, we vividly bring scientific principles in it to the children. It shorten the distance between fantasy and
reality, and lead children from the world of imagination to the world of science. This is the best bedside story,
suitable for parents and children to read together.
There are 4 Volumes in this series for complex Chinese version, and 6 Volumes for simplified Chinese version.

Children's Books/Science for kids

Children's Books/Science for Kids
小牛頓科學館
Author: newton publishing
"Little Newton Science Museum" includes 60 volumes. This
Publisher: Little Newton Science
series books includs wide aspects of life-oriented and
Education Company
Interesting surrounding science, covering 10knowledge fields,
ISBN: 9789579250870
and more than 100 scientific topics, providing children with
64 pages ︱ 21 x 27.5 cm
diverse and three-dimensional learning methods, and double
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
the learning effect.
It leads children to explore science and technology that
amazes the world, to form children’s ability in the sciences,
and to allow children to develop their scientific spirit of verification through natural observation and
experimentation.
The series books are published in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, China in Traditional and Simplified
Chinese Versions. "Little Newton Science Museum" is the best original
children's science reading in the Chinese-speaking world.
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Little Soldier Publishing Company Ltd.
小兵出版社有限公司
Little Soldier Publishing Company was founded by a group of enthusiastic
mothers hoping to transform their loving attentions for their children into books
that can be touched, hold, and read. In the past 28 years, it has received more
awards than the number of books it has published!

http://www.pcstore.com.tw/bing/
Contact: Ching-Nan Tsai
bintonnet@mail2000.com.tw
+886-2-7729-8580

Children's Books/Career development

Freebies from the Vegetable Seller
賣菜義仔的沙必思
Ziane’s father’s business partner fled with all the money. Fortunately,
his elementary schoolmates who had lost contact for a long time
came and extended a helping hand... The book was full of human
touch that people start to rethink the stereotyping: only advanced
degrees are worth going after!

Author: Chao-I Chen
Illustrator: Chien-Kuo Hsu
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869743433
192 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Children's Books/Life education

Go for a Ride with Mom
陪媽媽兜風
Author: Taiwan Association for Victims
This picture book is initiated by the Taiwan Association for Victims of
of Occupational Injuries
Occupational Injuries. As we enjoy the daily convenience of roads,
Illustrator: Rachel Chen
metros, and electricity, have you ever thought of the sacrifices in lives
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
and health that make these conveniences possible?
Company Ltd.
Accidental work injuries that tear families apart happen on a
ISBN: 9789579047555
daily basis. These incidents happen without warning, and have a
48 pages ︱ 21 × 29.7 cm
tremendous impact on lives. How can the remaining family members
Rights Sold: Korean
go on with their lives?
This kind of life lesson described in this book, although initiated by
the Taiwan Association for Victims of Occupational Injuries, is an
inevitable lesson for everyone that is more common than though. While dark clouds may not suddenly vanish by
themselves, we can hold each other’s hands, and step by step, walk towards places where the sun shines.

Children's Books/Problem-solving

I Love New Clothes
我愛新衣服
Author: Li-Jung Shih
Bei-Bei got the gifts she wanted for so long on her birthday. A pink
Illustrator: Li-Jung Shih
Pettiskirt and a pair of shiny shoes. She insisted on putting on her
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
new outfit to play in the park later on that day after the rain. What will
Company Ltd.
happen then?
ISBN: 9789579047548
Every child will relate to this is picture book while their parents laugh
48 pages ︱ 21 × 19.6 cm
into it. Because they all have this kind of silly persistence from time
to time. The author presented the warmth and wisdom in parent-child
conflict in a funny childlike innocence way. Hoping this book can help
our children learn not to be afraid of making mistakes, and to make a choice wisely, decide smart, and develop
their problem-solving ability.

Children's Books/Internet addiction

Magic Cell Phone is Attacking
魔幻奇機來襲
This is a story about a loyal school bag Gun trying to protect his little
master, who is gradually getting addicted to the modern mesmerizing
cell phone. If Gun can’t find a way to distracted his little master from
it. He will then be hypnotized and turn into a stone.

Author: Shu-Hua Tseng
Illustrator: Yu-Ling Tsai
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579047418
128 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Children's Books/Emotion management

My Buddy
芭樂祕密
Baile is a new transferred student who fall for the girl whose nickname
is Strawberry, who is also secretly be loved by Naitang. Baile and
Naitang gradually developed a firm friendship as they were being
competitive in pursuit of Strawberry during the semester. They
encouraged each other and then had new vision in learning.

Author: Yu-Ju Lin
Illustrator: Wen-Fang Chang (Frank)
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869743440
160 pages ︱ 22 × 17 cm

Children's Books/Love

My Very Dear Grandma
親愛的外婆
The term "grandmother" is a symbol of being kind and nice in
people's minds. In this book, through a little girl’s telling of the stories
about her grandmother, the readers share the grandmother's caring
and understanding of many lives, as well as the ardent sympathy for
the world with her love.

Author: Mei-Chih Cheng
Illustrator: Hui-Ying Hsueh
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869743426
160 pages ︱ 17 × 22 cm

Children's Books/Environmental protection

Rescue Lake Green
搶救湖湖綠
The lake green encountered a severe drought. Little monkey ShiaShia
is determined to save their homes! His persistence moved everyone,
they united to act and wonderful things started to happen. The story
inspired the children to think about global warming and climate
change.

Author: Hsin-Ling He
Illustrator: Chien-Kuo Hsu
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869743402
112 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Children's Books/Creativity

Riveting Popsicle Sticks
好玩的冰棒棍
Author: Li-Jung Shih
No matter the weather is hot or cold, having a popsicle is always
Illustrator: Oodi
joyful for every child.
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
“Riveting Popsicle Sticks” is a picture book with games for parentCompany Ltd.
child using popsicle sticks. The author showed us so many interesting
ISBN: 9789579047685
little games simply using popsicle sticks. Playing along with this book
48 pages ︱ 21 × 23 cm
will open your mind of having a popsicle, create unlimited possibilities
of such pure enjoyment. These games are not only environmental
protected, but also with numerous varieties, and no extra cost, no venue restrictions. Once started, you will soon
find happiness in the simplest of things and stimulate your imagination and creativity.
Let us use these simple popsicle sticks to create all these simple, pure, plain, and electromagnetic waves free
parent-child time to magnify the joy of having a popsicle.

Children's Books/Kindness

The Real First Prize
真真假假狀元郎
Little fairy fox is always eager to help others, like our kids at home.
But almost every time, the help is counterproductive. This time, he
accidentally goes into a poor scholar’s bag, who is going for an
exam, and decides to help him out. Let’s see what will happened.

Author: Wen-Hua Wang
Illustrator: Pei-Yin Shih
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869743495
64 pages ︱ 22 × 17 cm

Children's Books/Love

Unbreakable Lock
很難打開的鎖
A philosophical story of love and caring about the animals living in
the village by the levee. Because of the repeatedly burglaries, they
all put on an unbreakable lock on their front door. But it keeps on
happening. The goat elder seems to know who is the suspect, but he
didn’t tell……
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Author: Cheng-En Chen
Illustrator: Kai-Hsin Yen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869641791
96 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Locus Publishing Company
大塊文化出版股份有限公司
A Taiwanese publisher focusing on business, true stories (including memoirs,
biographies, travelogues, etc.), self-help, illustrated books, fiction, young adult,
history, philosophy, health, as well as daily inspirations and light literature
designed for female readers.

https://www.locuspublishing.com/
Contact: Vinelle Pan
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898

Comics/City life

For the Time Being
暫時先這樣
From the commuter experience of an office worker, to a single girl
enjoying a meal alone, to cat lovers crossing paths in the middle of the
night, to a cross-generation romance, For the Time Being is a collection
of 9 short stories of the city. In this semi-autobiographical work, author
and illustrator Pei-Hsiu Chen brings to life the streets and scenes of
Taipei, Taiwan; ordinary easy-to-understand conversations illuminate the
alienation and self-reflection of the modern urban experience and the
manners and attitudes of the modern city girl.

Author: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Illustrator: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Dala Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789866634987
144 pages ︱ 18.5 × 26 cm
Rights Sold: French

*2020 Golden Comic Award for Comic of the Year
*2020 Books From Taiwan x TAICCA

Comics/Romance

Four in Love
四天
What is love, ideally, for you? Is it a red string, with someone at the other
end waiting for you? Or maybe like a neon lamp late at night, a fantasy?
Perhaps it’s the internet world, so close yet so distant? Crystal Kung
uses the colors of joy, haze, heartbreak, and relief to illustrate love, and
to describe those searching for it.

Author: Crystal Kung
Illustrator: Crystal Kung
Publisher: Dala Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789869855761
144 pages ︱ 20 × 20 cm
Rights Sold: French

Comics/Fantasy, Adventure

Iron Boy: Pirate Town 1
鐵男孩：山寨之城1
In the not-too-distant future, robots are poised to inherit the earth. With
little to do and nowhere to go, all humans end up in one place——Pirate
Town. Davy, 13-year-old, lives in the heart of Pirate Town with his hardnosed grandpa. While he dreams of creating his own fighter bot for the
tournament, Davy's grandfather strictly forbids it. One day, when Davy
crosses paths with local gangsters, they dare him to bet in the Battle of
the Bots—and Davy loses big......

Author: Richard Metson
Illustrator: Richard Metson
Publisher: Dala Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789869855723
128 pages ︱ 21 × 29.7 cm

*2020 Books From Taiwan x TAICCA

Comics/Urban culture

Sometimes in the City
城市裡，有時候
There is no dialogue and no traditional storyline. Each chapter is a full
single page of illustration, divided into between 3 and 9 frames, telling
a story of city life, drawn as if snapped by a camera in sequence from
a fixed position. These stories are moments, vignettes just seconds
in length. The illustrations and accompanying text descriptions evoke
a wide range of emotions and experiences, and constitute a fresh,
unconventional comic book reading experience.

Author: 61Chi
Illustrator: 61Chi
Publisher: Dala Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789866634949
144 pages ︱ 20 × 20 cm

*The 13th Japan International MANGA Award, Bronze Award

Picture Books/Indigenous culture

A Day of the Sea
大海的一天
Illustrator HOM captures how the sea in Lanyu, Keelung, and Matsu
change across the day, from morning to afternoon to dusk to night, as
well as daily life by the sea.

Author: HOM
Illustrator: HOM
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789865406790
136 pages ︱ 17 × 23 cm

Picture Books/Fantasy

AHO
阿河
In 2018, visual artist Ahn Zhe's five illustrations of AHO the hippopotamus
were selected for Bologna Illustrators' Exhibition. This was the starting
point for the foundation and development of this book, after three years
of creative work to achieve a deeply emotional, wordless picture book :
AHO uses his sadness to build a beautiful forest, fantasizing that he lives
there in company of a boy.

Author: Ahn Zhe
Illustrator: Ahn Zhe
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789862139844
64 pages ︱ 22 × 25 cm

*2018 Bologna Children's Book Fair Selected Illustrator

Comics/The Spectrum of Life’s Experiences

Drawn to Life: A Ren Zheng-Hua Collection
漫漫畫人間：任正華漫畫集
Ren Zheng-hua is one of Taiwan's leading comic artists. Her works
frequently feature incisive portrayals of inner conflicts between good and
evil. Equally at home in realism and in fantasy, she is a master of both
classical and modern styles. Her strength is in depicting the darkness
and nuance of human nature; she is also a first-rate satirist and humorist.
Her flexibility and virtuosity as an artist are on full display in her works.

Author: Zheng-Hua Ren
Illustrator: Zheng-Hua Ren
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789865549053
520 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

*2003 Golden Tripod Award

Picture Books/Parent-child relationship

I Hope that One Day You Will Understand
但願有一天你會懂
Hsiao-kuang wants his parents to spend time with him, but they’re always
too busy. They nag him and tell him to do things instead of showing that
they care about him. He knows the adults want the best for him and
hope that he would understand one day, and he wants to live up to their
expectations. But everything is so hard and miserable. The only thing
that helps him cope with the pressure is sharing his feelings with his
teddy bear……

Author: Jimmy Liao
Illustrator: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789862139752
136 pages ︱ 17 × 23 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Comics/Death

The Short Elegy
小輓：阿尼默漫畫集
An elegy is a song or poem lamenting the deceased. In each loss there
is a gain, just as in every gain there is a loss. This adage is underscored
in each of The Short Elegy’s three short stories—Dry River, House
Mosquito, and The Ribbon—each of which offers fleeting glimpses of
death.

Author: Animo Chen
Illustrator: Animo Chen
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789865406226
304 pages ︱ 17 × 23 cm

*Winner of the 2020 Bologna Ragazzi Award for the Comics Young Adult category
*2020 Golden Tripod Award
*2020 Books From Taiwan x TAICCA

Picture Books/Interpersonal communication

Touching & Talking
頭碰頭說說話
The coronavirus outbreak this year has affected the entire world, and
even something as simple as forehead touching has become impossible
in the time of social distancing. In a time when intimacy is impossible,
Jimmy puts the desire for closeness on paper. Through image after
image of touching foreheads, he depicts people's yearning for
interaction and engagement.
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Author: Jimmy Liao
Illustrator: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
ISBN: 9789865406974
128 pages ︱ 17 × 23 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

MirrorFiction Inc.
鏡文學股份有限公司
Based in Taiwan, Mirrorfiction is a platform for worldwide fictions and script
writers to share their stories. We systematically cultivate and support those
talents who are interested in literary creations with a comprehensive literary
agent system. Our goal is that more stories and/or scripts could be published
and turned into various forms.

https://www.mirrorfiction.com/
Contact: Pu Liu
liupu@mirrorfiction.com
+886-2-6633-3531

Fiction/Growth

1+1+1
More than a million Facebook shares. The author Sheng-Chieh Lan
Author: Sheng-Chieh Lan (BLUE)
(BLUE)'s works has been reported worldwide.
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
The protagonist is an illustrator and a single dad. This summer, he
ISBN: 9789869886864
moves to another city with his son, trying to start fresh.
160 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
Busy working and raising his son, the single dad looks flustered.
Meanwhile, they met a wounded dog called "Little Rabbit" and a
woman named "Blue." Blue becomes closer to the father and the son. They would realize that an end means a
new beginning.

Non-fiction/Feminism

Bad Wives and Mothers
賢妻良母失敗記
Author: Yu-Mei Chen
Based on first-hand interviews, this collections show certain
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
issues women would face, such as affairs, the stress from family of
ISBN: 9789869837361
orientation, and the gender sterotypes.
248 pages ︱ 17 x 22 cm
The autor is a senior journalist. The interviewees in this book are
considered as Kim Ji-young in Taiwan.
This is a book about how Taiwanese women handle their problems
in marriage, family, career, and their identies. It's dedecated to women born from 1940s to 1960s.
Women provide men with emotioal support, but they don't know themselves -- They help men to accoplish their
men's careers and dreams, whereas they give up on theirs. These women would suffer is because of patriarchy
and gender labor imbalance.

Fiction/Romantic fantasy

Dandelion's Whisper
邀請妳參加我的每一場葬禮
Author: Qiong Yu
Film right has been sold.
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
A love story with comedy and fantasy elements.
ISBN: 9789869837378
When Hao-Xiu Huang dies accidentally, the god of death comes to
384 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
meet him and makes a deal with him. The god of death let Hao-Xiu
last his life in an extraordinary way -- Hao-Xiu could stay in a body
for seven days. After that, that body would die. Hao-Xiu then "move" to another body.
Hao-Xiu accepts the deal with the god of death. But there are seven rules he must obey. For instance, he can
not tell anyone his real identity, and how and when the body he stays would die is destined; he is not allowed to
change.
Hao-Xiu begins his "journey". It seems to be endless. Not until he find life becomes tedious again does he met
his true love, who, despite her face blindness, is able to recognize him in every different body.
What would happen if they decide to become a couple? Would Hao-Xiu's "journey" last forever?

Fiction/LGBT

Ghost Place
鬼地方
Author: Kevin Chen
SHARP OBJECTS meet Flannery O’Connor in Garcia Marquez’s
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
Macondo – or rather its Taiwanese equivalent – in this bestselling
ISBN: 9789869837330
literary tour-de-force.
344 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
GHOST PLACE weaves a mesmerizing web of family secrets and
countryside superstitions, the search for identity and clash of
cultures. Kevin Chen’s first novel in twelve years is a sumptuous
read, an irresistible fusion of Gothic family saga, bildungsroman, and magical realist mystery.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Fiction/Me too

No Secrets between Us
我們沒有祕密
Author: Xiao-Le Wu
A gripping mystery with in-depth social issue analyses. Film rights
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
were sold before it's published.
ISBN: 9789869886857
After her phenomenal previous works, including "On Children" and "The
368 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
Privileged," Wu Xiaole once again show her attentive and trenchant
writing. The story is about the taboos surrounding sexual abuse,
especially sibling sexual abuse. The author gives her reflections on
Desire, questioning, "Is the victim of such sexual abuse completely innocent? Could a victim empathize the
offender?" "Being sexually abused ruins half of one's life. Could a victim recover from such trauma?"

Fiction/Dystopia

The Perfect Beings
完美人類
This novel is the perfect combination of two different genres -- Sci-Fi and Author: Shan-Jun You
Detective fiction. The author, Shan-Jun You, is a multi-winner of several
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
literary awards in Taiwan, including China Times Literary Award, UDN
ISBN: 9789869695077
Grand Literary Award, Lin Rung-San Literary Award, and the Excellent
416 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21cm
Screenplay Award.
To control population growth, the United Nations proclaims a "survival
of the fittest" law. Under this law, every child that is born undergoes
examination via the Genetic Test Detector. A century later, Cain, an immortal "perfect person," resurfaces after
having disappeared for a long time...

Fiction/Death penalty

The Real Motive
無恨意殺人法
Author: Dong Zhou
This novel is based on the true random killing case in Taiwan. It discuss
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
how social security, human rights law, and Psychiatry work in such a
ISBN: 9789869695046
case.
408 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21cm
Based on a true event. A random killing is one in which the murderer
Rights Sold: Korean
has no personal hatred for the victim. The lawyer Yu decides to be the
murderer of a random killing, facing the criticism of the public and even
the family of his late fiancée — his fiancée was pushed off a platform in
a random killing and died. He finds that no one is without responsibility in such cases. This case has sparked
public debate on random killings and death penalty.

Fiction/Mystery

The Shaman Police
乩童警探：偏心的死刑犯
Author: Kuo-Li Chang
A detective novel with several Taiwanese elements -- The protagonist
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
is a police who used to be a medium.
ISBN: 9789869886802
Jun-Ren Zhu is considered the murderer of the familicide of Lins',
320 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
although he refuses to admit conducting the crime. He faces a death
penalty. After he is executed, the Minister of Justice declares his death.
Police Zhi Luo watches the execution, and he feels something wrong.
He goes check the body. It turns out Jun-Ren Zhu is not dead -- It's because he has a rare heart condition called
"dextrocardia."
Regarding the crime scene, there are three bodies there, including Tian-Cai Lin, his father and his son. In
addition to Jun-Ren Zhu, there are other suspects, such as Tian-Cai Lin's beautiful wife, his daughter, and the
Indonesian maid. It's possible that any of them commits the crime, but there's no evidence.
What is the Ministry of Justice going to deal with Jun-Ren Zhu after his execution? And how does Zhi Lou figure
out who the real murderer is?

Fiction/Nature

The Spirits of the Mountains
山神
Author: Hedwig
The first novel about rangers in Taiwan. Based on first-hand field
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
research.
ISBN: 9789869886826
Synopsis: Lu-Yi Ye just graduates from college and she breaks up with
her doctor boyfriend. Despite her mother's refusal, she insists on working 336 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
in the Nantou Forest District Office of the Forestry Bureau.
As a new employee and woman, she strives so hard to become an
excellent ranger. She is going to face many challenges, including finding the stolen orange jasmine, hiking in the
deep mountains, drinking the water where sambar deer bath... Lu-Yi Ye always faces those challenges with the
help of her colleague, Xiang-Yang Yang. They get closer and closer until a hiking accident happens to a college
student. Meanwhile, Lu-Yi Ye finds out the truth about her father's death. Afterwards, a wildfire spreading so fast
almost overtakes her and her loved one...
People should acknowledge the existence of the spirits of the mountains.

Fiction/White terror

The Town of the Lost Ones
無父之城
Author: Xue Chen
This novel receives the "Novel Writing and Publishing" grant from
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
National Culture and Arts Foundation (NCAF).
ISBN: 9789869782036
The author has great literary depth but she also tells the story in a highly
424 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
entertaining way.
Writer Wang Meng-lan and private detective Chen Shoo-Gang meet at
Haishan Township. They try to solve the mystery of the disappearance of
the daughter of a local councilor. Wang also tries to reconcile with her own past, and piecing together the truth
about her father's suicide. In this idyllic rural town, people try to move on but they are forever haunted by the
past.
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My House Publication, a division of Cité
Publishing Ltd.
城邦文化事業股份有限公司．麥浩斯出版
MyHouse Publication is a unit of Cité Publishing Ltd., which is the largest book
publisher in Taiwan. We publish across cooking, health, interior, lifestyle genres
in the past 20 years, now MyHouse has been a leader publisher in setting
trends at the local art design and lifestyle topics. We are delighted to introduce
our latest titles and hope to have the opportunity to work with you.

https://www.cite.com.tw/
publisher/about/23
Contact: Wu Yi Husan
yihsuan_wu@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7578 #3457

Non-Fiction/Food, Taiwanese Cooking, Southeast Asian Cooking, Migration, Cultural Anthropology, Botany,
History, Social Customs

Taste Asean
舌尖上的東協
From the title “Taste ASEAN” and the cover of this book, you can
Author: Fat-Fat Tree, Juimin Wang
guess that it’s a guide of Southeast Asian cuisine and an illustrated
Illustrator: Fat-Fat Tree, Juimin Wang
book about spices, fruits and vegetables in ASEAN.
Publisher: My House Publication, a
The first part of the book introduces the history and culture of
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
Southeast Asian countries through the characteristics of food and
ISBN: 9789864084593
the relationship between these countries and Taiwan. The second
320 pages ︱ 23 x 17 cm
part is about how the markets and settlements of Southeast Asian
form and develop in Taiwan with their own special features, and
also the records of the fieldwork by the author in these places. Each
article will introduce several spices, fruits and vegetables of Southeast Asian, and more than 100 kinds of plants
will be introduced.
The cover with a map on it is composed by plotter pen and rendering a part of block with pink color presents
spicy and yellow color presents sour. The author tries to make the association of the taste of the food in
Southeast Asian with these different colors. The color of the cover, gray-green symbolizes that Southeast Asia is
the union of natural ecology and historical sites, and also shows the mystery of it.
The horizontal cover with the straight text which makes all the readers must rotate the book is a call from the
author. Let’s change the viewpoints on Southeast Asia! Open the book, and let’s Taste ASEAN.
*2020 Golden Tripod Awards for Best Non-fiction
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National Taiwan University Press
國立臺灣大學出版中心
NTU Press is dedicated to printing books that have undergone thorough
http://www.press.ntu.edu.tw
evaluation. By using contribution to scholarship as the strictest yardstick, it
Contact: Wei-Han Chen
provides a platform that gives researchers the recognition they deserve. Over
weihan@ntu.edu.tw
its 20-year history NTU press has invited scholars and experts to edit or compile
+886-2-3366-9323
a wide range of distinctive book series. Chief among these are the National
Taiwan University and Harvard Yenching Institute Academic Book Series,
the Taiwan Studies Series, and the Climate Change Policy and Law Series. In recent years NTU Press has actively
expanded its global marketing channels in cooperation with local and foreign companies to facilitate reader access to
its publications.
Non-fiction/STS, Modern sciences

A Genealogical History of STS and Its Multiple Constructions: To Weave
an Extensive Network for Gazing upon the Modern Sciences
STS的緣起與多重建構：橫看近代科學的一種編織與打造
Why was there a tension between Thomas Kuhn and STS over two
Author: Daiwie Fu
decades? In the years of 1960-70s, when wars, protests, and postPublisher: National Taiwan University
colonial developments were engaged and happening, how was the
Press
origin of STS, ie., SSK (sociology of scientific knowledge), emerged
ISBN: 9789863503392
in this big time? This book rejects the folk legend that Kuhn’s The
624 pages ︱ 15 × 23 cm
Structure of scientific revolutions was a major cause of STS’ birth.
Rather, it traces a genealogical history for the first two decades of
STS, about its emergence, and especially about its multiple historical/social constructions in three orientations:
philosophy (eg., of Wittgenstein), social anthropology (eg., of Mary Douglas), and history of science (eg., of Paul
Forman). Furthermore, in responding to their times, this book discusses Kuhn’s social activities in early 1970s,
and SSK cooperated with historians of science in constructing a “new contemporary critical consciousness” in
1980s. Although this book was about the first two or three generations of STS, about their strategies and debates
primarily in UK and US, it was written from a contemporary east Asian STS perspective, and also a reflexive,
genealogical viewpoint by someone who is also a STS practitioner in Taiwan. Its aim is to weave and also to
recast a new horizon to gaze upon the modern sciences.

Non-fiction/Lacan, Psychoanalysis

A Gleam in Eternal Night: Lacan and the Unending Revolution of
Psychoanalysis
永夜微光：拉岡與未竟之精神分析革命
Author: Chih-Chung Shen
The most important legacy Freud leaves for us is the power of
Publisher: National Taiwan University
knowledge which renovates constantly the way in which the psyche
Press
is put into question. Lacan’s rereading of Freud’s works lies in his
ISBN: 9789863503743
affirmation that psychoanalysis is a prospective theory; nonetheless,
608 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm
this theory, which should revolutionize human knowledge and
practices, is based on an unstable foundation. Therefore, Lacan’s
theoretical work could be described as a reconstruction of Freud’s
centennial theory. However, such a reconstruction becomes a complete renovation of the Freudian foundation.
This book not only aims to elucidate Lacan’s theoretical concepts, but it also observes how Lacan injects a new
life into psychoanalysis.
This book makes a great contribution to a foundation of the Lacanian studies. It discusses the major concepts
of Lacan’s seminars, which first begin in 1950s and continue to emerge more than twenty years, and it also
attempts to explicate the Lacanian subjectivity in an aid of his cross-era discourses. The author uses “a gleam in
eternal night” as a metaphor to suggest that Lacan’s unfinished project examines the shadows cast by our time.
In a sense, reading Lacan is not to pursue the truth, but to generate thoughts on humanity and clinical practices
in the search for shadows. Only if we read Lacan in a comprehensive way can we realize why a gleam brings
about the profound academic influence.

Non-fiction/Phytoseiidae, Mite

Phytoseiidae of Taiwan (Acari: Mesostigmata)
臺灣植綏蟎誌
The Phytoseiidae are among the best-known mite families, with more
Author: Jhih-Rong Liao, Chyi-Chen Ho,
than 2,700 recorded species worldwide. Some of those phytoseiids are
Hsiao-Chin Lee, Chiun-Cheng Ko
used as biocontrol agents to fight agricultural pests. But in order to study Publisher: National Taiwan University
their potential, it has become urgent to first establish a reliable taxonomy Press
of Phytoseiidae. This book presents a general review of the classification ISBN: 9789863504085
and external morphology of the family Phytoseiidae in Taiwan and
552 pages ︱ 19 × 26 cm
neighboring islands. Between 2009 and 2019, more than 20,000
specimens were gathered over the course of 2,500 collections. This book focuses on 64 species belonging to
three subfamilies and fourteen genera, among which are five novel species and eight newly-recorded species; it
provides their descriptions and illustrations, as well as information on their habitat plants and food habits.

Non-fiction/Taiwan Literature, Postcoloniality

Postcoloniality and Memories of Japan: Twenty-First-Century
Taiwanese Fiction
後殖民與日治記憶：二十一世紀台灣小說
Author: Liang-Ya Liou
Revisiting Taiwan’s Japanese Period (1895-1945) has become a
Publisher: National Taiwan University
major feature of twenty-first-century Taiwanese fiction and film. Many
Press
contemporary Taiwanese novelists and filmmakers find it important to
ISBN: 9789863504177
understand what the Taiwanese (including the aboriginals) thought and
360 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm
believed as well as the structure of feelings they harbored during that
period, a period that was denigrated and largely obliterated in official
history during postwar Kuomintang’s martial rule. Perhaps just as
importantly, these contemporary authors and filmmakers are concerned with how the Taiwanese (including the
aboriginals) living through these two periods re-membered the Japanese Period.
By contextualizing novels by Shih Shu-ching, Li Ang, Wu Ming-yi, Kuo Chiang-Sheng, and Gan Yao-ming as well
as Wei Te-sheng’s feature film Seediq Bale, in tandem with careful readings of these texts, this book argues that
these texts can be seen as engaged in a large project of re-memory from a postcolonial perspective. Revisiting
Taiwan’s Japanese Period in these texts not only explores pro-Japanese, anti-Japanese sentiments, and
ambivalence toward Japan, but highlights an evaluation of Japanese and Kuomintang rule. Reconnecting prewar
and postwar Taiwan eventually points to Taiwan’s postcoloniality by suggesting Taiwan is a young nation with its
long colonial history, with its people both fighting colonialisms and influenced by colonial legacies.

Non-fiction/Global capitalism, China

Rent-Seeking Developmental State in China: Taishang,
Guangdong Model and Global Capitalism
尋租中國：台商、廣東模式與全球資本主義
Author: Jieh-Min Wu
This book proposes a comprehensive explanation of the connections
Publisher: National Taiwan University
between China and global capitalism. It was Taiwanese businessmen
Press
who, as intermediaries, made it possible for the Chinese to earn their
ISBN: 9789863503415
first pot of gold in Guangdong province, indirectly bringing about the
464 pages ︱ 15 × 23 cm
Chinese boom. The author uses global value chains as a springboard
to explain how the “rent-seeking developmental state” has played
a crucial role in the processes of economic development and value
capture. This explanation links the global level to the local, the macro perspective to the micro, and dissects the
intricate relationship between government and business in China. Concepts such as “institutional rent-seeking”,
“locally embedded governance”, and “differential citizenship” are proposed as ways to shed new light on the
developmental logic of China’s economy. The secret to China’s economic success has been “following global
value chains to become the workshop of the world”, but in trying to upgrade itself the world’s workshop is facing
serious difficulties. Where has China’s economy come from, and where is it headed? This book offers us a key.

Fiction/Taiwan literature, Fiction

Taiwan Literature: English Translation Series, No. 45 (Special
Issue on New Generation Fiction Writers of Taiwan)
台灣文學英譯叢刊（No. 45）：台灣新世代作家小說專輯
The New Generation of Taiwan writers, born after 1970, has
unquestionably established a distinguished presence in today’s literary
circles, and they continue to scale the creative peaks. This issue is
entitled, “Special Issue on the New Generation Writers,” and is intended
to locate these works within the context of the development of Taiwan
literature so that we may observe the special qualities they have brought
to literary modulation and generational change. We have also attempted
to summarize in stages the imagination/composition that this new
generation has projected on a period of history and on their generation.

Author: Kuo-ch'ing Tu, Terence
Russell (eds.)
Publisher: National Taiwan University
Press
ISBN: 9789863503767
240 pages ︱ 14 × 21 cm

Non-fiction/Chinese History, Emperor Worship

The Great Chain of Kings: Emperor Worship in Imperial China
王權的祭典：傳統中國的帝王崇拜
This book contextualizes the “emperor worship” tradition in Imperial
China since the late 5th century. Based on solid historical sources and
with impressive analysis and vivid historical narrative, Yi-Fang Liao
explores what Chinese emperors prayed for during official rituals and
investigates how these inheritors strove to create a spatiotemporal
connection with royal ancestors.

Author: Yi-Fang Liao
Publisher: National Taiwan University
Press
ISBN: 9789863503934
516 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Non-fiction/Orchid, Plant

The Orchid Flora of Taiwan: A Collection of Line Drawings
臺灣蘭科植物誌
Author: Tsan-Piao Lin
The history of written records of native orchids in Taiwan began in
Publisher: National Taiwan University
1857 with a British botanist. After more than 160 years of study by
Press
European, Japanese, and Taiwanese scholars and enthusiasts, the list
ISBN: 9789863503682
of native orchids increased to more than 470 species, including natural
1032 pages ︱ 21 × 29.7 cm
hybrids and varieties. The author exerted extensive e orts to include all
known species in this work and arranged them based on the order of
subfamilies. Scientific names, synonyms, and relevant references are
provided for each species. Many of the species are provided with additional explanations in the “note” section.
The uniqueness of this book is the line drawing illustrations which emphasize the structure of the column. In
total, 500 figures are presented to accompany the species descriptions. These extensive line drawings were
accumulated since 1971 and were mostly drawn by the author. More than that, this book also presents the
gynostemium structure of more than 380 species, including the stigma, pollinium, rostellum, and column, in highresolution color plates.

Non-fiction/Music, Ancient China

Thinking Through the ‘Yayue Effect’: A Modern Appraisal of
the Music Mind-Body Aesthetics in Ancient Chinese Tradition
雅樂效應思維：〈樂記〉身心審美的當代解讀
Based on music psychology, music therapy, neuroimaging and sound
spectrum analysis of music, this book explores the meaning of “Yayue
mind-body effect” through interdisciplinary dialogues with ancient
Chinese tradition. Yuwen Wang further develops specific methods
and their corresponding thinking and perception systems to create a
breakthrough path to traditional mind-body aesthetics.

Author: Yuhwen Wang
Publisher: National Taiwan University
Press
ISBN: 9789863503477
256 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm

Non-fiction/Global capitalism, Asian semi-peripheral capital, Vietnam

Under Global Production Pressure: Taiwan Capital,
Vietnamese Workers and the State
全球生產壓力鏈：越南台商、工人與國家
Author: Hong-Zen Wang
By using the concept of "global production pressure chains", the
Publisher: National Taiwan University
book expounds how the global production networks affect the labour
Press
conditions in the third world factory, taking Vietnam as an example.
ISBN: 9789863503668
Under the global production pressure, Vietnamese workers are not
324 pages ︱ 14.8 × 21 cm
submissive. They actively exploit different social spaces, or "structural
cracks", created by different contradictory structural forces, to fight
against the capital domination. It compares the role of Vietnamese and
Chinese states in the labour disputes process caused by the global production chains, and contends that the
former as “defensive” while the latter “aggressive” to intervene the process.
This is a comprehensive book linking dominant Western capital, Asian semi-peripheral capital, and the third
world worker to illustrate how the current neo-liberal capitalist system functions in a remote Asian country for
capital accumulation and the rise of worker's resistance. This is the first book to discuss the impact of Asian
semi-peripheral capital on the labour standards in the global production system.
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Owl Publishing House, a division of Cité
Publishing
貓頭鷹出版社

城邦文化事業股份有限公司

Founded in 1992, Owl Publishing House has established its fame as leading
https://www.facebook.com/owlpublishing
brand in pictorial reference books, humanities and popular science, which
Contact: Juifang Chang
includes excellent translated works from all over the world and original works
Juifang_chang@hmg.com.tw
of local writers. Among them are Simone de Beauvoir’s LE DEUXIÈME SEXE,
+886-2-2500-7696#2722
Jacques Barzun’s FROM DAWN TO DECADENCE, Eugene Rogan’s THE
FALL OF THE OTTOMANS, Nick Lane’s LIFE ASCENDING, Frank Wilczek’s
A BEAUTIFUL QUESTION , Kevin Kelly’s THE INEVITABLE, Svetlana Alexievich’s Second-hand Time etc.. Owl hopes to
provide a knowledge-enjoying experience for good.
Non-Fiction/History, Historical education

Messages from the Past: History of Taiwan in Letters from the
17th to 20th Centuries
跨越世紀的信號：書信裡的台灣史（17-20世紀）
Letters used to be an important medium for communication in
Author: Lung-chih Chang, Yi-fan Lin,
the past, transferring information, recording events while also
Wen-cheng Shih, Yin-yi cheng, Fengcarrying feelings and thoughts of individuals. To understand the
nan Su, Sheng-chuan Chuang, Pohistory of a period, letters provide appropriate source materials.
zong Chen, Sian-wei Zeng, Jen-tzu
In this book, eight letters are selected to reconstruct the history of
Huang
Taiwan, including official letters of the governor-general of the Dutch
Publisher: Owl Publishing House, a
East India Company, postcards from a Taiwanese Imperial Japan
division of Cité Publishing
serviceman, and family letters from the son of Chi Hua Ko-a victim of
ISBN: 9789862624036
the White Terror era. The book covers a time spanning from Dutch rule
304 pages ︱ 23 x 16.8 cm
in the seventeenth century to post-war Taiwan in the mid twentieth
century. Every letter reflects its historical background and tells an intriguing story.
Interpretation of history is often affected by external factors like politics and is frequently manipulated or twisted.
Still, history serves as an important basis for self-identity. With letters as sources, this book intends to take a
serious and deep look at historical materials and view the history of Taiwan in a new light.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award for Non-fiction Book Prize
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Route Culture, Ltd.
有鹿文化事業有限公司
Route Culture was founded in 2009. Our purpose is to create the channels of
communication between literature and art, authors and readers. We seek diverse
voices, attempting to enrich the intellectual and aesthetic growth with literacy in
Asia.

https://www.facebook.com/
uniqueroute.culture
Contact: Yu Wei Lin
yuwei@uniqueroute.com
+886-2-2700-8388

Non-fiction/Drink, Recipe

Home Bar, 67 Recipes to Pair With a Drink
家．酒場：67道下酒菜，在家舒服喝一杯（或很多杯）
Whether you enjoy wine, beer, or spirits, a quiet drink at home is an
Author: Bizet
essential component of the good life. So, next time you are enjoying
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
a glass of wine, why not pair it with a specially prepared appetizer?
ISBN: 9789869818834
Whether you are alone, or in the company of a few close friends, the
272 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
complementary flavors will enhance your pleasure, and, after a hard
day’s work, you absolutely deserve it!
A classic like coddled egg saturated with sweet soy broth is easy to throw together with the ingredients you
already have in your kitchen. If you find your appetite still isn’t satisfied, sardines roasted in garlic and oil will
do the trick - ready in just twenty minutes. If you crave something with a little more flair try the braised oysters.
Paired with white wine, this savory dish is sure to drive away the lingering worries of the workday. The unique
recipes collected in this volume are all best enjoyed with an adult beverage or two, and are accompanied by
exquisite photos of the finished products. Author Bizet starts out with a personal story about the ingredients used
in each dish, and then proceeds with simple instructions that even the most inept bumblers in the kitchen will be
able to follow. From Japanese classics to innovative European dishes, readers will find no shortage of culinary
inspiration in this volume.
Any of these sixty-seven easy-to-prepare recipes will give readers a taste of elegance straight from their own
kitchens. With fine appetizers so close at hand, the usual “drinks at home” quickly becomes an exquisite culinary
experience, one to be treasured alone, or in the company of a few close companions.

Non-fiction/Poetry

I Am the Most Delicate Container Filling with Today’s Cloud
我是最纖巧的容器承載今天的雲
When everything starts to wither, Yu Wen Cheng explores the positive
and delicate vitality through her eyes instead. “That’s why I write poems,”
she said. See beauty in destruction, cherish thanksgiving in fear, and
embrace her-self in imperfection. In her first poetry collection, I Am The
Most Delicate Container Filling With Today’s Cloud, she encourages to let
the transparent beauty leaks into life.

Author: Yu Wen Cheng
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869818889
176 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Prose, Reading, Adolescent

Literature and Adolescent: What Chiang Hsun Taught Me
文學少年遊：蔣勳老師教我的事
Author: Hsing Chieh Ling
Hsing Chieh Ling collects what he reads and creates from his early
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
to mid-aged life, and records how he was saved by literature in
ISBN: 9789869887175
adolescence in his book Literature and Adolescent: What Chiang Hsun
288 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
Taught Me.
Leaving is to find a way to go home. Creating is a way to recognizes how
important that literature must be being. Through reading and creating, adolescent magic never fades.

Fiction/Murder, Death, Locked Room Mystery, Novel

Locked Room Murder
密室殺人
There was an organ soaked in the sink.
At the same time, a famous business man’s body was found in Taipei
101. He was divided, and his viscera were taken away.
Also, at the very same time, a novelist stayed in the locked-room was
forced to face his debt and karma…

Author: Ang Li
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869887182
28 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Prose, Self-Identification

Moon at That Time
當時小明月
When Jia Hua Lin was little, her parents were too busy to take care of
her. Therefore, she was sent to live with her grandparents who ran an
herbal medicine pharmacy. To young Jia Hua, it was a huge loss for
parental love. She grew up with insecure and anxious mood.
Now grown-up Jia Hua decides to look back her imperfect childhood
and heal her pain. In her first book, Moon At That Time, she backtracks
her grandparents’ loving care and embrace that low self-worth inner
child.

Author: Jia Hua Lin
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869887137
240 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Photography, Art

Nomadic Eyes
遊目
She yearns for wandering wherever in her homeland or exotic country.
She embraces solitude and uncertainty. As an actress and an artist,
photographing is Allison Lin’s way to connect to herself, to peace, and
to the world.

Author: Allison Lin
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869953009
224 pages ︱ 13 x 19 cm

Non-fiction/Prose, Self-Identification

Pretentious Like a Cat, Soft Like a Fern
貓蕨漫生掌紋
Growing up with a sibling with a rare disease, Hsiao Han Lee takes loads
of responsibility to take care of her younger sister. The disease DNA and
the helpless doom of female dependants lying in the family forces her
not to conquer but face the destiny.
Life is hard. What Hsiao Han Lee’s survival philosophy is pretentious like
a cat, soft like a fern.

Author: Hsiao Han Lee
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869887106
248 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Poetry

Struggling Shellfish
掙扎的貝類
Zhuxue Deren observes that we human beings tend to struggle for
survival, for love, for breathe, for oblivion, and for dream in silence. Life
is not easy. We may cry. We may fail. We may hurt. If we break apart our
sorrow just like break apart a closed seashell, we may be too painful to
death. In his second poetry collection, Struggling shellfish, he writes his
discovery and blessings of life in story poems.
Please survive!
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Author: Zhuxue Deren
Illustrator: Ellen Melon
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
ISBN: 9789869818841
192 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.5 cm

sally : deja-vu
SALLY, a comic author and cartoonist, works commercially and independently.
"sally : deja-vu" publishes SALLY's personal and other forms of work different
from her commercial books.

https://sally-dejavu.blogspot.com/
Contact: Sally Chen
sally_dejavu@hotmail.com
+886-2-2771-0018

Comics/Fbm20, School, Taiwan, Relationship, Friendship, Bullying, Self-Identity

We Are Not So Close
我和他不熟
A girl new in class without a friend felt a little anxious. Luckily a
classmate said hello to her and gave her warm welcome. After
she finally got along well with others, she found the first girl who
welcome her was isolated by others... A mini 6x6x6cm box book
with 600cm long comic.
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Author: SALLY
Illustrator: SALLY
Publisher: sally : deja-vu
110 pages ︱ 6 x 6 cm

San Min Book Co., Ltd.
三民書局股份有限公司
San Min Book Co., Ltd., founded in 1953, is now a leading and well-known
publisher in Taiwan. With the purpose of propagating academic thoughts,
motivating culture development and providing high quality books for readers,
over 10,000 different titles have been published so far, including books of
dictionaries, law, philosophy, religion, art, literature, economics, language
learning, education, and children literature. San Min’s publications are not only
held in high repute but also have won many awards.

https://www.sanmin.com.tw
Contact: Allie Hwang
editor@sanmin.com.tw
+886-2-2500-6600*516

Children's Books/Friendship

Animal Party (Set of 6)
小屁的動物成長派對
Adorable art and fun writing gives life to these
Author: Xiao-Pi Liu
educational stories, making the Animal Party series
Illustrator: Xiao-Pi Liu
a perfect marriage of scientific knowledge and
Publisher: San Min Book Company
children’s books. Readers learn both about the
ISBN: 4712780665985
wonders of nature and to embrace moral character
32 pages ︱ 21.2 x 24.4 cm
traits through this series based on anthropomorphic animals in a
way similar to Aesop's Fables. However, unlike Aesop, the Animal Party books focus on portraying animal traits
in a scientifically accurate way.

Children's Books/ Self-confidence

Caterpillar Boy
毛毛蟲男孩
Due to the thick, caterpillar-like scar on his face, Yang-yang is too selfconscious to talk to his classmates. However, he still wishes he had
friends to play with. Can his dreams come true?
This book by Ming-gong Chiang is a heartwarming story about
overcoming fears and developing confidence in oneself.

Author: Ming-Gong Chiang
Illustrator: Ming-Gong Chiang
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571465951
32 pages ︱ 21 x 26 cm

Non-fiction/Universe, Astronomy

Encyclopedia of the Amazing Universe
蔚為奇談！宇宙人的天文百科
In 2019, the number of exoplanets known to man was over 4000,
reaching a new milestone. There's a whole family of astronomical
figures in the universe, such as the perpetually hungry black hole, the
cryptic neutron star, and galaxies that don't obey traffic laws... How are
members of this family born? What do they look like as they grow old?
Let's answer these questions, and many more!

Author: Wen-fang Gao, Xiang-Guang
Chang (Eds.)
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571467160
328 pages ︱ 17.2 x 23.2 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Funny, Imaginative

Gassy Little Hippo
河馬屁聲大
Little Hippo can’t help but fart, driving everyone away. However, he ends
up saving the day with his special farting abilities. This adorable book
about farting will make children laugh out loud, while teaching them the
importance of being proud and confident in their own unique skills.

Author: Yi-Wen Pan
Illustrator: Yi-Zhang Pan
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571466590
44 pages ︱ 21.5 x 27 cm

Non-fiction/Philosophy

Interesting Philosphy: Modern Philosophy
哲學很有事：近代哲學(上)
The first book of five in the Interesting Philosphy series, this book walks
the reader through interpreting and brainstorming sixteen different
stories. From the idea of "faith" that dominated the Middle Ages to the
Renaissance, to "knowledge" as the theme of the seventeenth and
eigteenth centuries, Modern Philosphy discusses both large and small
events that have left a mark on philosophy today.

Author: Cibala
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571465104
272 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Scratch

Let’s Start Coding Adventure: Creative Scratch Lessons
程式有玩沒玩？我的Scratch創意大冒險
This is a creative course that "seems to teach programing, but also not"
as children learn to conceputalize programming techniques in tangible,
easy-to-understand methods. A race on the playground teaches
"initialization" and playing Red Rover makes it easy to understand
Boolean algebra. Let's learn how to code by taking inspiration from
life!

Author: Zheng-hua Huang (Ed.)
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571468297
256 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm

Children's Books/Mathmatical

Let's Count to Tea!
你的茶要加幾顆糖?
What a good day for afternoon tea! ONE fat teapot is what we need, and
TWO tasty spreads: strawberry jam and cream.
Follow along with the March Hare as he prepares tea for his best friends!
The billingual rhyming text, bright colors, and familiar characters make
this board book fun and engaging to read aloud, perfect for young
children learning to count.

Author: Yu-Jing Chuang
Illustrator: Yu-Jing Chuang
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571467603
16 pages ︱ 20.5 x 20 cm

Children's Books/Virus, Pandemic, COVID19

Little Oddities
小不隆咚
In a world too small to see, there are all kinds of strange little things that
grow, divide, mutate, and evolve. Learn all about micro-organisms, and
how they form, affect, and shape the world we live in.

Author: Miki Lee
Illustrator: FUN Art Studio
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 4712780660898
48 pages ︱ 29.7 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Psychology

The Mystery of Consciousness
心靈黑洞－意識的奧祕
Author: Yu-Hong Hong, Yong-Quan
Humans have been exploring the concept of self-awareness since
Gao (Eds.)
ancient times. More recently, themes of "mind" and "consciousness"
Publisher: San Min Book Company
have become more common in science-fiction, making it a popular
ISBN: 9789571465487
subject to the general public. This book contains lecture content from
204 pages ︱ 17.2 x 23.2 cm
"Exploring Basic Science Lecture Series" from the National Taiwan
University Science Education Develpment Center, within the theme of
"Consciousness Research." Eight scholars from different professional
fields lead readers in understanding this young field closely related to our everyday life.

Fiction/Fiction

Treasure of Formosa
天地劫
The night before Election Day, the tomb of Wang De-lu (one of the great
Qing Dynasty generals) was broken into. However, the only thign stolen
was a small brocade box! A bizarre robbery that's alarmed the highranking government officials, an ancient gang's reappearance; what
mysteries are being brought into the light?
Combining local history with folklore, this is a suspenseful trip through
the cultural and historical sites of this mysterious island. The past and
present interwine in this treasure hunt across Formosa.
*Ministry of Culture Best Screenplay Award
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Author: Ye-Zhen Fang
Publisher: San Min Book Company
ISBN: 9789571467580
376 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Seth Publication
賽斯文化事業有限公司
“Every day is the creation of the spirit” is our motto.
Our mission is to publish books, audio books, multimedia products and articles
for daily use with purpose of, by means of the sense and sensibility, recalling
the “love, wisdom, inner senses and creativity” that inherently exists in human
psyche. Also, we invest our profit in the promotion of Seth philosophy and the
holistic health view.
We’re looking forward to creating a new civilization of holistic health with you.

http://www.sethtaiwan.com
Contact: Jojo Chen
jojochen@sethtaiwan.com
+886-2-2219-6629

Non-fiction/Mass psychology and health

Encounter with Seth
遇見賽斯──認識自己．改變一生
Know yourself, find strength and create reality.
Author: Tien-Sheng Hsu
Seth is a cosmic higher spirit. He first appeared in New York State
Publisher: Seth Publication
in 1963 with the poetess Jane Roberts as his medium to convey the
ISBN: 9789869792004
Seth Material.
336 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
The Seth Material is not a religion, but a new concept. Its purpose
is to help people know themselves, gain wisdom, find the strength
in the peace of mind and the ways to create reality. The fundamental essence of this material is "you create your
own reality.
Seth once said something which is very moving: the earth encounters a huge crisis every two or three thousand
years. At this time, someone needs to come to the earth and bring people new ideas, and he is the one who
volunteered to promote new ideas on the earth.
Starting today, stop being responsible for other people’s lives, and stop using work, parents, and children’s
conditions as excuses to prevent you from creating your own reality. Starting today, try to awaken your inner
divinity and believe that you can create the reality you want. Only by awakening can you continue to create a
better future for yourself.

Non-fiction/Health and healing

Healing Without Medicine Book 2
不藥而癒2──跟你的身體說說話
This book is another series of works following the best-selling book
Author: I-Ren Wang
"Healing Without Medicine". Dr. Wang has been promoting "holistic
Publisher: Seth Publication
health of body, mind and spirit" for many years, and has also helped
ISBN: 9789869792042
many people by using the way of awareness. After accumulating more
304 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
experience, he found that besides letting people know about "holistic
health of body, mind and spirit," guiding everyone to build the healthiest "mentality" regarding body, emotions and
thoughts is also crucial. That is why he wrote this book-- "Healing Without Medicine Book 2: Talking to Your Body."
He leads everyone to treat the body, emotions and thoughts as "toys" and play with them as playing games. This
is the most relaxed, joyful and healthy "mentality" when coping with the body, emotions and thoughts. This book
can also be called the "Handbook of Physical, Emotional, and Mind Games."

Non-fiction/Intimate relationship

Intimate Relationship
親密關係──與伴侶身心靈共同成長的智慧
Author: Tien-Sheng Hsu
Intimate relationship is the greatest mirror of self-awareness.
Publisher: Seth Publication
Intimate relationship is a very important part between people. Whether it
ISBN: 9789869792011
is the love of the father for the son, the love of the wife for the husband,
272 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
and the mutual concern of the lovers, they are all touching our heart in
their deepest ways.
Everyone has their own problems in intimate relationships. If you regard them as a mirror of self-awareness, what
in yourself will you see in the relationship? In an intimate relationship, you often leave yourself in order to get
yourself back again. In the process of losing yourself, you can look back at what you have created while learn
and grow at the same time.
Intimacy relationship is an ever-lasting learning process. There is no right or wrong. The key behind it is to
constantly find out if you have inner power and self-worth. Do you continue to learn and grow in the process?
This is a life lesson one must cope with.

Non-fiction/Love, Self-awareness

Live Today as Singing Yourself a Love Song
就在這一天：每一天都是唱給自己最美的一首情歌
Author: Chia-Chen Chen
This book is the author’s second book. As mentioned in the book, she
Publisher: Seth Publication
once assisted cancer patients to hold a photography exhibition, and
ISBN: 9789869713092
now for her writing is like having a solo exhibitionon pages, both with the
352 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
heart full of joy.
The compassion of the universe gives us the opportunity every day,
every moment, and in every breath, to change our destiny and enter
different realities because the present is the most powerful moment, and in every moment of now a breakthrough
from enlightenment can be achieved to alter the choice that goes against one’s true will.
In the passage of time, what one wants to keep most is the heart-throb and understanding from all the stories
about love, the experience of love and the unity with love in each moment. Therefore, the author tries to catch the
throbbing feeling of love in every moment, through photos and writing, has it kept on the book pages, and shares
her sensations she has collected in the time track.

Non-fiction/OCD treatment

More Than a Neat Freak-The Holistic Body-Mind-Spirit Treatment
for OCD
精神潔癖──強迫症的身心靈整合療法
Author: Tien-Sheng Hsu
In the worldview of patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder, he
Publisher: Seth Publication
believes that "mistakes" are something that shouldn't exist, and should
ISBN: 9789869912334
be avoided as much as possible. Even with the help of imagination, they
304 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
believe that making mistakes is nothing short of evil and will lead to the
destruction of life, family and the world.
When we let go of our narrow views on right and wrong, mistakes can be
a starting point for creativity, great learning and progress. As Seth’s famous quote: "All imperfections are part of
the perfect plan of the universe, and they are all redeemed in the perfect plan of the universe."
There are not many books on obsessive-compulsive disorder in the market. Most recognized concept about it
is at the level of dealing with its symptoms such as compulsive hand washing and repeated examination. After
being diagnosed, the patient is given medication and psychotherapy which is either the "cognitive behavioral
therapy" or "rational emotional therapy." Dr. Hsu is exploring with patients all aspects of their symptoms,
life, marriage, family and work every day, every week and every month. Together with his study on human
psychodynamics in the Seth philosophy, he is motivated to work on this book with the hope that the publication
of this book will help all OCD patients, their families and friends, as well as psychiatrists and psychotherapists.

Non-fiction/Love, Self-awareness

My Encounter with Love
我是吃愛長大的
Author: Yu Chi Chang
Try to let yourself go, the moment of now has changed.
Publisher: Seth Publication
Only when I became a mother did I know that it’s impossible for a
ISBN: 9789869713085
mother to be involved in those personal and intimate life journeys that
256 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
only belong to a child. The delicacies from land and sea are the most
precious nutrition a mother can give her children. Using these to raise
up the child, is an alternative way to substitute those parts a mother wish
to yet cannot participate in. And those seemingly unreasonable anxiety and tension, the seemingly lonely figure
working hard in the kitchen, and the deliciously-scented lunch boxes for the GSAT day are what love is—innate,
uncontrollable, unreasonable, and difficult to speak out loud.
It turned out that I grew up by “eating” love.
Now, as a mother myself, I keep on feeding it.

Non-fiction/Spiritual practice

One Practice a day, Brighten Your Way, Book 4
一日一修練──賞識你自己
Author: Tien-Sheng Hsu
Win back a confident life.
Publisher: Seth Publication
People who are seemingly happy may have a hidden useless self, feel
ISBN: 9789869792035
that they are inferior to others. The so-called practice is not without dark
384 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
sides. It is about how many dark sides have been faced. Many people
often feel that things turn out contrary to the way they wish. They want to
be healthy but cannot be healthy. They want to buy a house but cannot
afford it. They want to be loved by someone but find no one. The key is that you do not really appreciate yourself
and build and win back your life and confidence.
How to appreciate yourself in the beginning? Our society has a big misconception, which is overloaded
with excessive competition and comparison: Using external standards to judge everyone, such as income,
educational background and so on. It ignores that everyone has their own advantages and characteristics.
To appreciate yourself is to determine the relationship between your existence and the Creator.
I am born to be useful. In the eyes of the Creator, everyone is excellent. By reading Seth books, listening to
audio books, doing meditation, and listening to lectures, you can re-establish your external self-image, build
self-confidence, and take away the negative mental inertia and negative energy that have accumulated from the
past. Then slowly you will bring out the potential of the inner soul step by step.

Non-fiction/Mass psychology, Health

Trusting Life Dynamics
信任生命的動力
Author: Tien-Sheng Hsu
Impulse, desire and emotion are actually very important motivational
Publisher: Seth Publication
elements in a person's life. The question is how to enable them to
ISBN: 9789869792073
perform their due and appropriate functions.
352 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
In a progressive society, people act in accordance with rationality and
logic, and emphasize the rules of experience. As a result, one’s selfawareness is gradually out of touch with inner impulse, desire and emotion.
These three elements are integrated. Without the impulse, it is like the respiratory tract is cut off, and you will lose
the information and guidance provided by your inner divinity. Desire is the driving force that allows you and the
entire world to exist, and it is also the driving force that keeps your life moving towards value fulfillment. Emotions
are actually part of the vitality of human beings. When you have negative emotions, you don’t have to rush to
restrain or eliminate them. All you need to do is to adjust its direction a bit. Emotions are not good nor bad, they
are the creativity of the soul.
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SHARP POINT PUBLISHING, a division
of Cité Publishing Limited
城邦文化事業股份有限公司 尖端出版
Since its establishment in 1982, Sharp Point Publishing foresaw the evolving
desires of young readers, and has continuously been developing publishing
niches to meet their tastes and demands. SPP shall advance into the global
Chinese teen-reading market, providing its customers with a wide selection of
pleasurable reading materials.

http://www.spp.com.tw/
Contact: Carol Huang
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600

Children's Books/Culture, Festivals, Collaboration

Animal Village’s Festivals
動物村莊的節慶派對
Culture/Festivals．Collaboration．Animals
Traditional festivals with 12 Chinese Zodiac animal representatives! How
fun is it to celebrate festivals, and how interesting would it be to know
about celebrations made in other places of this world! Holidays are
important and loved and worshipped by us, but do we still remember
where or how do these holidays appear?
Every culture has its own special festivals that celebrate different
purposes. This picture book combines 8 most representative festivals in
the Chinese culture with the 12 zodiac animals to share with children why
we celebrate these festivals. Besides sharing with them the meanings of
these special days, the book also talks about some of the “must-dos” for
these special occasions and how to work with each other to complete
these tasks.
Festivals mentioned:Lunar New Year’s Eve, the Lunar New Year’s
Greetings, the Lantern Festival, the Tomb Sweeping Festival, the Dragon
Boat Festival, the Chinese Valentine’s Day, the Ghost Festival and the
Mid-Autumn Festival.
12 zodiac animals (each representing a year): Mouse, Cow, Tiger,
Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Chicken, Dog, Pig
Contents:New Year’s Eve’s party, Spring Greetings, Visiting the Lantern
Festival, Say hi to the ancestors with Uncle Horse, Summer boat rowing
contest, Squeaky’s trouble, Tell us the ghost stories! Who stole the moon
cake?

Author: Poca
Poca came from the Japanese
meaning of “warmness”. Poca hopes
that her creation can bring to the
readers the courage to keep moving
forward.
Illustrator: Tai Pera
Tai Pera, a full-time illustrator who
used to study/live in Italy for almost
6 years. The first publication of Tai
Pera “Little White Goose Wants to
be Tanned” was published in 2016
and was later on selected to Books
From Taiwan 2017 by the Ministry of
Culture in Taiwan.
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077903
176 pages ︱ 26 x 21 cm

Children's Books/Friendship

Bear with Me
我的守護熊
It's a new semester, I transferred to a new class, everyone already has a
partner, so teacher Sally found a special partner for me, Bear.
At the beginning, I felt that the bear was very annoying. No matter where
I went or what I did, Bear always stayed with me. Until one day, I got in
trouble and found that silent companionship and tolerance were actually
the most sincere guardian of the Bear.

Author: Josef Lee
Illustrator: Josef Lee
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077897
56 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books/Courage, Overcoming challenges

Kappa's Daily 1：My First Day as a Transfer
小河童的成長繪本 1 轉學的第一天
The little kappa from the southern island is a nervous and afraid child.
Because of his parents' jobs got changed , he has to move to a northern
village and transfer to Poca Primary School. Because he is shy and
worried, he's afraid of talking to other classmates, which also caused
other classmates misunderstand him and got some problems on kappa's
first day.

Author: Poca
Illustrator: Poca
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077774
48 pages ︱ 19 x 22 cm

Children's Books/Refuse、Friendship

Kappa's Daily 2：Give me a Hand, Kappa!
小河童成長繪本 2 小河童幫幫我
Sympathy．Expression．Entering a New Environment
Kappa just moved from an island to a mountain with mommy and has
just started to go to a new local school. Kappa is shy, nervous but works
so hard to get used to this new environment while missing everything
back home. It’s the teacher, Mr. Jeffrey’s birthday tomorrow and the class
is getting ready for the birthday party. However, everyone has their own
small favors to ask for Kappa’s help. There is less than one day for the
preparation and Kappa has to do his own work and help out everyone.
Can Kappa finish drawing the birthday card, cleaning the floor, run down
the mountains to get black tea and help everyone?
Have you been in the same situation before? You are super busy already,
but your friends or families ask for a small favor and you just can’t
say NO. Helping them but leaving all your original plans behind and
uncompleted.
This picture book aims to guide our children to understand about
sympathy. Helping others is a great thing to do, and asking for a help
is perfectly ok! When children enter a new environment, perhaps preschool or primary school, it’s very easy to feel nervous and worried.
Even as adults, we know exactly how it feels when butterflies are in our
stomachs. This series is designed to encourage children to understand
how to express your own feelings and how to sympathize with others.

Author/Illustrator: Poca
Poca came from the Japanese
meaning of “warmness”. Poca hopes
that her creation can bring to the
readers the courage to keep moving
forward.
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077774
48 pages ︱ 19 x 22 cm

Children's Books/Refuse、Friendship

Kappa's Daily 3：Tweety Who Misses an Ear.
小河童成長繪本 3 耳朵缺一角的啾啾
frequently attacked, so the class and Kappa decides to make him feel
all comfy and welcomed in class. However, Tweety was unwilling to play
with the class, the class now thinks “That’s why Tweety was kicked out
by his friends! He is so weird!” Follow Kappa and let’s help Tweety to
blend in!
This picture book aims to guide our children to take a step back and
try to understand the reason behind someone’s action instead of giving
them a tag and decide to leave them alone. The willingness to help out
others and to communicate with new friends is important for children
when entering a new environment or someone new comes in. It is a
great selection also for the parents to reflect on this topic and discuss
on things we can do when facing similar scenario with our kids.

Author/Illustrator: Poca
Poca came from the Japanese
meaning of “warmness”. Poca hopes
that her creation can bring to the
readers the courage to keep moving
forward.
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077774
48 pages ︱ 19 x 22 cm

Children's Books/LBGT、Love is love

My Two Mommies
我有兩個媽媽
“My Two Mommies”
Sam sex parents
Love is love
Is it weird to have two mommies? Can you actually have two mommies?
I-Lun has got two mommies, mommy Bao and mommy Ga Ga. I-Lun
has also got so many questions from her friends at school. “Why do you
have two mommies?” “Are your mommies married?” “Don’t we all have
a daddy and a mommy?” Is I-Lun really that special?
Taiwan’s first original picture book about homosexual marriage. After
legalizing same-sex marriage in May, 2019, the society expects to
have more children coming from a homosexual family entering schools
in the future. Peers are so important for children and by reading this
book with them, we hope to guide our kids through the topic that love
comes in different forms but they are equal in another. It is especially
important for children coming from the same-sex family to understand
that although the structure of their family may be different from others,
they are just as equally loved by their mommies/daddies as their other
friends who have a mommy and a daddy.

Author/Illustrator
The author – Mr. LIU, YU-HAO
Mr. Liu works as an advocate of
gender equality and as an elementary
school teacher in Southern Taiwan.
Mr. Liu had published “A-Ken and His
Special Neighbor”, a book about a
little boy and his encounter with his
warm and kind gay neighbors.
The illustrator – Dr. LIU, TSUNG-YU
Dr. Liu, a surgical doctor, a writer
and a promoter for children’s gender
equality education.
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789865517380
56 pages ︱ 21 x 29 cm

Children's Books/Sympathy

Peace, Will You Play with Me?
我們一起玩好嗎？
The first cooperation between Taiwan & Singapore’s famous picture
book authors! When the wall has been built, the sky and the earth
are marked with various inviolable boundaries. How could "peace" be
realized?

Author: Josef Lee, Chi-hung Wu
Illustrator: Josef Lee
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077422
56 pages ︱ 21 x 25 cm
Rights Sold: Korean，Simplified
Chinese

Children's Books/Ecology、Birds

Welcome to Taiwan Wetlands Restaurant
歡迎光臨溼地鳥餐廳
Taiwan has a very, very special "restaurant", a cafeteria with no boss and
no waiters. It turns out that this restaurant is the wetland, and birds are
frequent visitors here. Let's take a look around the special restaurant with
the birds!
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Author: Yu-ling Huang
Illustrator: Yu-ling Huang
Publisher: Light Press
ISBN: 9789579077323
40 pages ︱ 25.6 x 18 cm

Showwe information Co. Ltd.
秀威資訊科技股份有限公司
Showwe Information was established in 2001 and is now the leading POD digital
printing company in Taiwan and the Greater China Region. We have published
more than 5,000 titles by over 1,500 authors from 32 countries around the
world, ranging from fiction, poetry, history, art, children's books, health, religion,
science, education, and social sciences, etc.
Currently, we have nine publishing and books foundry brands, including 秀威出
版、新銳文創、釀出版、要有光、秀威少年、獨立作家、秀威經典、獵海人、致出版

https://showwe.tw/
Contact: Lestat Yin
lestat@showwe.tw
+886-2-2796-3638 #133

Non-fiction/Tailoring, Manual, Suit Jacket

Men's Suit Jacket Tailoring
男西裝外套縫製經典－－國際金獎裁縫師陳和平的手作筆記
This manual, created by Chen, is the first tailoring manual in Taiwan
Author: Ho-Peng Chen
that focuses on the Asian body type, which brings a new perspective
Publisher: Grand Tailor Taipei
to the art of tailoring. There are 5 chapters in this manual divided into
ISBN: 9789869837507
"pattern-making and measurement", "interface and lining construction",
296 pages ︱ 21 x 28 cm
"pocket construction", "shoulder adjusting", and "finishing". Chen
includes more than 500 pictures with step-by-step, detailed descriptions that beginners can easily follow.
This manual is a result of Chen's 40-years of experience with tailoring jackets, including body measurement,
pattern-making, cutting fabric, layout, hand-stitching, interface and lining construction, shoulder pad adjustment,
the pleating of sleeves, and finishing a tailoring-made jacket.
Chen integrates the different international tailoring styles and the techniques of the Shanghai-Red style,
combining over 40 years of experience in personal measurement and collaboration with colleagues throughout
the world. Throughout his career, Chen has blazed his own trail and brought recognition to the tailoring industry
in Taiwan.
Ho-Peng Chen, the Master Tailor and Chief Operator of Grand Tailor Taipei, has been dedicated to the tailoring
industry and tailoring education for over 40 years in Taiwan. He is the 6th and 7th chairman of The Clothes
Association with a Technical Degree from the R.O.C. Chen was awarded the 7th Senior Technician from the
Department of Education, R.O.C. and was appointed the Secretary-General of the Association of Taiwan Master
Tailors, R.O.C.

Fiction/Taitung, Amis, Self-Consciousness

Beyond the Eyes
地球的背面
Author: Chun-Chen Chang
"Beyond the eyes" has won the "1st Hou Shan Literature Award- New
Publisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
Author" in 2019. In the places where sunshine is nowhere to be found,
ISBN: 9789864453566
sorrow and sogginess are the only things that exist.
148 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
Readers could discover nine stories covering dreadful tales and dark
side of lives, revealing the dark sides of humanity which are not glorious
and makes people uncomfortable. As we acknowledge the darkness of
humanity, the reading experience encourages us to pursue the bright side of human nature.
"In this book, Chun-Chen Chang focus on the overview of human nature instead of each person's fate. In
addition, the stories are told from the point of view of a bystander. She had put great effort into her work with
diligence, which marks a great beginning for her writing career." said Ming Yi Wu (professor of department of
Sinophone literatures, National Dong Hwa University).

Fiction/Fantasy,Adventure,Dreams, Kingdom, Fighting

MOMU
馭夢少女．麼姆國度
Author: YUNG-PING LEE
"MOMU", a world drawing energy from dreams of human being, bonds
Publisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
with human world. However, MOMU is facing harsh conditions since
ISBN: 9789864453559
the Queen Wu ravages the world. In order to stop the Doomsday
290 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
Clock, Kingdom of Sate sends agents to the human world to find the
savior, "The Carol Girl", mentioned in the prophecy.
The seventeen-year-old girl, Liang-Ching, is equipped with plentiful
of dream power, so the agents sent by the kingdom sensed the dream power and found her. She was gifted
the mission of overcoming the obstacles in the underground world, while searching for Queen Wu's missing
belonging and put it back to the place it should be. Finally, she needs to figure out the "Transfiguration Magic",
transfigure the Queen Wu who is controlled by the evil Wusataya back to Princess Helen, meanwhile, solving the
MOMU crisis.
However, all the ongoing events meet Wusataya's expectation and become a part of its scheme: using The Carol
Girl to attack the human world and the scheme is carried out one step at a time.

Non-fiction/Kuei-Shien Lee, Poet, Nobel Prize in Literature, International Poetry Festival

My Poetry Road in New Century：Memoirs of Lee Kuei-Shien
我的新世紀詩路──李魁賢回憶錄
Author: Kuei-Shien Lee
Kuei-Shien Lee has been writing poetry for more than half a century,
Publisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
his work includes one thousand and more poems, doing translations
ISBN: 9789864453528
for more than five thousand poems. He has won "National Award for
648 pages ︱ 16 x 23 cm
Arts", "Wu Zhuoliu Award for Poetry". Mr. Lee is also well-recognized
by poetry society around the world, in addition, he was nominated for
the Nobel Prize in Literature by The Poetry Society (India) for three
times, becoming the first Taiwanese poet being nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature.
Poetry Road is a book about Mr. Lee's thoughts and reflections on International Poetry Festival in 21st
century, weaving a bridge between Eastern and Western culture. Although Mr. Lee is now in his eighties, with
extraordinary bravery and great perseverance, he is still active in poetry circle.

Non-fiction/experience, Taiwanese, Taiwanese industries, Innovation

Two Generations of Taiwan Entrepreneurs —Crossing Beyond
the Digital Era
新苗．薪火——追求台灣的無限可能
Author: Yung Kuang Chu
Shyue-Ching Lu, Charles Yen, Simon Cheng, Josephine Chao, ChingPublisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
Yen Tsay share their opinions and experiences of how they think
ISBN: 9789864453009
outside the box, take generational viewpoints into account in the
286 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
book, exploring start-ups and giving them support while and selflessly
sharing their professional expertise and experience, wisdom of life,
and resources in the industries.
Taiwanese are proud of their manufacturing capabilities, and Taiwanese industries are equipped with great
development potential in innovation. In this book, several start-ups are introduced and whether they are
businesses that transform conventional industry, or up-to-date enterprises or social enterprises, all of them
are based on new visions combining technology service and human experience (HX). As Taiwan undergo
transformation by breaking out of poverty to a splendid century, everyone would agree life is full of endless
possibilities. We certainly can discover infinite possibilities by hard work of the new generation.

Non-fiction/The 228 (or 2/28) incident, Penghu County, Xi Ying

Bloody Spring,1947 Penghu.
西瀛勝境：那群在二二八事件抗爭的澎湖青年
Author: James Che Sheng
"We must stop this ship at all cost! Do not let the army on board sail to
Publisher: Showwe information
Kaohsiung and kill the innocent!" 70 years ago, a bevy of youths lived
ISBN: 9789863268246
in Xi Ying join the uprising with burning passion, fury, and bravery.
300 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
After the Chinese Nationalist Government reclaimed Taiwan, due
to government officials associated with corruption and oppression,
economic collapse, and food shortage, the long-lasting social
grievances with public complaints eventually lead to a series of incidents on February 27, 1947. Tensions also
had spread to Penghu, triggering several conflicts. Afterwards, the "Ethnic Massacre" was sparked, not only
people living in Taiwan suffer from massacre, Penghu residents on the rustic islands are facing the same fate
as well. This book provides another perspective of Taiwan's history that is little known by others, elaborating
incidents and regime change as people recall their memories from the most unstable times in the history of
Taiwan.

Non-fiction/Track and field, Athlete, Olympic games, Japan

The Olympic Dream of Taiwanese Athletes in the Japanese
Domination: Qi-Chuan Chen
日本時代臺灣運動員的奧運夢──陳啟川的初挑戰
Author: Hsiang-Pin Chin
During the Japanese occupation period, there was a Taiwanese
Publisher: Showwe information
who lived in Kaohsiung, Chen Qichuan, sprinting in track and field
ISBN: 9789863268376
in Japan. In 1919, Mr. Chen winning eight gold, five silver and one
158 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
bronze in the "National Competition for Secondary School Players
(qualifying matches)." In 1920, he set his goal receive the Olympic
qualification for Summer Olympics in Antwerp, Belgium, in which he
broke the Japanese record and won the gold medal in the 400-meter relay.
Mr.Chen is the first Taiwanese athlete to participate in the "Olympic qualifying matches". This book details his
track and field career, his achievements and the Japanese colonial period, showcasing more than 70 photos to
take people back to the Japanese colonial period and relive his life as an athlete who found back self-esteem in
track and field.

Children's Books/School bullying, Grandparenting, Ecological conservation

TIAN-FU: Son of the Ocean
大海的孩子──黑毛小子天福
Author: Jia-Chun Lin
Tian Fu was born with a dense covering of body hair, and he was
Publisher: Showwe Youth (Showwe
abandoned by his parents shortly after his birth. His grandfather
Information)
could not bear the fact that Tian Fu was abandoned as a newborn,
ISBN: 9789869814812
so he, along with Tianfu's grandmother, adopted him and raised
232 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
him. His grandparents named him "Tian Fu" which ostensibly means
"being blessed with good fortune". Since he was born with peculiarity,
people around him often give him weird looks and he has to endure
mistreatment. The only time he feels relieved and relaxed is when he dives deep into the sea, swimming carefree
like a swarm of fish. His grandparents understand his grievances so they teach their grandchildren diligently and
keep him company. Mr. Kong, who is a new teacher teaching at Tian Fu's school, shows compassion to him and
responding to his behavior with high tolerance, allowing him to learn freely and happily and also explore marine
life with great enthusiasm. From then on, Tianfu finds confidence in himself, faces various challenges while
remain calm, and even changes everyone's perception of him!

Fiction/World War, Science fiction, End of the world, Taiwan

Hello from the Children of Planet Earth
浮動世界
Author: Tymo Lin
When solar flare is about to hit the earth, World War III breaks out
Illustrator: DAKO
as people around the world are fighting against each other to get
Publisher: Yao You Guang (Showwe
access to the underground sanctuary. Unfortunately, Taiwan becomes
Information)
one of the defeated countries in the war, what's worse, without law
ISBN: 9789866992483
enforcement, the government is gone and no national military forces
230 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
are left. Taiwan becomes a hopeless, abandoned island, counting
down the days to the time when solar storm strikes Earth. In the
desperate times, people are struggling and some bizarre tales in the
urban areas are passed around. After ten years of dark times, sunspots have disappeared and the "inner human"
has came out from the underground after reopening all the exits to the surface worldwide. However, the "inner
human" come to realization that the once-abandoned human races are no where to be found...

Fiction/Detective, Sherlock Holmes, Japanese occupation period, Murder

Seizo, a Buddhism Head Priest: Madame Murder
清藏住持時代推理：林投冤．桃花劫
Author: Tou Poku
This book and its series become the first series of novels based on
Illustrator: NOFI
Taiwan's top ten weird cases as the reasoning material. In 1934,
Publisher: Yao You Guang (Showwe
during the Japanese occupation period, an abbot named Qingzang
Information)
is an expertise who masters discovering the flaws in paranormal
ISBN: 9789866992193
incidents by his knowledge of science and Buddhism to solve each
202 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
case, playing the role of Sherlock Holmes. His assistant Xiu Ren is
a grocery vender who have an innate sense of social sophistication,
hanging along just like Watson. The pair work together and investigate
into cases. In order to reveal the real murderer, the abbot Qingzang held a ceremony to pray for Lin Tou and Tao
Hua, which in turn finds out the murder weapon and evidence of the incident, solving the two murder cases: one
of them is dismemberment in the wilderness and the other is a disguised suicide.
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Slowork Publishing
慢工文化事業有限公司
Slowork Publishing, founded in 2013 and based in Taiwan, produces
documentary comics set in countries across the Asian world. Slowork
comics make Asia come alive for the reader through biography,
autobiography, memoirs, anecdotes, reportage, vignettes from
everyday life, and first-hand personal accounts.
The project aspires to forge a unique form of documentary unlike that
of either film or literature, treating topics thus far less often addressed
in Asia, as seen through the eyes of talented writers.

http://www.sloworkpublishing.com/shop/
Contact: Pei-Shan Huang
peishan_huang@sloworkpublishing.com
+886-905-568-534

Comics/Mental Problem, Childhood Trauma

A Trip to Asylum
瘋人院之旅
A trip to asylum" is a fictional story based on Pam Pam's life
experiences.
The story is about a man suffered from mental illness, he was admitted
to a psychiatric hospital in the early 90's.Instead of tell the story
realistically, Pam Pam choose to drew it with imagination, she hope
the readers think and understand more about those uncontrollable
symptoms, and also hope they understand that: normal people are not
really NORMAL.

Author: Pam Pam Liu
Illustrator: Pam Pam Liu
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
ISBN: 9789574375844
336 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Comics/Science fiction, Whale, Robot

Deeper Blue
藍色潮間帶
Author: Howard Yang
In the distant future, robots work on ecological restoration after
Illustrator: Yashin
human leave the earth.
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
Day by day. Year by year.
ISBN: 9789574371402
This is a small science fiction comic on the encounter and separation
32 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
of two robots with no connection.
As a river mouth restoration robot, my works are nothing else but
coral farming, transplanting Kandelia, monitoring migratory birds and some others.
Someday at the seashore, I found a beached robot whale in my farmland, as an accident toward my tedious
lives.
At the far vacant time and space, the two robots break into each other’s lives. They talk, share, kill time, and
lastly get back to their own lives.
It’s like the people we meet in independent travels. Though having much in common, we say them farewell in
the morning and continue our own trip. Maybe somehow like two tired office workers sit at the same table in an
izakaya. They pour out their heart about the pressure of lives and separate without knowing names.
This short encounter depicts greater boredom with lives. The boredom exists in the here and now, in the past, or
somewhere in the distant mechanical future.
*2020 Bologna Children's Book Fair Selected Illustrator
*3×3 International Illustration Awards

Comics/Cancer, Asian Family, Women, Health

Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
Author: Pam Pam Liu
"MOMU", a world drawing energy from dreams of human being,
Illustrator: Pam Pam Liu
bonds with human world. However, MOMU is facing harsh
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
conditions since the Queen Wu ravages the world. In order to stop
ISBN: 9789869509053
the Doomsday Clock, Kingdom of Sate sends agents to the human
184 pages ︱ 15 x 15 cm
world to find the savior, "The Carol Girl", mentioned in the prophecy.
The seventeen-year-old girl, Liang-Ching, is equipped with plentiful
of dream power, so the agents sent by the kingdom sensed the
dream power and found her. She was gifted the mission of overcoming the The real story of how the author
nursed her mother through her battle with breast cancer
Filled with dark humor that stabs you in the heart
Depicting a compelling mother-and-daughter relationship and the pursuit of self-worth
The story evoked a strong sense of emotional resonance among readers while it was published in installments
on the internet.
In February 2019, Pam Pam began publishing installments of Good Friend, Cancer on her Facebook fan page,
depicting in single panels what happened after her mother was diagnosed with cancer. The diagnosis not only
revealed her mother’s health problem, but also threw the family into turmoil. As her daughter, Pam Pam naturally
took up the responsibility to nurse her mother. However, what lies behind this development, which seems
perfectly normal in Chinese culture, is a much deeper anxiety.
“Why is it always me?” “Why was my mother so pleased that my brother came to flush her blood tubing just
once?” In her comic, Pam Pam is portrayed as a child who wraps herself in a blanket and is ready to cry her
eyes out in it. While taking care of her mother in the hospital, Pam Pam re-examined her family relationship.
Despite being anxious, upset, sad and discontent, she discovers that both she and her mother share the same
responsibility – the traditional responsibility of a daughter.
Pam Pam’s comic style is simple and unadorned, but her story is realistic and genuine, with moments that make
people laugh and more that brutally points out the unbearable events in life. Relationships are difficult: mother
and daughter, sister and brother, mother and son, and husband and wife. Initially, the readers laugh while
reading it; eventually, they cry with the characters.

Comics/Totalitarian, Dream

Lunatic is the Night
夜長夢多
What would become if one day even our dreams are under
surveillance? Would our bodies and souls are no longer under our
control in totalitarian rule in the near future? Has totalitarian rude ever
left us? With illustration and photography, six artists express their
concerns of lives in such deteriorated condition. Traveling between
virt ality and reality, what they present is the unawakable nightmares
or the approaching truth?

Author: Ding Pao-Yen, Tseng Yao-Ching,
A Ray, Croter, Chen Che
Illustrator: Ding Pao-Yen, Tseng YaoChing, A Ray, Croter, Chen Che
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
ISBN: 9789866359798
142 pages ︱ 18.4 x 26 cm

Comics/Near future, Ecology, Austronesian, Adventure, Women

Mayfly Island
蜉蝣之島
A prophetic comic that combines Austronesian culture and ecological
catastrophe.
In a near future where the Earth’s ecology has fallen apart, “Mayfly”,
the only land that remains pure, is instead viewed as an ominous
symbol. In the face of a gloomy tomorrow, how will the people of the
future view the continuation of life?

Author: Shang-Chiao Li
Illustrator: Evergreen Yeh
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
ISBN: 9789869857321
160 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Comics/Anthology

MonsoonVol.3 A Quiet Battlefield
熱帶季風3：安靜的戰地
Author: Chen Che, Yashin, Ou Ling,
At the end of 2017, Slowork Publishing launched Monsoon, a
Adoor Yeh, Fish Wu, Chen Pei-Hsiu,
compilation of original Asian comics with non-fictional subject matter
Versus, Jhong Sheng-Syong, Chen
and distinct authorial styles. Following the widely acclaimed first
Wen-Yao, Chen Yun-Jou, Wood Lin,
volume and the second volume focusing on Southeast Asia, the third
Noax Tao
volume of Monsoon takes “A Quiet Battlefield” as its central theme
Illustrator: Chen Che, Yashin, Ou
and features stories of people who fight for survival and for their
Ling, Adoor Yeh, Fish Wu, Chen Peibeliefs in all corners of the world, including:
Hsiu, Versus, Jhong Sheng-Syong
a 17-year-old punk girl who lives every day like it’s her last,
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
a young soul imprisoned by his brother’s epileptic condition,
ISBN: 9789869509060
a documentary film director who works like a fighter,
160 pages ︱ 18.4 x 26 cm
interpersonal conflicts among war correspondents in Palestine,
absurd happenings at a funeral rite in rural China,
Vietnamese migrant workers who risk their lives to survive,
sex workers dealing with emotional injuries at work,
two Laotian sisters of Katu descent trying to make it in a big city,
Bunun people living on the margins of society and their beans grown on the margins.
• Collaborative Works by Comic Artists, Documentary Film Workers and Journalists
Keeping its emphasis on reality, originality and developing contents with professionals from various fields, the
latest volume of Monsoon invites veteran investigative journalist Ed Jhong, Palestine-based war correspondent
Versus, documentary film festival director Wood Lin, and writer Noax Tao to work with comic artists and
contribute their diverse and in-depth perspectives as well as raw vitality to the original documentary comic
scripts, special features and recommendations for further reading.

Comics/Anthology

MonsoonVol.4 Loss for Words
熱帶季風Vol.4：失語．詩語
Author: NOvia, Lau Kwong Shing, Ou
At the end of 2017, Slowork Publishing launched Monsoon, a
Ling, Adoor Yeh, Gao Yan, Morning
compilation of original Asian comics with non-fictional subject matter
Anxiety, Yan Cong, Shiao Bow, Chen
and distinct authorial styles. Following the widely acclaimed first
Jian, Tseng Yao-Ching
volume and the second volume focusing on Southeast Asia, the third
Illustrator: NOvia, Lau Kwong Shing,
volume of Monsoon takes “A Quiet Battlefield” as its central theme
Ou Ling, Adoor Yeh, Gao Yan,
and features stories of people who fight for survival and for their
Morning Anxiety, Yan Cong, Shiao
beliefs in all corners of the world, including:
Bow, Chen Jian, Tseng Yao-Ching
•《MonsoonVol.4 - Loss for Words》
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
We have now reached the end of our project – the fourth and
ISBN: 9789869509084
final issue of Monsoon. In the previous issues, we have explored
180 pages ︱ 18.4 x 26 cm
the possibilities to discuss life, cultures and social issues with
documentary comics. In this final issue, we would like to prove that
documentary comics can also convey more abstract ideas, such
as poetic experience, dreams or traumas of the subconscious. The
predicaments, feelings of loss, boredom or yearning that we cannot fully express in words can be transformed
into images, depicting the inner world of the artists who created them. At the end of our journey, we hope to
leave the readers with an extensive sense of reality, for reality is profound and boundless.
•Ten Up-and-coming Comic Artists Capturing Reality and Depicting Humanity
Documentary comics based on true events require the comic artists’ meticulous research, deep insight and wild
imagination. In this volume we present ten young artists from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and China.

Comics/Occupational therapy, Health

OT Diary
OT相談室
Author: Elainee
A comic about professional occupational therapist
Illustrator: Elainee
Understanding “disabilities” through fantastical thoughts
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
Living an extraordinary life with disabilities
ISBN: 9789869509077
Leading us to define our own “health”
162 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
An OT, short for occupational therapist, often works in a hospital’s
rehabilitation department. Their areas of practice include: physical
rehabilitation, mental health and pediatrics. Occupational therapy is
the use of specific activities to help patients regain their focus in life. Even though the patients' physical function
does not fully recover, they can still find other ways to maintain their quality of life and they don’t have to feel
devastated after losing some of their physical functions.
OT Diary documents the stories of nine of Elainee’s patients, exploring not how to treat or prevent the disabilities,
but the needs deep inside the hearts of the patients and their caregivers while pointing out the true meaning of
occupational therapy from a practitioner’s point of view. There are also segments about the author’s reflective
thoughts, such as her feeling of powerlessness after working in the medical system and her frustration that a
foreign caregiver knows how to nurse her father better. Every segment leads us to define our own “health”.
Elainee’s comic style is simple and unadorned. Yet she can always pinpoint certain moments that challenge our
perception of the rigorous medical science with her wild and girlish fantasies.

Comics/Autobiography, Taiwan, History, Colony

Son of Formosa 1
來自清水的孩子1
Author: Pei-yun Yu
*Like Persepolis, Son of Formosa explores Taiwan’s contemporary
Illustrator: Jian-xin Chou
history through the story of an ordinary person.
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
*The simple yet gracefully drawn lines depicts the protagonist’s joy
ISBN: 9789869857307
and sorrow. Different periods of his life are vividly represented in
162 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
various styles.
*The pleasant and lively plot is narrated elaborately with tenderness.
- 22 *The tale reveals an ordinary person’s perseverance despite the
hardships he faces in turbulent times.
This is an autobiographical graphic novel that details the life of Tsai Kun-lin, who was born in Qingshui, Taichung
in 1930s Taiwan and lived through the Japanese rule, Chinese Nationalist Party's retreat to Taiwan, the White
Terror period and the democratization process after the lifting of martial law. The complete publication consists
of four volumes, each portraying a different period of the protagonist’s life. The comic artist also uses different
techniques for each period. The synopses of each volume are as follows:
Volume I: A Boy Who Loves to Read
(Soft pencil lines depicts Taiwan under Japanese rule and Tsai’s carefree childhood)
In the 1930s, young Tsai Kun-lin grows up happily with the company of nursery rhymes and picture books on
Qingshui Street, Taichung under Japanese rule. With the emergence of war comes parades, air raids, and
conscription. No one can escape. After the war, the book-loving teenager tries hard to learn Mandarin and
believes he is finally stepping towards a comfortable future, but little does he know, a dark cloud awaits him
ahead.

Comics/Autobiography, Taiwan, History, White Terror

Son of Formosa 2
來自清水的孩子2
Author: Pei-yun Yu
*Like Persepolis, Son of Formosa explores Taiwan’s contemporary
Illustrator: Jian-xin Chou
history through the story of an ordinary person.
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
*The simple yet gracefully drawn lines depicts the protagonist’s joy
ISBN: 9789869857314
and sorrow. Different periods of his life are vividly represented in
184 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
various styles.
*The pleasant and lively plot is narrated elaborately with tenderness.
*The tale reveals an ordinary person’s perseverance despite the
hardships he faces in turbulent times.
This is an autobiographical graphic novel that details the life of Tsai Kun-lin, who was born in Qingshui, Taichung
in 1930s Taiwan and lived through the Japanese rule, Chinese Nationalist Party's retreat to Taiwan, the White
Terror period and the democratization process after the lifting of martial law. The complete publication consists
of four volumes, each portraying a different period of the protagonist’s life. The comic artist also uses different
techniques for each period. The synopses of each volume are as follows:
Volume II: Ten Years on Green Island
(Illustrations resembling woodcuts express the depressing experience of Tsai’s detention and imprisonment)
In his second year at Taichung First Senior High School, Tsai attends a book club hosted by his teacher and
is consequently arrested on a false charge of taking part in an “illegal” assembly. After being tortured, he is
sentenced to ten years in prison, deprived of civil rights for seven years, and sent to Green Island for reformation
in 1951. Until his release in September 1960, Tsai, a victim of the White Terror era has spent ten years of his
youth in prison on an unjust charge.
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Somewhere Else Entertainment Co., Ltd.
雲夢千里文化創意事業有限公司
Somewhere Else Entertainment manages story IPs for Taiwanese
writer Huai Guan, as well as developing screenplays and show bibles
for TV series, movies and VR/AR.

https://www.facebook.com/search/
top?q=%E6%87%B7%E8%A7%80
Contact: Whitney Hsu
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw
+886-2-2562-9008

Fiction/Others

Her Sword: A Song of Earth (Book 2)
劍魂如初2：山河如故
Antiques restoration is a lonely job where one becomes accustomed
Author: Huai Guan
to loneliness. Ju-Chu knows it all. After graduating from college,
Publisher: Eurasian Publishing Group
she moves to a big city and starts her first job as a restorer. She
ISBN: 9789861336763
didn’t expect much of anything to ever change, but things prove the
400 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
Rights Sold: Korean, Vietnamese,
opposite when she meets her beautiful colleague Hsiao Liam. At the
Chinese Audio
age of 27, Hsiao Liam appears far more sophisticated than his looks
may suggest. He seems to care deeply for Ju-Chu while keeping her
at a distance. In an elevator accident, Hsiao Liam saves Ju-Chu by flying a sword and exposes his secret: he is
an ancient sword that has taken on the human form. To Hsiao Liam, Ju-Chu is the one he has been waiting for
thousands of years. As they get closer however, a spell begins to cause conflicts between his human and sword
sides. He loves her, but the sword’s consciousness is trying to puncture her heart.
Comparable to A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES and inspired by cultures of the Bronze Age, HER SWORD creates
unique characters and in essence explores the conflicts between what we need and what we want. The perfect
blend of myth, romance, and ancient culture constructs a fictional world with its incredibly rich details.
"HER SWORD is the most wonderful work I have read in recent years with fantasy and romance. It not only
possesses a charm for the book market, but also explores human nature in depth."
── Chang Ta-Chun, bestselling author
"Huai Guan is a master storyteller. The magic in her words opens up our huge imagination."
── Hsia Yun-Fen, radio celebrity
"Once you open the book, you don’t even have the time to eat." ── Chen Feng-Hsin, radio celebrity

Fiction/Others

Her Sword: A Wish upon Stars (Book 3)
劍魂如初3：惟願星辰
Author: Huai Guan
Antiques restoration is a lonely job where one becomes accustomed
Publisher: Eurasian Publishing Group
to loneliness. Ju-Chu knows it all. After graduating from college,
ISBN: 9789861337142
she moves to a big city and starts her first job as a restorer. She
368 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm
didn’t expect much of anything to ever change, but things prove the
Rights Sold: Korean, Vietnamese,
opposite when she meets her beautiful colleague Hsiao Liam. At the
Chinese Audio
age of 27, Hsiao Liam appears far more sophisticated than his looks
may suggest. He seems to care deeply for Ju-Chu while keeping her
at a distance. In an elevator accident, Hsiao Liam saves Ju-Chu by flying a sword and exposes his secret: he is
an ancient sword that has taken on the human form. To Hsiao Liam, Ju-Chu is the one he has been waiting for
thousands of years. As they get closer however, a spell begins to cause conflicts between his human and sword
sides. He loves her, but the sword’s consciousness is trying to puncture her heart.
Comparable to A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES and inspired by cultures of the Bronze Age, HER SWORD creates
unique characters and in essence explores the conflicts between what we need and what we want. The perfect
blend of myth, romance, and ancient culture constructs a fictional world with its incredibly rich details.
"HER SWORD is the most wonderful work I have read in recent years with fantasy and romance. It not only
possesses a charm for the book market, but also explores human nature in depth."
── Chang Ta-Chun, bestselling author
"Huai Guan is a master storyteller. The magic in her words opens up our huge imagination."
── Hsia Yun-Fen, radio celebrity
"Once you open the book, you don’t even have the time to eat." ── Chen Feng-Hsin, radio celebrity
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Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc.
玉山社出版事業股份有限公司
Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc. was founded in 1995, with the goal of creating and
http://www.tipi.com.tw/
preserving Dignity of Taiwan's Culture, by means of publishing books related to people,
Contact: Chien-Hua, Chiu
cultures, history and natures about Taiwan. Devoting to cultivate local writers and make
editor05@tipi.com.tw
Taiwanese culture known by readers, we have won positive attention and received many
+886-2-2775-3736
trophies including: "Taiwan's Best 10 Books of the Year", "United Daily's Best 10 Books of
the Year", and "Government Information Office's Gold Tripod Trophy", etc. Furthermore,
we establish another division, Star & Moon House, introducing excellent illustration-books by Taiwanese or foreigners
for our children and teenagers.

Children's Books/History, Social issues, Picture book

Crab in the Dark
暗夜的螃蟹
The resonance of paper-cutting art and musicals.
Author: Rolf-Peter Wille
Singing an unforgettable historical memory.
Illustrator: Pan, Jia-xin
Wei Lefu, the internationally acclaimed musician, saw the German
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
government and the public embarking on Transitional Justice
Publishing, Inc.
movement for the ravages caused by the Nazis in World War II
ISBN: 9789862942383
when he was young. This experience made him realize that only by
48 pages ︱ 18.9 x 26.7 cm
remembering the lessons of the past can he preserve the precious
human rights and democratic life. As a result, after knowing the
Taiwan’s February 28th Incident and the history of the White Terror era, it prompted him to think further: Europe
was once destroyed by war, but some artists still use their creativities to change chaos into meaning, which can
be preserved and looked back. Then, where are the art related to Taiwan’s traumatic February 28 incident and
the white horror?
Therefore, he uncovered a family tragic and make it into a musical, blended with verbal, melody and drama.
Afterwards, Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc. invited Pan, Jia-xin, an artist who has remain high concerned
about social issues for a long time, to reinterpret the moving story by paper-cutting and ink rendering.
This book turns indomitable memories into image poetry in the form of art, so the voices that have been forced to
be silent for many years can slowly and continually sing out, reminding us forever.

Non-fiction/Biography

Drifting Leaves：Anthony T. Tu's Life with Toxicology
奔流的樹葉：杜祖健與毒物共舞的人生
Author: Anthony T. Tu
I have changed my nationality three times
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Like a leaf drifting in the rapids
Publishing, Inc.
Changing destiny caused by the overwhelming political wave
ISBN: 9789862942512
Has been always beyond my control
403 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
Professor Anthony T. Tu is the third son of Du Cong-Ming, the first one
to earn Doctor of Medicine degree in Taiwan. Anthony T. Tu was born
in 1930 during the Japanese occupation period. After living in Taiwan
for 24 years, he went to the United States to study and engage in snake venom research. He was invited to
many countries to give speeches and has assisted the US government in dealing with poison issue. From 1994
to 1995, he participated in the analysis of the scientific evidence of the use of sarin gas by the Aum Shinrikyo,
Japanese doomsday cult and therefore was awarded the “The Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with Neck
Ribbon" by the Emperor of Japan. His accomplishment made him popular over the world as a consultant of
strategies for combating toxic terrorism.
Anthony T. Tu has experienced life in Taiwan during the Japanese colonial period, the Nationalist government
period, and his academic career in America. He witnessed bombing raids during World War II, the political and
social chaos in the early postwar period, and the the risk by using toxic chemical weapons for terrorist attack.
His life is not only a microcosm of Taiwan's history, but also plays an important role in preventing terrorist attacks
by toxic chemical weapons.

Children's Books/Taiwan eagles, Picture book

Eagles in the Wind
風中有鷹
Author: Hua-Jen, Ho
Ho, Hua-Jen has been creating art works with birds for more than
Illustrator: Hua-Jen, Ho
forty years. He masters in woodcut prints, watercolors and wood
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
carvings, etc. Through his excellent works, we can not only appreciate
Publishing, Inc.
the unique appearance of birds, but also get to know more about the
ISBN: 9789862942604
characteristics and habits of the birds.
48 pages ︱ 22 x 25 cm
This time, the fiercest birds, known as "eagles", fly with their sharp
eyes and colorful feathers, changing into a cute rounded look, that
makes the all stories much more lovely.
Page after page, we will see one after another domineering and elegant birds, sometimes hunting vigorously on
paper, and sometimes resting leisurely on the stakes. By the quiet and tranquil background color and the poetic
text with a sense of flow, we slowly become part of the air flow, flying with the eagle in different seasons and
experience the fresh morning light and the quiet winter plain.
Open "Eagle in the Wind", we will encounter the handsome birds, and feel free and wild while reading in the
wind.
Book features
1. The most popular bird watching painter Ho, Hua-Jen 's latest masterpiece in 2020, which interprets the heroic
looks of the eagles in the wind.
2. With poetic words and vibrant paintings, it gently tells the eagles’ life from spring to winter, from early morning
to dark evening. Letting us experience the joy of wild bird watching.
3. Learning about the differences between eagles, hawks, eagles, buzzards, kites, harriers, and falcons in
interesting and literary ways.

Children's Books/Bear, Picture book

Oh! Itchy!
好癢！好癢！
Author: Ruei-Hih, Cao
The bear who is happy to roll on the grassland suddenly feels itchy!
Illustrator: Ruei-Hih, Cao
The forefoot can't catch it; the hind foot can't catch it too. Oh! It’s so
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
itchy ! What should he do?
Publishing, Inc.
A book integrating important elements that attract 2-year-old children,
ISBN: 9789862942246
making the warm and lovely interaction between the naughty bear
36 pages ︱ 21 x 23.2 cm
and the mother bear becomes the best starting point for adults and
children to read together.
Book features
• Repeating the plots and sentences with rhythms. Making the story more catchy and improve children’s oral
expression.
• Closed to children’s experiences. Leading the readers to become more involved in the story.
• Designing the plot of "Book in Book". Making the book more surprising!

Non-fiction/Local history, Tainan city

The History of Tainan
行走的台南史：府城的過往與記憶
The time traveling book of Traditional Tainan City, attributed to
hometown with love and memories.

Author: Chen Che, Yashin, Ou Ling,
Adoor Yeh, Fish Wu, Chen Pei-Hsiu,
Versus, Jhong Sheng-Syong, Chen
Wen-Yao, Chen Yun-Jou, Wood Lin,
Noax Tao
Illustrator: Chen Che, Yashin, Ou
Ling, Adoor Yeh, Fish Wu, Chen PeiHsiu, Versus, Jhong Sheng-Syong
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
ISBN: 9789869509060
160 pages ︱ 18.4x26 cm

• Where should I start to get to know Traditional Tainan City? How
about starting from a street and a coastline!
• From the origin of the named "Chikan", to finding how many
immigrants have lived in this land, at last exploring the changes of
landscape until now. What clues does the coastline left to show the
imprint of the ocean on Tainanese?
• Su Feng-nan, the writer who was born in Tainan City and majored in
history, having great passion for his hometown. For him, the attraction
of Tainan comes from the pieces of time accumulated over years.
Even if an old staircase in alleys, it is also a part of Tainan’s history.
• His works are full of profound observations and feelings about
Tainan. He sees through time and finds the past and present of Traditional Tainan City. He assist to record down
things, which have been rediscovered, disappeared, or being accustomed to.
Book features
© He uses his historical eye to re-examine his hometown, walking through the cherished cities, and researches it
by historical sources and legend stories.
© From plum blossoms to banyan, from the steps and bricks under his feet to the milkfish and sweets on the
dining table. He has endless stories to tell, wherever you are, in Tainan.
© Wondering in the streets and alleys with his works, you will see the precious things covered by history and
culture, and feel the affection and pride of Tainan people.

Children's Books/Folktale of Taiwan

The Legend of JHU, YI-GUEI
鴨母王：朱一貴傳奇
Author: Bai-Jyun, Shih
Shi, Bai-jun, Winner of Martial Arts Novel Award × Ye, Yu-tong, Asia
Illustrator: Yu-Tong, Ye
Pacific Animation Awards "Asia-Pacific Top Ten Cartoonists"
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Evoke the memory of Taiwan history and rediscover the touching
Publishing, Inc.
memory.
ISBN: 9789860581669
Jhu, Yi-Guei, at the age of 25, crossed the sea to Taiwan to make
64 pages ︱ 20.5 x 24 cm
a living. He came to "Luohanmen" (Neimen District in Kaohsiung),
and make a living by breeding ducks. He was known as "the king of
ducks" because he of his great skills on ducks. Jhu, Yi-Guei was held
up by the mass to rebel the tyranny of the Qing Dynasty. With the cooperation of the Cantonese leader Du, Junying, Jhu, Yi-Guei occupied the city and became king in just a few days ...
The author Shi, Bai-jun uses historical events as the blueprint, and adds dramatic plots to create the great story.
Meanwhile, through the chic brushstrokes and ink painted by the martial arts cartoonist Ye, Yu-tong who is active
in the world, readers can experience a free and dripping work. "The uprising of Jhu, Yi-Guei " made him no
longer just a term that appeared briefly in history textbooks, but a true "person" who has lived bravely on Taiwan,
leaving footprints, and influenced Taiwan's social development.

Children's Books/Preserving old movie, Picture book

The Magical Fantastic Theatre
魔幻大戲院
Author: Yu-Cin, Huang
The first "Taiwan Film" picture book for children.
Illustrator: Yu-Cin, Huang
With several important Taiwanese movie scenes, main character
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Archie and his Grandpa got close and experienced the moving
Publishing, Inc.
moments intertwined with laughter and tears of different generations.
ISBN: 9789862942215
"I hope that everyone who reads this book can find their best
44 pages ︱ 22.5 x 29.7 cm
memories in the movie."—— Author, Huang, Yu-Qin
Summer vacation is coming, Archie goes to the countryside to live
with Grandpa for a while. At first, he felt that the theater run by his
grandpa looked shabby and old, and it was not great at all. Later does he realize that this theater was older than
everyone in the town! And the movies from the past until now can be watched here. The most magical thing is
that as long as people step into this theater, they will never leave...
Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc. and the National Film Center joined hands to invite Huang, Yu-Qin, who
majored in film and picture book, to choose a number of representative and well-known Chinese films from the
history of Taiwan’s film development, including: black and white comedy " The Fantasy of Deer Warrior ", color
animation " Grandma and Her Ghosts " to ecological documentary "Black Bear Forest", drama " A Time in Quchi ",
etc., to integrate the common life interactions between urban grandchildren and rural grandparents into a story.
It is not only a heartwarming story, but also an attempt to link the memory of grandma and grandpa to our
generation with the history of Taiwanese movies.
After reading this story, you might as well scan the QR code attached to the book and enjoy an old movie
restored by the National Film Center with your family, or a modern movie with a breathtaking effect.

Children's Books/Folktale of Taiwan

The Monkey with Red Bottom
紅屁股的猴子
Author: Qian-hui, Lu
Taiwan’s nationally recognized children’s literature writers
Illustrator: Jun-yan, Cao
—— Ms. Lu,Qian-hui(82) and Mr. Cao,Jun-yan(78).
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
A High-performance team, creating new Taiwanese folk tales!
Publishing, Inc.
Why does the monkey's bottom become red?
ISBN: 9789862942260
Planting the imaginary seeds of grandma and grandfather’s
40 pages ︱ 19 x 27 cm
Allegorical interpretations in the hearts of children, making it grows
- 22 into a new, unique and lush forest of our island story.
Long time ago, it was said that a wealthy couple lived in a place in
Beitun, Taichung. They were stingy and mean, and abused their ugly helper Axiang every day. However, the
kind-hearted Axiang never complained about others. She always worked hard and satisfied with her own life.
One day, when Axiang was busy in preparing offerings for gods, an old beggar who was panicked and dressed
in tatters came to beg......
The writer Lu, Qian-hui and the painter Cao, Jun-yan are both like am evergreen tree in the picture book world
in Taiwan. They still retain the luxuriant creativity, and the heart of a child to vividly present the Chinese folk tales
with pictures and texts.
While reading "Monkey with Red Bottom ", it is as if we saw a kind and wise grandma/grandfather talking about
the old magical tales, making the oral legends a bit more mysterious, and naturally brings out the self-discipline
that we should have.
There is " Just so stories " wrote by Joseph Rudyard Kipling for his daughter, now, Taiwanese children also have
a story of " Monkey with Red Bottom ", created by their grandma and Grandpa, who have made fabulous story
for 60 years. Following their text and image, starting from observing natural phenomena, letting the imagination
extend to the skyline, and pay more care for our native land.

Non-fiction/Life in Island, Penghu

The Story of Penghu
離島，以及離島的離島：那些澎湖的人與事
Author: Shu-Jyun, Cai
If you want a quiet moment, go to Penghu when the wind starts to
Illustrator: Shih-Yu, Jhao
blow.
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
As a Penghu author, she found her nostalgia for Penghu through
Publishing, Inc.
traveling abroad. As a result, with words, she slowly recognized the
ISBN: 9789862942222
things that had happened to her, which are things about the island—
236 pages ︱ 16.8 x 21 cm
the playground of the vegetable house, the living room filled with
potato in winter, and the airplanes that only the Penghu people know...
She wants to records her stories for her daughter, and writes for the
islanders who never come back, telling them those hardships will eventually become a deep imprint and the
bitter memories will one day turn into sweet. Most of all, she would like to let the one who is looking for a secret
realm know that he secret realm exists in time. Just find a sea, sit idle for a while, and let the secret realm slowly
become part of yours.

Children's Books/Bear, Picture book

Wow! Yummy!
好吃！好吃！
Author: Ruei-Hih, Cao
The bear playing on the grassland is hungry. He eats some honey,
Illustrator: Ruei-Hih, Cao
wow~ Yummy! Then, He received a lot of delicious food... ah, He is
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
too full to eat anything. what can he do?
Publishing, Inc.
A book integrating important elements that attract 2-year-old children,
ISBN: 9789862942253
making the warm and lovely interaction between the naughty bear
36 pages ︱ 21 x 23.2 cm
and the mother bear becomes the best starting point for adults and
children to read together.
Book features
• Repeating the plots and sentences with rhythms. Making the story catchier and improve children's oral
expression.
• Closed to children's experiences. Leading the readers to become more involved in the story.
• Designing the plot of "Book in Book". Making the book more surprising!
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Taiwan Mac Educational Co., Ltd.
臺灣麥克股份有限公司
Taiwan Mac was established in 1983. Our goal is to help building a book-loving
society and to enrich the minds of our people. We have a wide range of products,
including children books and art series. We insist on publishing only books of the
best quality. For Taiwan Mac, every individual reader is the VIP of our company.

http://www.tmac.com.tw
Contact: Roswitha Shih
int@tmac.com.tw
+886-2-8797-1168

Children's Books/Environmental Awareness, Climate change, Need and want

The Chimney
煙囪的故事
Through the fable story, the author wants to bring up attention for the
environmental protection subject. The chimney represents the power
plant and the factories. Some people abuses the resources, ignoring
the damage to the natural environment. The result is that nature fights
back and impact all human being. The story is to remind us that we
only have one earth, and should treasure more of our environment.

Author: Hsukung Liu
Illustrator: Hsukung Liu
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
ISBN: 9789864402717
56 pages ︱ 29.5 × 21 cm
Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified
Chinese

Children's Books/History, Biography

The Song of the Little Stone
小石頭的歌
Author: Higo Wu
Monkey Grandpa stopped on the halfway to the mountain and took a
Illustrator: Kiko Yang
nap, and was awaken by the teardrop of the little bird. The little bird
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
told him about his sorrow of being laughed because of his voice.
ISBN: 9789864403172
However, the voice of the little bird turned to be the strength and
40 pages ︱ 20 x 28 cm
power for Monkey Grandpa to face the life and the new journey….
The illustration and text of this book is beautifully illustrated like a
song, which want to give the readers the feeling of a singing a song
and bring the melody of the memory to the mind. It is a picture book that people will remember.
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The Eastern Publishing Co., Ltd.
台灣東方出版社
The Eastern Publishing Co., Ltd was established in 1945. It is the first one here set up with
the sole aim of publishing children’s books in Taiwan. We have published about 50 books
for children and teen per year, composed of acclaimed and best-selling books for picture
books, chapter books, fictions, biographies and classic literature works from America,
England, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, and translated into Chinese. We have
devoted to open a world of possible for all children and teen by helping them to discover
the pleasure and power of reading.

http://www.1945.com.tw
Contact: Tzu-Jung Chiang
tzujung@1945.com.tw
+886-2-2558-1117

Children's Books/Relationship

There is an Audacious Coward in Our Classroom
教室裡有鬼-大膽的膽小鬼
Pei-Ju is a bloomer girl, she liked to mimic teacher, even she fed a
cockroach in her pencil box. However, when teacher call her to read
aloud, she was so scary. Everyone has advantages and disadvantages,
even the dreadnaught is also fear of something.

Author: Guang-Fu Li
Illustrator: Chiu-Hsiang Wang
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863382737
80 pages ︱ 15 x 21 cm

Children's Books/Separation Anxiety

When I was Waiting for My Mom
等媽媽來的時候
A blue elephant who is waiting for his mom to pick him up after school,
when he is waiting, the imagination is a superpower to transfer the
waiting time to wonderful time. He helped the delivery guy send a
package along the most dangerous Alligator Boulevard; He climbed
trees with the cat and he got 6 fish…until he learned how to be a silent
mountain, finally, his mom is here!
*2020 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition
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Author: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Illustrator: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789863383079
24 pages ︱ 20 x 20 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

TONG LI PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
東立出版社

Being the largest professional comic publisher in Taiwan, Tong-Li Publishing
Company owns a complete independent publishing system. Our services
include acting as agents for foreign comic publications, publishing comic
magazines, acting as brokers for Taiwan comic writers and publishing their
works, engaging in net comics and e-commerce, etc.

http://www.tongli.com.tw
Contact: Che-Wei Fan
billfan@tongli.com.tw
+886-2-2558-7277#270

Comics/Others

Fever
FEVER熱病 3
A boy's friendship make cheeks feverish over than 40-degree! "No
one else" and "The one" author Lee Chung-Ping 's latest! A straight
A student, LIU,ZHENG-LING, who is unsociable and doesn’t like to
contact with people. ZHAN,SHAO-QI is the Ace in the boxing club, and
he has a large number of supporters. Both of them are school hunks
who recognized by the school girls. The two boys who didn’t know
each other, accidentally they started a cohabitation life because of an
accident!

Author: Chung-Ping Lee
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572627068
176 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

Nine Lives Man-Wallow In Light
九命人-溺光
To Zi-Yang Lin, Qing Lee is his crush since he was 14, and has
always been as sacred as a goddess. But starting today, she is his
subordinate?
What is the hidden message that lies in the lifebar over his head ever
since he has a crush on Qing? Is she and that sentiment a life savior or
a haunting nightmare?
Meanwhile, the stories between Ai-Wen Hsu, a girl from a band, and
Qing Lee are also the focus of the work.

Author: Monday Recover
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572640104
176 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

*2020 Golden Comic Award

Comics/Others

Nightmare Of Nightmare
魔王難為 5
A general young girl who crossed the world became a container for
the devil's advent, hence there was a snark devil behind her. However,
she intended to rely on the the devil who is master at ancient alchemy
skill to adventure in the different world, but she was involved in many
troublesome events.

Author: Hung Yuan
Illustrator: Hong-Zhong Cai
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572634394
178 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

The Monster of Memory
記憶的怪物 3
One day, Qian Cheng fell from the platform incautiously. This accident
totally changed his life. He kept setting his brother, Qian Qing, who had
passed away as a role model until that day. To meet Qian Qing again,
Qian Cheng applied to the special institution for an intellectual creature,
RE614. This creature looks the same with Qian Qing. How would it
affect Qian Cheng’s life?

Author: MAE
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572636787
194 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

My Internet-Celebrity Boyfriend
我的網紅男友
The famous streamer: Nan, his follower will break through the 300,000
mark, but it still stop at the edge of 299,000. After they tried many live
stream and planning, his helper gave him new advise, they suggested
Nan to find the Internet-Celebrity in different field. and they mentioned
the famous unboxing streamer: Mengtai. Nan send mail for cooperation
immediately, but he found Mengtai was different from his imagined. On
the other hand, Mengtai think his coldness will make Nan retreat, but he
didn't expect that Nan would not mind and look so happy!?

Author: Gui
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572653623
176 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

Nine Lives Man-Circle
九命人-時之輪迴
“What is it that you must accomplish even if you run out of nine
rebirths?”
“Have you ever heard someone suddenly claiming that they
remembered the last life?”
“Rebirth,Shouldn't it be something that happened over time, after the
death of the previous person?
Obtained the authorization of PUSH who create “NINE LIVES MAN”.
Chang-sheng, who has won the Golden Comic Award for many times,
reinterpreting the classic sci-fiction comics of Taiwan in the 1980s!

Author: Chang-sheng
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572638774
392 pages ︱ 18.3 x 26 cm

Comics/Others

PILI Fantasy:Devil Eyes
霹靂英雄戰紀

霹靂邪眼

Turmoil looms in the Martial World, the worst cruel wars between the
powers, the House Ou-Yang, Dark Cross Gang and other emerging
ambitious organizations, vanished million of lives for only one reason:
ruling the world. At the time, the followers of evil raised, and the faith of
justice was dying; heroes with strong weapons chose not to fight but to
hide.The story is about two assassins: one was the killer of House OuYang and will become the most respected hero in PILI Fantasy, and
his apprentice, the girl whose family was named “Toxic Palace” and
massacred by her master……

Author: TK.SHIH HSIN CHANG
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572638293
160 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

PILI Fantasy：Master Illusionist
霹靂英雄戰紀 羅網乾坤
At the Desire Realm’s Tournament of Death, the young Lu Zifëng became
famous by defeating Hallucination Place’s strongest warrior; because of
that, the young man was the worst enemy of the Palace.
One day, Old Guan, the man from the Sorrow Realm with his precious
“ the bag of illusionist” accidentally broke into the Desire Realm and
met Lu Ziyü, a young guy who was expelled by his house and knows
astrology and almost everything….., but just not martial arts.
Ziyü and Guan became good friends and shared their knowledge.
Things were perfect until they were hunted by assassins of the Palace….

Author: Senya
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572647103
160 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

Don't Call me Magical Girl, I'm OOXX
誰跟你魔法少女，我是OOXX 4
This is a magical girl’s story about hoping a miracle to achieve her wish
of being a real human. Xuan-Ying and other people confront each other
for their own reasons. Maybe there are all about to strive for the soul to
maintain their bodies’ energy or to protect the city, or maybe for living
in peace. However, they also inadvertently destroy the city many times.
Once they hunting the soul, these three people battle with each other
as usual, there is an unknown power shows up. It turns out that these
three people who exist in the darkness of the world expose in front of
the people. While they are astonished, they have to face the citizens’
criticizations and compensations they asking for the destructive city.

Author: Simon Creative
Illustrator: Yang Chi-Cheng
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572636527
176 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Comics/Others

Sinners
SINNERS罪魂使 6
According to the legend, it is a place between Heaven and Purgatory. All
the guilty souls wander around here. People didn’t believe the existence
of the place until the day 15 years ago. People call it “Judgment Day”.
On that day, innumerable space crevices that connected with Purgatory
suddenly occurred all over the world until now. The world is invaded by
sinners. Almost everyone who is possessed by sinners will change into a
monster which is called “hatred devil”. Hatred devils’ only one existence
purpose is to invade all people’s souls……
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Author: Babu studio
Publisher: TONG LI PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD.
ISBN: 9789572626948
176 pages ︱ 12.8 x 18.2 cm

Uei-Shiang Ltd.
威向有限公司
Established on March, 2002, when the creation of Boy’s Love works was only a
http://www.uei-shiang.com/
beginning, Uei – Shiang Publishing House has been cultivating both domestic and
Contact: Evan JANG
overseas authors and female readers to run a long-term business. Uei – Shiang regularly
evens@uei-shiang.com
attends the Taipei International Book Exhibition, Taipei International Animation Festival,
+886-2-2681-3110#13
Taipei Comic Exhibition, Hong Kong International Book Exhibition, Singapore International
Book Exhibition, etc., and expands the business to the markets in HONG KONG, CHINA,
TAILAND, MALAYSIA, POLAND, JAPAN and Korea .which makes the market and creation of Boy’s Love grow rapidly.
Our company started to publish Romance novels in 2005 and the Light Novels in 2007. Even in the recent years, we
diversified our publications into all-age works, Uei – Shiang has never set limitations of creation which allows more and
more possibilities on the publications. Uei – Shiang is devoted to introduce authorized overseas masterpieces and
recommend our excellent domestic authors and works to the whole world.

Fiction/Million playthings

A Million Playthings
一百萬的玩物
Because of a secret that can’t be shared with outsiders, Han Mingxiu
Author: NYU, FANG, YUEGUANG
hates Xia Ye. That year, Xia Ye was 21 years old.
Illustrator: Nuine
"This is your service for one million? I haven’t let it out yet... I spend
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
money and I have to play with it.
ISBN: 9789865051389
Come here. " Life is better than death.
272 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
Xia Ye has never experienced such a violent invasion.
I never thought that when I met Han Mingxiu again, it would be such a terrible situation.
Don’t you just stop loving? Xia Ye was cold from heart to body.
Omega couldn't get out of Alpha for many years.
Who wants to be constrained by hormones, to his 88% high degree of fit, it is simply that he is unilaterally bound.
Xia Ye believed Han Mingxiu didn't like it, and turned away freely.
Now Han Mingxiu is ashamed and apologetic, thinking about how to recover this lost love...

Fiction/Fight of Animals

Fight of Animals- the Secret of the Chai Dog
動物之鬪-柴犬的祕密
Author: LEI, MING
The furniture moved inexplicably,
Illustrator: SANA
the room that became clean and tidy overnight...
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
Aken, a high school student who is completely (soft) beautiful (rotten)
ISBN: 9789865051280
and has no (waste) enemy (house),
248 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
discovered the great secret of his Shiba Inu Achai! !
In order to step onto the top of the world hand in hand with Achai,
Aken decided (forced) to participate in the Mystery Animal Fighting
Contest together-the
annual animal duel, the collision of love and blood between muscles and muscles, and the
animals are full of The tragicomedy of youth, dreams, love, and friendship, the fragile life of a
teenager crushed into dregs...
to the flesh!
——The grand opening of " Fight of Animals"!

Fiction/Goldfish

Hundreds of Strange Anecdotes and Goldfish
百百怪軼與金魚
Author: CA, YE, CATI
After school accidentally overturned the fish tank and swallowed a
Illustrator: pemy
goldfish,
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
Qinghe's ordinary life is gone forever.
ISBN: 9789579668163
A dazzling and colorful world unfolds in front of us, and the
240 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
unprecedented inhabitants of Lijie are not only novel, but also a crisis.
Swallowing a goldfish and turning into a goldfish is simply a curse!
Qinghe, who didn’t want to become a goldfish, tried his best to fish for
goldfish (by mistake)... Well, it
was a sage who had recovered two sweet tooth control angels.
After experiencing almost being cut open to grab the goldfish and nearly drowning,
he said Is he the owner of the "cat dog"?
"I am an animal dog, Inuliang God."
I am loyal to you until the end of my life-a dog that belongs only to you.

Fiction/Alpha

It's Completely Marked by an Alpha That's not Your Boyfriend
被一個不是自己男朋友的Alpha給完全標記了
Author: LUO, YUECIAN
Because of an accident,
Illustrator: Nuine
Chu Ling, an Omega, was forcibly marked by a stranger Alpha named
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
Han Gu.
ISBN: 9789865050856
The government stipulates that the marked Alpha and Omega must be
352 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
married.
The two were forced to live together on the premise of marriage, and
Chu Ling had to break up with his ex-boyfriend.
After cohabitation, the two parties are affected by the markers,
are particularly sensitive to each other's pheromones, and are extremely thirsty for each other's bodies.
The two started to resist instinctive rejection, to understand each other, and finally fell in love with each other.
I am willing to let the other person walk into my heart.
"If I give you another chance, will you choose him or me?"
"I choose you."

Fiction/Tequila

Just Eat. Don't Touch -Tequila
准吃不准碰-Tequila
Author: NIAN, ERYE
It’s unpleasant to find a neighbor for a one-night stand.
Illustrator: LIN, WU
If the neighbor is a stinky hooligan, it’s even more mad.
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
Fang Li Yuntian has a pufferfish,
ISBN: 9789865050726
but when I meet again at work-I’m
256 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
so angry, I still have to smile!
Han Xiuyu thinks the little neighbor is very interesting. He
loves face and emphasizes his image and blows up his hair. He
originally wanted to find a short-term friend,
but he accidentally made fun of him.
Good rabbits don’t eat grass on the edge of their nests, so they don’t make a second appointment alone?
It's okay! There are two if there are two, and there are three if there are two. The
hooligans are the hooligans, and the man who fancy is not allowed!

Fiction/Loli, Vampire, Adventure

Loli Vampire: Twins under the Scarlet Moon-Adventure in Another
World Chapter 1
蘿莉吸血鬼之赤月下的雙子-異世界冒險篇1
Author: HEI, AN, JHIHGUANG
Dark, Alicia and Luna received a strange task.
Illustrator: SHUEI, YI
They came to an ancient church according to the content of the
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
commission.
ISBN: 9789865051075
However, when they opened the door of the church,
264 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
they found that the other end of the door...
was a slave. A new world I haven't seen before.
In this different world where there are goblins, slimes, and even
demon kings and brave men , what is Alicia's decision...?
"Anyway, it has become like this... Why don't you just go and taste the cuisine of another world? By the way, take
a pleasant food tour of another world."
So everyone's adventure in another world is started by food...
Such a different world Is the trip really okay! ?

Fiction/Partner is not in love

Longevity Story-Domineering CEO Loves Me
長生外傳-霸道總裁愛上我
Author: SYU, CIH
Gu Changsheng rescued Lu Changwan in a serial car accident.
Illustrator: Fayin
Changsheng is an
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
open-minded man by nature, and he never thought about who would
ISBN: 9789865051112
repay him.
344 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
But the person who was saved didn't think so.
tod-,tod- , bang, bang love knocking on the heart, so painful.
Lu Changwan would not let go, because he found the first and the best, his first love——

Comics/Animal Clinic

Medical Records of Noah Animal Clinic
諾亞動物診所病歷記錄簿漫畫
Author: GU, YI
Noah's Animal Clinic is officially opened!
Illustrator: HiiraGi
On the surface, Dr. Luo, who is professional and savvy, is constantly
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
shocked.
ISBN: 9789865050870
Tauren! ? Salamander! ? Hundred Eyes Giant! ?
160 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
His business is so bleak that he really needs customers. It’s true,
but the non-human customers who never pay human currency want
- 22 him to do... As the
saying goes, there is no sad reminder, only more sad reminders.
People raise dogs, cats, snakes and tigers, and Luo Sai picks them up. Is it hell two-headed dog?
"Don't the doctor want to visit my house?"
Who is going to your house! Who is going to hell! Who wants it!
The sorrowful Dr. Luo seriously felt that dogs are not easy to raise...

Fiction/Partnerlove

My Partner is Not in Love
我的命定伴侶不發情
Author: JIAN, HANJHIH
You're special, you're the first Omega to take inhibitors and lose my
Illustrator: Suuygo
mind, I want to know what's wrong with your DNA - the charming smell
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
of red sugar.
ISBN: 9789865051297
The original love, is really can be made.
224 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
Especially after being tagged by him.
There was an inexplicable sense of peace of mind that was eroding
him, Instead, willing to kneel in the jingyu side, willing to pull out the
only small heart left.
The hatred of him diminished day by day, but the sense of guilt in his heart deepened day by day.
Ning'an submissive surface, hidden want to make Jingyu hard calculation, is waiting for the other side to fall in
love with their own moment, will leave.
-- Destiny so coincidentally, in the vast world, meet so suitable for each other.

Fiction/Uncapturable

Uncapturable
不可攻陷
Author: LUO, YUECIAN
"Sir, no matter how long you touch it, there will be no response."
Illustrator: HEI, SE, DOUFU
"I am incompetent."
Publisher: Uei-Shiang
"People who don't know see this scene and think I am treating
ISBN: 9789865051150
incompetence..."
250 pages ︱ 13 x 20 cm
"It doesn't matter to tell you, it's me. I abolished myself."
"Do your officers and subordinates know that you are so perverted?"
Duan Yi knew his purpose, and wanted to use his lust to sink him,
which was more terrifying than drug addiction.
"You mean, I'm like his aphrodisiac?"
Lu Tianfeng is simply more terrifying than aphrodisiac, or is it a highly addictive poison.
If you want to escape, catch it back and continue.
"Don't move your mind, and don't think about pulling my hind legs. Otherwise..."
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Uni-books
原點出版
Uni-books, a division of AND publishing Ltd., focuses on publishing books on
architecture, fashion, photography, art, life style and design.
We are:
· A service hub engaged in bookselling and distribution and providing information and
advisory about publishing managing and operation
· An editorial-oriented hub which aims to support outstanding publishers to found
branded imprints
· A sharing hub which has built up a system for quick response to the booksellers,
market, media and readers

https://www.andbooks.com.tw/
index_publisher.php?publisher_
url=34&mode=1
Contact: Anny Ko
annyko@andbooks.com.tw
+886-2-2718-2001

Non-fiction/Retirement

Be a CEO at Home! Start a New Career After Retirement at Home
在家CEO，賺進後半輩子從家開始
All what we want is: halved the working time, sufficient living income,
and a great quality of life! The second life transition, do right from
the beginning: consider yourself as a CEO, not SOHO; marketing +
ability + wanting, this kind of job can accompany you to grow old; key
40-year-old! Start from playing, let everyone see you; be unique and
branding! Learn to be your own CEO.

Author: Dai-Ling Lin
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072601
272 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Non-fiction/Architecture

Build a Home in the Mountains
在山中造一個家
A hilltop is a tribe, and some tribal villagers always have special
children who need a secure home. Symbiotic architecture, new
landmarks in the countryside, and regional creation. Together with the
children, rebuild the new value of "home".

Author: Chen Chen Hou, Liu Jia Min
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072618
176 pages ︱ 17 x 22 cm

Non-fiction/Interior design

Designer's Best Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
一開始就不用收！家的最後一堂空間收納課
Change the house 8 times, personally experiment, Taiwan designer's
storage and cabinet selection method!
New version extra: 13 ping home can be invincible storage + 5
designer transformation of the functional system furniture. Learn this
lesson, and then just "put it back", you don't have to sort it out.

Author: Yu-Jun Zhu
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072410
224 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction/Aromatherapy

Gynecology Aromatherapy Bible
女人專科芳療全書
This is a book of aromatherapy companies a woman’s growing journey,
from the roots of mind and body, makes you enable to say goodbye to
those annoying gynecological problems.

Author: Gina Hsu
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072397
280 pages ︱ 17 x 22 cm

Non-fiction/SANAA, Architect

HO! SANAA
HO! SANAA：妹島和世+西澤立衛的溫柔建築風景
The first book close to Japan's most legendary architectural duet.
From 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, New
Museum of Contemporary Art to the Louvre Lens, including the
SANAA’s growth history, entrepreneurial start, creative nutrients, travel
and tour to the style of works.

Author: Sotetsu Sha
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072533
248 pages ︱ 15 x 23 cm

Fiction/Short novel

Instead of Saying Goodbye
代替說再見
Compromise with the "nigate" of youth, before we become better
adults. An exercise that must be solved for youth, the loss,
expectation, loneliness and companionship in growing up. A short
novel collection of author Weizhong Zhang's selection and readers'
favorite.

Author: Weizhong Zhang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072557
304 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Travel, Japan

Japan, Hitohi Enpou
日本，一日遠方
Follow Weizhong Zhang from north to south, and understand all of
Japan from this book! Discover the hidden version of Japan! 36 MustGo Classic Light Trips, Bestselling Renewal! If there is one day, you
can come to Japan for a limited time. Where do you want to start?

Author: Weizhong Zhang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072632
304 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction/Travel, Japan

Spanning Time in Japanese Small Town
日本小鎮時光
Take the streetcar to flash Toyama City. Rabbit Island in Seto Sea;
Gunma Secret hot spring; hiking in the forest with Sakamoto Ryoma.
Open another door in Japan and start from Onomichi, and walk
around Japan's favorite mountain cities, seashores and small towns.

Author: Weizhong Zhang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072458
320 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Non-fiction/Tokyo, Life Culture

Tokyo Story 2
東京直送
Although we all can't go to Tokyo in 2020, Weizhong will send it to you!
Open the gorgeous wrapping paper and discover the stubborn and
cute reality of Tokyo. Following "Tokyo Story", Weizhong Zhang's latest
Tokyo observation book, out of the box!

Author: Weizhong Zhang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072670
272 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm

Non-fiction/Handmade, Tableware

Wood Tableware on Dinning Table
餐桌上的木食器
28 tableware and wood making lessons! The first professional
pattern carving technique. Are you still annoyed that your technique
makes the woodwork too monotonous? Professional pattern carving
techniques, get started for the first time!
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Author: Yu Wan Ting, WoodLine
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of
And Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 9789579072502
192 pages ︱ 19 x 26 cm

Wise Path Co., Ltd.
智捷有限公司
Wise Path Co., Ltd focuses on children education field. We dedicate on
using new technology on education contents to make educational tools more
interesting and effective. PadKaKa is not only our first product but also the first
animation cards in the world. PadKaKa is the most useful tool for 2~6 year old
children learning English as a second language.PadKaKa integrates 3 of kids’
favorite elements: Pad + Cards + Cartoons. PadKaKa is designed as a first
language learning tool for kids.

https://www.padkaka.com/en/
Contact: Miles Liao
service@padkaka.com
+886-2-2706-4340

Children's Books/language, Flash Card, education, vocabulary, English, Card, App,
Kids, toddler, Song, Animation, Cartoon, intelligent, pad

PadKaKa English Vocabulary Animation Flash
Card
PadKaKa 英文單字動畫卡
PadKaKa means “Pad”, “Card” and
Author: Miles Liao
“Cartoon”. Once kids pick up a card and
Illustrator: Miles Liao & Serene Chen
interactive with Pad/Phone, the pad will
Publisher: Wise Path Co., Ltd.
play a corresponding cartoon.
645 pages ︱ 12 x 9 cm
Kids find this remarkable English language
learning system to be highly entertaining
and nearly effortless to use, two factors that keep them eagerly returning for more fun
and learning. The approach uses specially designed flash cards that trigger animations
in the free PadKaka app for smart phones and tablets.
Each colorful, high quality animation presents an amusing mini-story into which a specific English word is repeatedly incorporated. The
playful visuals convey meaning through context and action rather than explicit translation, an approach that strongly reinforces retention
and comprehension. The set includes 600 Vocabulary Flashcards (3 boxes of 200 apiece) that cover English vocabulary spanning basic to
advanced levels. Forty-five English song cards that get kids singing and dancing are also included.
PadKaka allows children to easily play and learn on their own or with the guidance of an adult. The recommended exposure is 10-20
minutes per day, but PadKaka is so much fun that parents invariably find youngsters clamoring for more!
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Yuan-Liou Publishing Co Ltd
遠流出版事業股份有限公司
Established in 1975, Yuan-Liou has accumulated an extensive backlist of over 5,000
titles, covering various fields of publications for adults, teenagers and children. It
was recognized as “the most active and influential publisher in Taiwan” by Japan’s
Encyclopedia of Taiwan.
In the digital and internet age, Yuan-Liou, with the mission of building “Schools without
Walls”, has been making efforts to develop a digital content distribution platform,
hoping to bring a total solution and great aids to publishers and content providers, and
joyful reading experience for readers.

http://www.ylib.com
Contact: Jennifer Wang
jenny@ylib.com
+886-2-2392-6899 ext 624

Non-fiction/Townhomes, Street view, Taiwan

100 Old Shops and Townhomes, 100 Ways to See Taiwan
街屋台灣
The Taiwanese townhome, like the machiya that once defined
Author: Kai-Hsiang Cheng
traditional downtown quarters in Japan, is a street-facing edifice that
Illustrator: Kai-Hsiang Cheng
puts passersby and inhabitants in immediate proximity to one another.
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
Once a popular venue for shops, some have also been transformed
Ltd
into modern homes. Enamored of their style and atmosphere, painter
ISBN: 9789573284468
Cheng Kai-Hsiang tells their stories in ink and image. With his quick256 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
Rights Sold: Japanese, Spanish
setup painting kit at his side, Cheng travels the whole of Taiwan to
lay eyes on townhomes in many different cities. His brush captures
the many eccentricities and delightful details of their architecture,
including their signs, wares, and windows. Each of the one hundred
paintings in the final book is accompanied by a detailed record of where the building is, when it was painted,
and what else might be known about it.
Cheng’s meticulous record-keeping and eye for captivating detail make this beautiful book of interest to both
the casual tourist and the historian. He presents the Taiwanese townhome so vividly that readers can almost feel
the air and hear the downtown sounds around them as they look through the grand windows of these icons of
grassroots Taiwanese culture.

Children's Books/Aquarium, Grooming animals

A Place Like the Sea
一個像海的地方
It took place in the aquarium, a place like the sea. Many creatures were
displayed here and their world was built for people to view. People and
fishes look at each other through the glass from two unrelated worlds.
One thing happened and it echoed a similar situation for these two
worlds. That is, a little boy got lost in the aquarium and his panic and
helplessness were shown in front of another world, and the one who
understood him best at the moment was trapped and swimming in the
other side.

Author: Bernie Lin
Illustrator: Bernie Lin
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
Ltd
ISBN: 9789573288480
40 pages ︱ 21 x 28 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction/Historical architectures, Taiwan

Explore the Craftsmanship: Prof. Chian-Lang Lee's Interpretation
of Taiwan Historical Architectures
直探匠心：李乾朗剖繪台灣經典古建築
Prof. Chian-Lang Lee interpreted his 35 most favorite classical
Taiwanese architectures, including aboriginal buildings, mansions,
temples, fortresses, academies and archways, by using different
techniques and over one hundred delicate drawings to deconstruct
each building and reveal the reasons why those buildings have become
his favorite ones.

Author: Chian-Lang Lee
Illustrator: Chianlang Lee
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
Ltd
ISBN: 9789573285854
208 pages ︱ 19 x 25 cm
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction/Urban Sketch, Taiwan, Painting skill

Sketching Taiwan
速寫台灣
Starting from his previous book, Cheng showed everyone the Taiwanese
townhomes through his unique focus and paintings. This time, he
shared his methods and techniques in drawing Taiwanese objects, from
enamel kettles, chicken drumstick lunch boxes, to motorcycles and
vendors under parasols. Following Cheng’s step-by-step guidance,
you can paint everything around you, and record your most beautiful
memories of Taiwan, including people, things and sceneries.

Author: Kai-Hsiang Cheng
Illustrator: Kai-Hsiang Cheng
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
Ltd
ISBN: 9789573284468
256 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm

Comics/Betel Nut, Taiwanese culture, Bullying, Single parent, Romance

The Betel Nut Beauty (2 vol.)
檳榔美少女(2冊)
Author: Lucas Paixao
Lucio Santos, a Brazil’s football rising star, has received a lot of
Illustrator: Lucas Paixao
attentions and expectations. In addition to practicing football, his life
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
is filled with media interviews, advertising shootings, fan meetings and
Ltd
other schedules, and even missed the last chance to say goodbye
ISBN: 9789573288411
to his beloved one. With both sad and desperate, Lucio decided to
512 pages ︱ 14 x 21 cm
disappear in front of countless fans and audiences on the opening
day of the World Cup. He flew thousands of miles to Taiwan, an
island more than half of the earth away, and met a girl who made the
surroundings quiet and the stars fall like diamonds. The comic is not just a love story between a football player
and a betel nut sales girl, you can also see the author’s observations of Taiwan’s customs, his love for animation,
and concerns and thoughts on issues, such as transgender, campus bullying, single-parent families, etc.
Passionate but delicate drawings are just like the Brazilian Carnival style, which is romantic, charming, gorgeous,
straightforward, and full of imaginations.

Comics/Spirits, Love, Humanity

Where Are You Going? (2 vol.)
鬼要去哪裡? (2冊)
Chiu-Dong, a high school student, lost his beloved mom, but looked
forward to seeing her again because he can see ghosts and carry
them to where they want to go. When Chiu-Dong met his female
classmate Chin-Chin who is also able to see ghosts, he realized that
he is not alone anynmore. They face head on and help solve the
ghosts' problems together. With the theme of mysterious spirits and
ghosts, and a high school campus as the scene, the author developed
fast-paced and heart-warming stories that involved humanity and
relationships.

Author: WEILIJOMING
Illustrator: WEILIJOMING
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
Ltd
ISBN: 9789573286158
504 pages ︱ 14 x 20 cm

Non-fiction/communism, history and background

A Marco-History of the Communist World
共產世界大歷史：一部有關共產主義及共產黨兩百年的興衰史
Author: Cheng-li Lu
A Marco-History of the Communist World narrates the rise and fall of
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co.,
communism and communist parties of the world in past 200 years.
Ltd.
It includes four parts: the rise, expansion, split and collapse of
ISBN: 9789573288190
communist world, from late 18th century to early 21st century. It is
528 pages ︱ 17 x 23 cm
cross-regional and cross- ethnic, covers more than 60 countries in 5
continents. Aiming to attractive the public, it is full of interesting, lively
and true stories. It is nevertheless also written in a comprehensive,
objective and rigorous manner.
While start writing the book 5 years ago, the author’s purpose was to answer two connected big questions: How
an utopian fix for capitalism was formed? Why and how it was morphed? Yet since Covid-19, Hong Kong issue
and other incidents caused the tension between US and China suddenly rose, and people from free countries
are asking all sorts of questions about communism, communist world and in particular about Chinese Communist
Party (CCP). To those questions, the author believe this book provides most valid answers.
Lu Cheng-li, also known as C L Lu, was born in 1950 in a small town of Taoyuan, Taiwan. He was major in
Chemistry while studying in university, and then spent 20 years in chemical industry. He became the head of
ICI, a multi-national conglomerate, in Greater China. Later on he started his own business, focus on providing
consultancy services to clients for business re-structuring, merge & acquisition, etc.
C L is also an amateur historian. In 2010, he published his first book, ” A different View on History,” which
narrates macro history of East Asia, includes China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan. It was the winner of 2011 Taipei
International Book Fair. Its brief Chinese version was also published in 2015 and attracted wide attention of
readers in China.

Non-fiction/Hikikomori, cocooning, social phobia

My Brother in the Room
滌這個不正常的人
Author: Mi Liao
Liao Mi’s younger brother is what Japanese called Hikikomori who
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co.,
lives reclusively and almost never gets out of his room. He did not go
Ltd.
to work for more than ten years since graduated from the university.
ISBN: 9789573287605
He is very sensitive that he can’t walk in the crowd, can’t take elevator
248 pages ︱ 14 x 20 cm
and train; he always try to avoid meeting anyone, including his family.
Mother blames herself; Father does not understand his son. Liao Mi
is the only one who allowed to talk to him. Like a documentary, Liao
Mi tried to write down their conversation, traced back what happened when they grew up and the relation with
their parents. This book is not only trying to explore her brother’s mind, but also her and their parents’. Their
conversations opened the black boxes in the family; and writing brought her to somewhere she never imagined.
*20th Taipei Literature Award, Taipei Literature Grant

Non-Fiction/Regional revitalization, Placemaking

The Feng-Tu Economics: 21 Lessons for Revitalizing Local
Economies
風土經濟學：地方創生的21堂風土設計課
Author: Zhen Yu, Hung
Revitalizing local economies is the new black. However, many people
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co
ignored that successful strategies should be based on the history
Ltd
and natural features. This book is Taiwan’s first practical guide for
ISBN: 9789573286691
local revitalization. The author, Hung Zhen-Yu, has been participating
280 pages ︱ 14.8 x 21 cm
related projects for years; he knows the needs of different sides. With
his massive experience, Hung proposes 21 lessons that construct
an integrated methodology with step-by-step instructions and case
studies, helping people and organizations to create their own community value.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Children’s Book/Kung fu, Adventure

The Jianghu Adventure: The Lost Martial Art Contest
江湖，還有人嗎？
The lost legends were hidden in a peaceful small village: the lost
martial art contest, an iron pillar carving winners’ name and the
mysterious beast. One day, a bunch of strangers came and tried to
retrieve the lost legends. Can the two 13-year-old boys confronted and
solved the mystery?
*2020 Golden Tripod Award
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Author: Yeou-Yu Chang
Illustrator: I-Shain Lin
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
ISBN: 9789573285861
288 pages ︱ 14.8 × 20.9 cm

Books from Taiwan is a new initiative funded by TAICCA (Taiwan Creative Content
Agency) to introduce a select list of titles, ranging from fiction, non-fiction, children's
books and comics, to foreign publishers and readers alike. On this website you will
find information about authors and books, along with who to contact in order to license
translation rights. All titles featured are eligible for the Translation Grants Program,
sponsored by the Ministry of Culture of Taiwan.

For more information, please visit: www.booksfromtaiwan.tw/index.php
Contact:Catrina Liu｜Rights Director
Booksfromtaiwan.rights@gmail.com

2020 Grant for the Publication of
Taiwanese Works in Translation
(GPT 2020)
GPT is set up by The Ministry of Culture (hereinafter referred to as “the Ministry”)
to encourage the publication of Taiwanese works in translation overseas, to raise the
international visibility of Taiwanese cultural content, and to help Taiwan's publishing
industry expand into non-Chinese international markets.
Apply at: https://grants.moc.gov.tw/Web_ENG/
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